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TWO SUMMERS' WORK IN PUEBLO RUINS

Bv Jesse Walter Fewkes

SUMMER OF 1896

GENERAL OUTLINE

The following report embodies the results of archeological field work
for the Bureau of American Ethnology in the summer of 1896."

The author was foi'tuimte in having as his assistant Dr Walter
Hough, of the National Museum, who, at his suggestion, took up in
addition a study of Ilopi ethnobotany, the results of which study have
already been pulilished.*

A week after his departure from Washington on May 30 the author
began excavations at a ruin called Ilomolobi, near Winslow, Arizona,
where he worked continuousl3' until the close of June. During July
and a part of August he excavated ruins at the mouth of Chevlon fork,

on the Little Colorado river, and at Chaves pass.''

The short distance of Homolobi and the Chevlon ruin fnnn Winsk)w
allowed him to make daily ti-ips from that town to the ruins, where
the workmen were encamped. At the close of each day's work the
objects found on that daj- were carried to the hotel, where they
were catalogued and packed for shipment. Even witli this ijrecau-

tion some of the specimens were appropriated by visitors attracted by
the beauty of certain of the pottery objects. While archeological work
in the vicinity (jf a town has advantages so far as tlie practical work
of boxing and shipping are concerned, it has many disadvantages, one
of the least of which is that just mentioned.
The considerable distance of the Chaves pass ruins from a town

necessitated a camp at the diggings, which was far from a hardship,
considering the beautiful forests and the fine water near the ruins.

A camp was made at Old Shumopovi during a short stay at this ruin.

<• A preliminary report on the field work of this year may be found in the Annual Report of
the Smithsonian Institution for 1896.

^American Anthropologist, May, 189".

I'This report was written and transmitted for publication in 1898. .Since that time there has
been considerable archeological activity in Arizona, and several collections have been made in
the region, even in the ruins here considered. Certain specimens in these collections add impor-
tant data to the discu.s»ion of the culture and migrations of the people wlio once inhabited this
part of the Territory.

22 ETH—04 2 17
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The objective material coUeeted numbered 1,875 entries iu the

National Museum catalog, but since many of these entries include sev-

eral objects, the actual number of specimens obtained was somewhat
larger. The specimens were collected from the following localities:

Homolobi - TOO

Chevlon fork (Hopi name, Cakwabaiyaki) _ 635

Chaves pass ( Hopi name , Tciibkwitcalobi ) 284

Shumopovi 108

Varions other ruins - - 97

Other specimens were obtained from various ruins on the Little

Colorado, and from Mishongnovi, Awatobi, Sikyatki, and Old Walpi.

By far the greatest number of specimens collected were objects

of a mortuary nature from the cemeteries. Although many of these

\vere broken in getting them out of the ground, it is estimated that

over one-half were entire, iuid fully two-thirds of the remainder

have been so well repaired that they answer all the purposes of the

student. The breakage was in part due to the inexperience of the

workmen, but most of the vases, bowls, and the like were fractured

by the earth, logs, or stones thrown on them iu the graves when they

were buried. Each bowl appeared to have formerly contained mor-

tuary offerings of some kind, as food, paints, or prayer-sticks, and it

was not rare to find food bowls piled up in nests one within another.

There is no conclusive evidence that any large number of vessels

were broken by design when interred.

At the close of the archeological work on the ruins mentioned, the

author witnessed the Flute ceremony at Mishongnovi, and the Snake
dances at Oraibi, Shipaulovi, and Shumopovi. Some of his observa-

tions on the latter liave been published in the Sixteenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, and a short description

of the Mishongnovi Flute altars, observed in 1896, appeared in the

Journal of American Folk-Lore. The author also made a few studies

of the AValpi Flute observance, which supplemented those already

published elsewhere, and enabled him to prepare an extended memoir
on this important ceremonial as performed on the East mesa.*

On his return to the railroad, after the close of the summer's work,

the author visited Zuni to prospect for ruins in anticipation of future

exploration, and made a flying trip to the pueblos Isleta, Saudia, and

Tesuki. A small collection of ethnological objects was made at these

pueblos, and other specimens were purchased at Santa Fe: these, con-

sisting of old paintings on skin fiom ancient pueblo missions, have

been presented to the National Museum. It is believed that there is

considerable material in the hands of traders or others in the South-

west, illustrative of the early mission period, which ought to find a

"Besides the 1.824 specimens catalogued in the field .51 additional objects were entered in the

National Museum catalog.

fcSee Nineteenth Annual Report <if the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1900, part 2, p. 952-1011.
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permanent home in tin' National Mnseum. Some of tliese objects are

very old, and show a mingling of Pueblo and Christian symbolism
which is highl}^ instructive, but in the rapid extinction of old manners
and customs they are being reijlaced by more modern objects, and
will soon disappear complete!}". Their preservation might well occupy
the attention not only of the ethnologist but also of the historian.

Although the visit to Pueblo Sandia was a short one, of the nature
of a rec(»nnaissance, it was full of interest. For some unknown reason
this pueblo seems to have been overlooked by most ethnological

students of the pueblos, but to one interested in the Hopi Indians,

Sandia presents many highly instructive problems. It is peopled by
descendants of the people of Payiipki, now a ruin on the Middle
me.sa, and no doubt the Sandians have legends of the former home of

their ancestors in Tusayan."
Sandia has a large kiva, not unlike those in other Rio Grande

pueblos, where old rites are undoubtedly still perpetuated. It would
be interesting to know something of the nature of these ceremonies,

in order to compare them with those of the Tusayan ritual.

The author hoped that he would be able to find some ruins in the
immediate neighborhood of Ilolbrook, Arizona, and he visited the
mesa north of the town with that thought in mind; but he was
disappointed, although evidences of temporary camps and a fewpicto-
graphs were discovered. He heard, however, of ruins at Carrizo, and
saw a few beautiful specimens of stone objects from that locality.

The trip from Xavajo Springs to Zuni failed to reveal any consider-

able ruins along that trail, but the examination was a superficial one.

Tliere are several large ruins not far from the Xavajo railroad station,

which were not examined.''

There are small ruins on some of the hills of the bad lands of the pet-

rified forests'" near Holbrook. One or two of these are of consider-

able size, and many objects indicative of former visitants or occupants
were found on the ground about them. The author succeeded in dis-

covering a single grave in one of the mounds, and excavated from it

a few fragments of pottery, Init these objects did not occnr in suffi-

cient quantities to justify extended work. Xot far from Adamana
station, on the Atlantic and Pacific railroad, there is a large ruin on
a hill, which visitors to the petrified forest have no doubt noticed.

This ruin is of considerable size, and proinises a rich yield of

areheological material should reasonable excavations be made out-

side its walls.

o On a map by Menchero the site of Payiipki is called *' Mesa de las Tiguas." indicating that it

was peopled by Tiwas. Some of the Hopis say that relatives of the Asa clan once lived there.

*>Some of these rains were specially studied in the summer of 1897. and will be described later

in an account of the operations of that year.

(•This remarkable collection of fossil trees is about 1.5 miles from Holbrook. and may be called

one of the wonders of Arizona. There are in reality three petrified forests, or three places where
the bad lands are eroded sufficiently to lay bare the huge fossil trees which they cover. The
signs of former habitation observed in the section nearest Holbrook show comparatively late

occupation.
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RUINS ON THE LITTLE COLORADO RIVER

General Features

Tlie plains and mesas bonlerins the Little Colorado river and its

trihiilaries were sites of populous pueblos in prehistoric times. There
remain many descendants of this former population who now inlialjit

pueblos distant from that stream. The Zunis alone still live on the

bank of one of its tributaries, and from the source of the river

to its mouth the ancient pueblos have long since been deserted. It

is asserted liy certain Tusayan clans that their ancestors formerly
inhabited the pueblos now in ruins on this river, and traditionists

have names for these villages. The plan of the present expedition
was to explore ancient ruins claimed by the traditionists of the Patki,

Patuii, and Piba people as a former home of their families, in order to

determine the truth of their legends and to gather what archeological

data there were bearing on the prehistoric migrations of the people
who inhabited the western section of the pueblo area.

The ruins along the Little Colorado do not differ greatly in general
character from those in the vicinity of the inhabited Hopi pueblos.

They are situated both in the river valley and on bordering mesas,
and, owing to the open character of the countrj-, are mostlj' of the vil-

lage type. Some of the tributaries of the Little Colorado in the Mogo-
llon mountains are said to be overlooked by cliff houses, several of

which, in Clear creek canyon, still remain well preserved, according
to report; but these ruins have not been investigated.

Drifting sand has buried most of the ruins of the valley so deeplj'

that the walls of few of them remain standing above ground. As a
rule they are built on natural mounds, which, near Chevlon fork, have
a gravelly character.

There is little to guide one in a determination of the probable age
of the ruins. No evidences of Spanish influence were detected in the
excavations, but this does not, of course, necessarily mean that the
pueblos were not inhal)ited contemporaneously with, or long after,

the advent of the Spaniai'ds.

It is instructive to determine the probaljle causes of the evacuation
of these river villages bj^ ancestral Hopi clans. Among other influ-

ences, the following may be mentioned. In the legends concerning the

forays of the Apaches it is always recounted that they attacked the

Hopi pueblos from the south. Although these vigorous nomadic peo-

ple originally came from thf north, they seem to have earh' taken
possession of the portion of Arizona between modern Tusayan and
the sduthci'n boundaries of the Territory, raiding as they wished the
Pima settlements on the south, and the Ilopi on the north. The
exposed pueblos along the Little Colorado were poorly adapted for

defense, and this may have led to their abandonment.
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Some years ago two Mormou towns were built not far from the pres-

ent site of Winslow, and contiguous to llomolobi. These towns, Brig-

ham and Sunset, were j)rosiX'rou.s foi- many years, and their inliabitants

cultivated extensive farms, which were irrigated from tributaries of

the Little Colorado. The remains of one of their acequias can still

be seen skirting the river side of llomolobi, and many of the stones for

the walls of the towns are said to have l)een obtained from the Indian
pueblo. The Mormon town is itself now a picturesque ruin, having

Fl<;. 1. Map of Anrient Tiisfiyan.

I Itinerary indicated by dotted lines.)

been gradually abandoned. One reason for the desertion of Sunset
is said to have been the alkalinity of the soil, which irrigation had
developed. If this explanation accounts for the failure of the Mor-
mon farmers, it might also applj' to their Hopi predecessors. The
failure of crops ma.y have led the Indians to seek other localities

better suited for fainiiing. However that may be, at the present time,

1896, the river valley opposite llomolobi has been turned into a profit-

able farm by a Winslow farmer, and when the author worked at
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lloiiiololii tliis t'arin was green with alfalfa and various market vege-
tables.

A failure of the rain and the corn crop is distinctly mentioned as

one of the causes which led the Patki and other southern Hopi clans

to leave their settlements along the Little Colorado, l)ut it is also

stated that they were afllicted by a kind of gnat or sand flea in some
of their earlier halting places. Possibly their dwellings became so

infected with vermin as to lead to their abandonment."
The Little Colorado river was dry during the work at llomolobi, and

was crossfMl and recrossed almost anywhere, the sole obstruction being
the steep banks, which were several feet high. Late in the summer,
however, it became a raging torrent, imjjassable save in one or two
places, and even these were dangerous on account of the many quick-
sands. It is not improbable that the gi'eat freshets of the river may
have had an important iiiHueuee in the altandonment of the second
ruin of the Homolobi group, one side of which is completely worn
away, although of course it is not unlikelj^ that this happened after

its abandonment. Evidence of similar ercjsion is also apparent on the

river side of ruin 1 of the Homolobi group; cemeteries on that side,

if they ever existed, have long since disappeared.

Ruins near Winslow

As has been noted, the Hopis say that the ancestors of the Patki
or Water-house* people lived in the far south. This tradition is very
definite, and it eveii declares that they once inhabited a pueblo
called Homolobi, stating tliat the position of this ancestral dwelling

was near where the railroail crosses the Little Coloi-ado, not far from
the town called Winslow. With this exact statement as a guide the

aixthor went immediately to that town, having made arrangements
with some Hopi workmen to join him thei'e.

The ruins on the Little Colorado near Winslow were identified as

the Homolol)i group by Mr Cosmos Mindeleff, who mentions 10 ruined

pueblos in this immediate vicinity, but his refei'ence to them is brief,

and includes no attempt at description. The best-informed inhab-

itants of Winslow were ignorant of the existence of ruins near their

village, and but for the confidence he had in the legends of the Hopis
the author also would have doubted their existence.

The site of Homolobi was found to be exactly where the Hopi stories

placed it, arid archeological results confirmed the identification. The
author found not onl}'IIomolol)i, butalso three other ruins in the imme-
diate neighborhood of Winslow, and before a month had passed demon-

" The trail from Beaver Head in tlie Verde valley to Flagstaff, especially not far from Rattle-

snake Tanks, has a very bad reputation for the small ^nat, which gives much annoyance to
travelers.

f' The name Water-house means cloud, and the membei"s of this clan are called both the rain

.and the clotid people.
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strated that this was oue of the richest fields in Arizona for archeo-
logical work, although previous to this visit not a single specimen liad

been described fi-om the i-egion.

. It was also the author's desire to see Iiow the ruins of the Little

Colorado south of Tusayau were connected with those on the banks
of its tributarj-, the Zufii river, higher up the watershed. For that
purpose he examined somewliat in detail a ruin opposite the station

Hardy, on the Atlantic and Pacific railroad, near where Chevlon
creek empties into the Little Colorado river. This ruin will be called

in this report the Chevlon i-uiii. Its Ilopi name is Cakwabaiyaki.
Tile objects exhumed from (he cemeteries of the Chevlon ruin have

close likenesses to those of ancient Zuni ruins, as well as to those of
Homolobi, which is claimed by the Hopis. A logical inteipretation of
these resemblances would seem to be that the culture differentiation

of the two peoples was not as wide in ancient times as it is at present.

The inhabitants of the villages of the Little Colorado and its tribu-

tary, the Zuni river, were formerly closely related, and, ]io doubt,
when these villages were deserted, some of the clans went to Zufii and
others to the Hopi pueblos. In subsequent times greater differentia-

tion took place, which led to the present conditions.

It was also desirable to push the examination of the ruins of this

drainage area as far .south as possible, for wliich reason two ruins in

Chaves pass, about :iO miles south of Winslow, were investigated.

This was the southern limit of field work in 1890, and in the last

month of the summer the author followed the trail north to connect
the Homolobi ruins with those of the Hopi reservation.

We have good evidences from historical and legendary sources that
there were inhabited jnieblos ])etween Zuiii and Awatobi as late as
the middle of the seventeenth century. One of the.se, that of the
Cipias (Tcipij-a, according to the Hopis), is distinctly mentioned as
west and south of Zuiii. It is not probal)le that all clans of tlie Patki
people had whollj' deserted Homolobi in tlic sixteenth century, and
they may have been dwelling there as late as 1700. It is as yet an
unanswered question whether anj- one of the ruins which were exca-
vated in 1896 is Tcipij'a, which, according to the Hopis, the Znnis
declare was midway between Awatobi and Zuiii.

THE HOMOLOBI GROUP

LOCATIOX

There are four ruins near Winslow, which may be called the Homo-
lobi groui) and are provisionally numbered 1, -2, 3, and 4. Of these,

ruin 1, true Homolobi, yielded the best archeological results, and was
nearest to the town, being about 3 miles away. More excavations
were attempted at that place than at all the others. The ruin num-
bered 2 is about three miles farther down the river and more distant
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t'l-oin it, bill is (HI tlie saino side. Ruin o lies on tlie left bank of the

ri\er, about midway between the first and second, and ruin 4 is a few
miles beyond on the same side, somewhat removed fi'oin the river.

All of these ruins aie thus within a radius of 'i miles of the town of

Winslow.
Former Inhabitants

Several llopi elans, belonjiiny to groups ealled Iht- Water-house, the

Squash, and tlie Rabbit, are said to have lived in these settlements

along the Little Colorado, near Winslow. Among- the clans of the

first-named gi-oup may be mentioned the Corn, Agave, Rain-cloud,

Lightning, and various others whose totems are aquatic animals. A
list of them follows:

Patki Water-house
Kaii C( )rii

Omanwn Rain-cloud
Tailaka Ranibow
Talawipiki Lif;htning

Kwaii Agave
Sivwapi Bigelovia graveolens

Pawik A(inatic animals (Dnck)
Pakwa Frog
Pavatiya Small aijnatic animals, Tadpole (pakwa.frog;tiyo, young)

The pi-omiuent chiefs of \\'alpi who belong to the Patki or Water-
house people are Supela, Kwatcakwa, Sikwistiwa, and Kw-aa. Ana-
wita of Sichumovi is also a member of the family. The legends of

ITomolobi were told to tlie author by the last mentioned, but Supela
and the others have much lore concerning this group of ruins wiiich

has never been published.

The Patun or S(iu;ish people, now extinct on the East mesa, are also

said to have lived at llomolobi, and they are reputed to have settled

at Tcukubi on the Middle mesa, and the Tawa or Sun jieople, who
are associated with the Pakab or Reed clans, once lived with the

Rain-cloud and Squash people in the llomolobi settlements.

There is evidence from the jiresent llopi ritual that the Patki,

Patun, Tawa, and Piba (Rabbit) families, among others, Uv^d at

llomolobi. For instance, it is stated that the following clans intro-

duced the societies and ceremonies mentioned, with tiieir fetishes,

into the modern system

:

Clans CeTemonies Societies

p. 1 . jSoyaluna -1 (Kwakwantu
IPaluliikontiJ iLalakontvi

Piba New-fire _ Tataukyam ii

Patuii New-fire _ . . _ _ _ Wttwiitcimtu

This statement is supported by the facts that the chief of the Kwa-
kwantu, the great warrior societj^" is Anawita, and that Supela is one

"Kwahu. eagle: kwan, a^ave.
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of the chiefs in Soyalufia. 'I'lic Sun priest, Kwatcalvwa, takes a
prominent part in the screen drama of Paliiliikoiiti. The Kwakwantu,
Eajjle-aj;ave people, are distinctly southern, cominj; from the region in

Arizona where the great cactus or agave grows, and an examination
of details of the ceremonies mentioned shows an instructive likeness

to Mexican rituals. In both Soyalufia" and Paliiliikonti the effigies of

the Plumed Snake play imixirtant parts, and this conception is dis-

tinctly a Mexican one, recalling C^uetzalcoatl. It is for those cere-

monials in wliicli there is the closest likeness to Nahuatl rites that
southern origin is claimed hy the chiefs and other participators.

Ruin 1

As has been stated, the nearest of the Ilomolohi ruins to Winslow

—

the one which was chosen for extensive excavations—is about 3 miles

distant on the right bank of the i-iver, and about the same distance
from where the river is bridged l)y the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad.
At that point there are several small knolls separated by level spaces
which might once have been cultivated fields. Between the site of the
ruin and the river bank there is a small grove of cottonwood trees,

the bases of which are evidentlj- at times flooded l>y the overflow of

the stream.

The river takes a general northwest course from the railroad cross-

ing, and is bordered with cottonwoods. On either side the banks are
low and sandy, frequently caving in, rendering it treacherous to

approach at certain seasons of the j'car.

The neighboring plains are parched and dry in the spring and early
summer, and violent sandstorms sweep over them, oftentimes so dense
as to obscure all outlook. At these times work along archeological
lines is very disagreeable, and life in the village is far from pleasant.
When approached from Winslow the ruin is indicated by a number

of low mounds without standing walls, and when it was first visited
there was little to indicate that it was the site of a former pueblo, save
many fragments of pottery strewn over the surface. The indications
that Ibnnolobi would be a profitable field for archeological investiga-
tion were very small.

The excavation of ruin 1 of the Ilomolobi group i)egan about the
first day of June, when a force of 5 Mexicans was employed to open
the mounds at the northeast angle. The results of the work were not
very satisfactory. They betrayed the fact that Ilomolobi was a pueblo
of small size and of irregularly rectangular shape, with its highest walls
on the n(n-theast side. Considerable broken pottery, some stone
implemeuis, ami other objects were obtained, but all the evidences
appeared to indicate that the more valuable specimens were removed
when the pueblo was abandoned.

"An illustrated account of this winter solstice ceremony may be found in the American
Anthropolotfist. v. 11, March and April, 1898.
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The -ivorkiiieu penetrated to the lower floor, and found that the

pueblo was two stories high at this point. The rooms were large and
the beams of Ihe flooring were well preserved. The floors of the rooms
were large, flat stones; the lower chambers were nicely paved. The
walls M'ere made of stone masonry, nicely plastered, and in some
instances blackened by smoke. In one of the largest of these rooms
the floor stones were in two cases found to be perforated by round
holes about the size of a sipapCi in modern kivas. These slabs are

in many respects similar to those found in graves outside the walls of

the ijueblo.

Two human skulls, one of which indicated an old pei'son, and
several human bones were found on the floor of chambers in the
northeast part of the ruin, and were supposed to represent intramural

jWoie"*

1
Pig
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The occurrence of a skull of the domesticated dog in one of the

graves at the Chaves pass ruin is significant, showing that this ani-

mal was known to the ancients, and probably utilized b\- them. The
fact that this dog was the broad-faced variety is particularly instruc-

tive. It was not apiiarently a domesticated coyote or a mongi-el like

those which now are so common in some of the pueblos. Mr Lucas

has published the following account" of this specimen:

Among the many objects obtained liy Dr Fewkes last summer from the mined
pueblo of Chaves pass, Arizona, is the cranium of a domesticated dog found in a

grave with a human .skeleton. Although the mere fact of a dog being discovered

under such circumstances is in itself interesting, it is not at first sight remarkable,

since it is well kno^vn that in America, as elsewhere, the dog was domesticated at an
early date, and Clavijero mentions an ancient dog. which he calls "a quadruped

of the country of Cibola, similar in form to a mastiff, which the Indians employ

to carrj- burdens." Aside from the fact that this is the first dog's cranium dis-

covered by Dr Fewkes, there are some jjoints of special interest in the present

case. Most of the Indian dogs are more or less wolfish in their aspect and have

long skulls, with comparatively low foreheads, thus showing a small degree of

specialization in the way of breed, and this is true of such of the mummied dogs

of Eg)-pt as I have seen. The cranium of the Chaves dog. on the contrary, is of

the broad-faced tj-pe, with high forehead, and, curiously enough, is precisely simi-

lar in size and proportions to the cranium of an Eskimo dog from Cumberland
sound, the resemblance extending to the peculiar concavity and squareness of the

nasal region. While this is an interesting c<iincidence, it is not brought forward

as implying community of origin, but as instancing long domestication in order that

so well-marked a breed could be est;iblished. A curious confinnation of the early

origin of this breed was received from San Marcos, Texas, where, in excavating

for ponds at the station of the United States Fish Comyiission. a human skeleton

and bones of other animals were found in a layer containing many flint imple-

ments, overlaid by two feet of black soil. The bones were those of existing species,

including teeth of several bison, and there was also a fi-agment of a dog's skull

similar in size and proportions to that obtained at Chaves pass. Owing to the

circumstances under which the bones were exhumed, it is not known whether or

not the dog and man were found together. While none of the bones were min-

eralized, the condition under which they were found and the character of the

human cranium showed them to be of very considerable age.

Dr Fewkes states that the skulls of carnivores are used in Hopi religious cere-

monies, and that the skull, paws, etc., are regarded as powerful fetishes of war-

riors and cherished by them with much care. It is customary to bury a priest's

fetishes with him. and there is little doubt that the dog's cranium from Chaves pass

was a fetish of the man in whose gi-ave it was found. As Dr Fewkes believes

that the people of the Chaves pass ruin formerly lived far south, in contact with

Nahuatl peoples, it can readily be seen how a dog's skull came to be part of the

cei'emonial outfit of the priest in whose grave it was found.

The numerous turkey bones which were found do not necessarily

mean that this Ijird was used as food liy the ancient sedentary peo-

ples of Arizona. We are told by the historian of Coronado's expedi-

tion that the Pueblos had domesticated fowls, but these were probably

turkeys from which, as at present, were obtained feathers used in

a Science, n. s., v. 5, 1897, p. 544.
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eercnioiiial i)r;u'tices. It would lianlly seem [lossible that birds

wliose featliei's were thus used would be eaten, althougli parallels

t-o such a usage occur in the religious rites of many peoples. We
know that their bones were made into needles and bodkins, and there
is every prol)al)ility that the wild turkey's flesh was eaten."

lieeause of the poor results of the early e.xcavations at Iloniolobi

the author (let ennined to abandon the work at this ruin. A .search

for the bui'ial places was not successful, although he carefully

exannned the .sandy hillocks a few hundred feet away, expecting that
they would be found thei-e if anywhere. Meanwhile a half dozen
IIo])! Indians who had been sent for canu» to Wiiislow, and the author
set thein at work, having discharged the Mexicans. On the first day
thej' discovered the cemeteries of Homolobi, after which it was only
a question of time before a large collection was obtained.''

The burial places at Ilomolobi were close to the outer wall of the
pueblo, so near to it in fact that the skeletons in somv instances
touched the outer face of the wall. These places of burial were litei--

ally "under the ladders " of the town, if we believe, as we l(»gilimately

maj", that llic inhabitants formerly mounted to the hou.se tops by
ladders.

The outer slope of the mound was thus found to be crowded with
the dead, and with them were multitudes of mortuary pottery offer-

ings of all kinds. The.se cemeteries were found on the east'' side,

opposite the river bank, and although it is jjossible that in ancient
times burials may have been made on the side of the mound toward
the river, if they ever were there the overflow of the stream has
washed them awa>" or covered them up.

The burial places were sometimes recognized by flat stones set on
edge pro,jecti7ig above the surface of the soil. These stones had
often fallen in over the grave, and were sometimes buried many feet
below the surface. In many of these there was a small, round hole
about the size of a broom handle; in others this hole was large and
square. In one or two instances traces of pigment were detected on
these burial stones, but in the majority the figures wei-e not legible.

The reason assigned b}' some of the Ilopi workmen for these perfora-
tions was for the escape of the soul ; others regarded them as sym-
bols of the sipapii, openings in the kiva floors which they closely
resemble. In the pavement of one of the larger rooms which was exca-
vated two slabs were found, one of which was perforated with a single

" The eagles whifh are kept in the Moki towns to-day for the feathei-s used in ceremonie.s are
buried at death in certain oemeterie.s with ceremonies of a simple character.

''In the winter of 1897 Dr G. A. Dorsey, of the Field Columbian JIuseum, made some archeo-
logical studies of Homolobi, and he informs the author that he found many interments with
beautiful mortuary pottery not far from the trenches made in 1896. Others have dug many
specimens from the same ruin,

' While as a general thing the cemeteries to the east of a ruin are the largest, places of burial
are not confined to that side of a ruin.
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hole, and the othor, wliicli was broken, liad a hole in the middle and
a round notcli on tlie broken edge, as tliongh there had once been a

jjerforation at that place.

Rum 3

Ruin -2" of the Honiolobi group, unlike ruin 1, is situated on top

of a hill with a wide outlook. This is a much larger ruin than 1, and
the walls standing above ground are in a better state of preservation.

No very e.\tensive excavations were undertaken in this ruin, but a

few graves were found some distance from the walls near the foot of

the hill on which the pueblo was built. Several graves were indi-

cated by upright slabs of stone set on edge in the soil, and from them
a dozen or nujre mortuary vessels were excavated. The pottery was
like that of ruin 1 in general character, yellow and browii ware pre-

dominating.
From the great size of this ruin the author suspects that if it were

carefully excavated a rich collection might be found, but work upon
it would be difficult, as it is situated quite a distance from water,

and there are other practical difficulties, .some of which, however,

might be easily overcome.
A number of bowls were found on the sides of the mesa on which

this ruin stands, but these appear to indicate isolated burials; the

cemetery was not discovered, and consecjuently the number of mor-

tuary objects from the i-uin was small.

RriN :!

Ruin 3 of the Honiolobi group is very small, and is situated so near

the present l)ed of the river that a portion of it has been worn away
by the water.

One of the most interesting features of this ruin is the use of blocks

of adobe instead of stone in some of the partitions of the rooms. The
situation of this ancient dwelling was sucli that stone was not easily

obtained, and consequently, as so often happens elsewhere in the

Southwest, adobe was utilized as a building material.

Farther down th<» Little C'olorailo tlie author found in tlie ruins on
the plains which border the river indications that the ancient houses

were made of adobe alone, a fact readily explained by the absence of

suitable stone on the site of the habitations.

Xo other ancient Tusaj-an pueblo where adobe was used for the

construction of houses is known, and for the most part to-day the

building nuitcrial is rock from the formation most convenient to

the pueblo.''

"This ruin, like ruin 1, was called Homolobi, and it is probable that the name is applied at the
present time to the whole cluster of ruins near "Winslow. As different phratries ai"e reputed
to have lived in this neigrhborhood. it may be possible to connect the several ruins with indi-

vidual families.

6 There are adobe walls built out from the old missiuu at Awatobi.
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\'(M'y little ill tho lino of oxplonitioii of ruin :> was attempted, as only

a siiiirl*' visit was made to it. The pottery frajiiiieiils were identical

in charaett'r with those from th(> other Iloinololii ruins, and the size

of the mound shows that it was a small settlement. The stream has
eneroaelied on the foiimhitions of the ancient town to such an extent

that the cemeteries on this si(U' have been obliterated. The sur-

roundinu; plain was evidently cultivated. f(U- remnants of old ditches

can be seen in the neighborhood, though they were ditlicult to trace

on account of frequent changes in the ueighl)oring stream.

One of the most interesting and exceptional objects taken from this

ruin was a bone implement appai-ently made from the leg bone of

an antelope. The blunt end of this object was carved in imitation

of an animal, possibly a bear, the head, body, and h»gs being well

represented.
Ruix 4

Ruin 4 of the Homolobi group is one of the most picturesque in this

region, and has many resemblances to iShipaulovi, on the Middle
mesa of Tusayan. It resembles a castle perched on the pinnacle of

a butte, which is steep on all sides. Its height is possibly 100 feet

from the jilain, and it has a wide outlook across the valley of the

Little Colorado. The top of the mesa is small and appears to have
been covered with hous(» walls built of stone, fragments of whick
have fallen down the steep sides of the mesa.

The general ground plan is roughly rectangular, apparently with a
central court, and the indications are that the houses were not more
than (Uie or two stories high.

The debris at the base of the cliffs is full of fragments of pottery

resembling that of ruin 1, and here undoiibtedly we must look for tlie

cemeteries, as there is no sign of a burial place on the top of the

mesa. Near the foot of the mesa, and half way \ip its sides, border-

ing the rough trail by which one can now ascend to tlie former site of

the pueblo, there are nian\' large bowlders, most of which are covered
with pictographs pecked in the surface of the rock. These picto-

graphs closely resemble those found almost universally in the western

section of the pueblo area, aud bear every evidence of being very
ancient. Many of them were almost illegible, possibly from age,

while others were fresh, suggesting more recent work. There are no
painted pictographs, suggestive of the Apaches or other Indian tribes.

No excavations were attempted at ruin 4, and the author's visit there

was a short one. Although the ruiu is not quite as large as ruin 1,

the abundance of pottery fragments gave promise that it would be a
fruitful field for archeological studies.

THE CHEVLON RUIN (C.iKWABAIYAKi)

Chevlon creek is a small stream of water which empties into the

Little C\)lorado from its left bank alxiut opposite the station called

Hardy, on thi' Atlantic and Pacific railroad. It is possibly 15 miles
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east of Winslow, with wliich it coiiunuiiicates by a tolerably good
wagon road. About 2 miles south of Hardy, near the Esperauza
ranch, the creek makes a graceful curve, west of whi(;h there rises a
low mound—the site of t'akwabaiyaki or Blue Running Water pueblo.
The country at this point is barren and sandy, with gravelly hills,

and with rock jutting above its surface. There are no trees and oidy a
few scrubby bushes of characteristic Arizona vegetation. The banks
of Chevlon creek at tliis point are low, and in places there are numerous
sand dunes. There is ahvaj's water in the bed of the stream, but in

the dry sea.son juuch of it is lost when it gets to the thirsty sands of

the Little Colorado vallej'. It is not potable, however, and animals
do not drink it eagerly. Fishes and turtles in considerable numbers
inhabit tliis stream.

The road from Wiuslow to the Chevlon ruin crosses the railroad in

the suburbs of the town, following the plain to Salt slough, a putrid
water hole, by whose alkaline waters many animals have been poisoned.

From there the road leads to Clear creek, a beautiful stream which
has been dammed to supply water for the town. A fine bridge has
been built over Clear creek, and the water at that point is very deep.

The banks are high and canyon-like, and the spot is one of the most
picturesque near Winslow. From this stream our Indiaii workmen
obtained many turtles, which they highly prize, and they make fre-

quent pilgrimages to it from Walpi to get water to iise in their cere-

monials. Not far from the Clear creek bridge there are evidences of

a former population, and the broken-down walls of houses crown
some of the adjacent hillocks. There are likewise many ancient picto-

graphs in this vicinity. Higher up Clear creek valley, where it is dry
and is called Clear creek canyon—a place visited on the waj' to

Sunset pass—there are many evidences of former human occupation
and abundant pictographs, some of which are of considerable interest.

There are likewise said to be moimds similar to those at Homolobi
on the banks of lioth Chevlon and Clear creeks, and there is little

doubt that this is true—at all events as regards the former stream.

Portions of canyons along the upper course of Clear creek were
examined and numerous pictographs were found on their walls.

There were also evidences of former habitations.

It must have been not far from Chevlon ruin where Sitgreaves and
his pai'ty camped on October 2, 18.51, but in his narrative he does not

mention the ruin, though the short notice of camp number '.) corre-

s])onds with the locality in other respects. He sajs (page 7):

The river [Little Colorado] here receives a tributary known among trappers as

Chevelon's fork, from one of that name who died upon its banks from eating some
poisonous root. Tlieir confluence prodiices an intricate labyrinth of sloughs, in

which we became involved and were fon'ed to encamp, not finding an outlet until

late in the day. In several places veins of fibrous gypsum (selenite) were seen,

looking like the ice crystals that burst open the ground in spring.

"

" Report of an expedition down the Zuni and Colorado rivera. Senate Document 59, Thirty-
second Congress, second session. 1853.
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This description may well apply to the mouth of the Chevlon in

the month of Au.tfust, when heavy rains are common, but in June the

Little Colorado was repeatedly crossed near this point with the great-

est ease, there being only a small rivulet to ford. Later, however, the

river became a raging torrent, as the author found in attempting to

ford it on the trip to the Tusayan villages in July.

The burials at Chevlon resemble those at Ilomolobi, and are simi-

larly situated with i-elation to the ruin. Like those of the first ruin

of Ilomolobi, interments were found in the lai'gest number just out-

side the outer walls of the pueblo, and at different depths. The
configuration of the site of the ruin naturally Introduced some
modifications in the character of Ihc burials. The drifting sand
has buried them somewhat deeper at Chevlon than at Ilomolobi.

No evidence of the cremation of the dead was discovered in the

Chevlon I'uin, at Ilomolobi, or in the ruins at Chaves pass. The dead
in these three i-uins were as a rule extended at full length, and not, as

at Awatol)i, placed in a sitting position.

THE CHAVES PASS KUIN (TCUBKWITCALOBI)

Looking southward from Winslow one can see in the distance a
high range of mountains which separates the valley of the Little Colo-

rado river from that of the tributaries of the Salt and the Gila. This
range is broken at one point by a pass through which, in old times,

there was a trail used by Indians in trading excursions and migra-
tions. It is called Chaves pass, from an old Arizonan named Chaves
who was kille<l by Apaches near by. A small wooden cross in the
open plain at the entrance of the pass is said to mark his burial place,

and there are many other unmarked graves of white men who have
lost their lives in this neighborhood.

By taking the road south from Winslow one passes over a hillj'

country continually rising, with Chevlon liutte far to the left, and,
skirting Clear creek, follows it to Sunset jjass, which is clearly visi-

ble fi-om Winslow. Beyond Sunset pass, where dwarf cedars afford

a refreshing <'hange from the treeless wastes about Win.slow, the road,

still I'ising, enters a well-woo<led country between Sunset and Chaves
passes. The road now becomes rougher, rising rapidly, witli tall

l)ines on all sides, until it passes an old well near the remains of

a deserted cabin. This well is situated in Chaves pass, and there the

j-oad divides, one division continuing to Mormon lake and Rattlesnake
tanks, where there is said to be a ruin of considerable size, and ulti-

mately to the Verde valley, the ruins in which are numerous and
extensive, the other to the Tonto basin.

Two ruins lie on the hills above the pass; one, the smaller, is the
first approached on the right-hand side; the other is so placed as to

force the traveler out of his way, the road wiiuling about it. Both
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are elevated above tlie trail through the pass, and from their house
tops the observer can look across the valley, iu which flows the Little
Colorado, to the Hopi buttes, far to the north.
Their name, Tciibkwitcalobi, is derived from tciibio, antelope,

kwitcala, notch, and ohi, locative. The Navaho name Jettipehika has
the same meaning. Both names were due to the fact that the pueblo
la3' in mountains where no short time ago antelope were abundant.
During his stay in Winslow the authoi- heard much about the ruins

in Chaves pass and often gazed at the distant southern mountains,
which particularly interested him as the possible gateway to Palatk-
wabi, the Red land of the South. Chaves pass was fascinating iu its

archeological jiossibilities, for it was one of the few breaks iu the
rugged MogoUones through which ancient migrations could have been
made. Accordingly, after examining the ruin at the mouth of CheA'-

lon fork, the author outlitted for a reeonnoissance of the ruins wliich

he exijected to find in the pass.

It need hardly be said that this was virgin ground for archeological
work. Xo one, so far as is known, has ever mentioned these aborigiual
habitations, which is not strange, considering the gi-eat number of
undescribed ruins in this part of Arizona. Ruins at this point were
especially interesting from the fact of their elevation and their jjosi-

tion almost on the crest of the watershed of two great valleys, the
Little Colorado and Gila, both of which were sites of large populations
in prehistoric times. It is highly important to discover whether they
furnish a connecting link l)etween the two regious. There can be
little doubt that the trail through the pass is an old one, and that it

was used in the migrations of Indians.

The two ruins at Chaves pass were built of the lava rock so abund-
ant in this region. The larger must have been a puelilo of consider-

able size, and covers an area mucli larger than any of the Homolobi
group except ruin 2. The elevation on which it is built is consider-

ably longer than wide, sloping abruptly, but is easj- of access on all

sides. The ruin is apparently of the rectangular tj^pe, with inclosed

courts. It is composed of two house clusters connected by a range
of rooms one and two' series deep. Its rooms are square, and their

outlines can be readily traced, though they are much obscured by
fallen walls. In general type there is a close resemblance between
the Chaves pass and Verde valley ruins.

Some attention was given to excavations in the rooms of both of

the ruins, but the limited work there was not rewarded with great

success. The walls of the rooms were built of blocks of lava j-ock,

wliich had tumbled into the inclosures, and it was necessarj- to remove
tliese before the flooi's were reached. Very little sand had drifted

into the rooms on account of their elevated site, and the outlines of the
rooms and the contours of the walls could be readily traced. No

22 ETH—04 3
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rooms could be identifled as kivas, aud the plastering was, as a rule,

woru from the standing walls.

The burials at Chaves pass differ considerably from those at Homo-
lobi and Chevlon. It was found that fiat stones with perforations

were not used in covering the burial cysts, but that logs—accessible

in this wooded region—were emploj'ed. The bodies of the dead Avere

extended at full length, and stones were laid at the head and feet.

Upon these stones a number of logs were placed parallel witli the
bodies, and on either end of these logs there were other stones,

generally bowlders, to hold them down. The body was thus covered
with a rude floor, over which soil is now found.

The depth of burial varied considerably, and it was not rare to

find bodies 10 feet below the surface. The weight of soil above the

logs liad lieen so great, however, that they were pressed down upon
the mortuary bowls, and manj' of these fragile objects were thus
broken into fragments.

Tliirty-oue skulls in good preservation were taken from the ceme-
teries at Chaves ijass. These are numbered in the National Museum
catalog from 157669 to 157699, inclusive; but a large number of skulls

and skeletons were abandoned, as they were in too poor a state of
preservation for craniometric study. The facial bones of several

crania from Chaves pass were stained green with carbonate of copper,

and tliere were traces of black pigment on others.

The situation of the ruins at Chaves i^ass, which are, as has been
stated, practical^ on the trail from the Little Colorado valley to the
Verde, naturally leads to a comparison of the pottery objects from
the two localities. Fortunately, a considerable collection of Verde
valley pottery made by Dr Palmer is now in the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, and affords abundant material for a comparative study. There
is so marked a similarity between the ancient pottery from Chaves
pass and that from the Verde ruins, which in turn is related to that

of the Gila-Salado basin, that it almost amounts to identity. It

would be impossible from the character and color, as well as from
the decoration of the mortuary ware from these two regions, to dis-

tinguisli them. The same red ware with rude geometric decorations

exists in both valleys. There is no doubt that the ancient people of

the Verde valley were closely related to the builders of Casa Grande
and the ancient dwellings near Tempe."

Ruins Betvpeex AVinslow and the Hopi Pueblos

Under this heading are included the remains of habitations on the

banks of the Little Colorado and its tributaries which were visited on
trips from Winslow to Tiisayan. The author followed the river for

many miles in order to avoid the Moqui butte, and while he did not

a The ruins in the upper Gila valley, called Pueblo Viejo, were found in explorations in 1897 to

be of the same character as those of Chaves pass and Verde valley.
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go as far down as Yoltz crossing, he forded the river only a few
miles above that place.

The hills bounding the valley retreat a considerable distance from
the banks of the river in that section of its course, and the road winds
through a level plain destitute of rocks suitable for building pur-

poses. At certain points, however, the author passed low mounds,
not accurately mapped, ujjon which were scattered fragments of pot-

tery, most of which was of rough manufacture. These mounds may
have been sites of small adobe buildings which have weathered away,
leaving only jjiles of soil. He attempted no excavations and found
no standing walls of adobe or stone, but the presence of fragments
of pottery in quantity would seem to indicate former habitation.

It would be instructive to dig into one of these mounds, which ai'e

undoubtedly artificial in character, in order definitel}' to determine
their character, which it must be confessed is now highlj' problematic.

Although the cavate ruins near Flagstaff and the ruins near the

Black falls were not carefullj^ examined until 1900, they are described
here for comparative purposes.

CAVATE RUINS NEAR FLAGSTAFF

The following account of these ruins and of those near Black
falls was published in the American Anthropologist in 1900 (volume

2, page 4l'3) :

Sitgreaves, in 1852, seems to have been the first writer to refer to

the ruins about Flagstaff and along the Little Colorado. He figures

one of the ruined pueblos near the ca.scades or falls," a ruin of the
same general character as those near Black falls, which he probably
did not visit. Major Powell, in 1885, Aisited and later described* the
cliff houses, the cavate rooms of the volcanic cones, and several

pueblo ruins north and northeast of Flagstaff. He did not visit the

Black falls ruins, which are undoubtedly similar to some of those

which he descriljes. Since Powell's description the literature of

the Flagstaff ruins has been confined mostly to popular newspaper
articles, archeologists seeming to have paid little attention to this

neighborhood.
The cavate rooms near Flagstaff are excavated in the lava, or vol-

canic breccia, and may be classified as (1) cavate rooms with vertical

entrances, and (2) cavate rooms with lateral entrances. The former
are well illustrated by the "Old caves," 9 miles east of Plagstaft"; the

latter bj^ the "New caves," 12 miles from the same place, in the same
direction, and by cavate rooms half a mile west of Turkey tanks.

These two types of cavate rooms are similar, and their former inhab-

itants were apparently of the same culture. Major Powell learned

from the Indians of Cataract canyon that the ancestors of the Hava-
supais occupied these cavate houses, and he states that "they doubt-

a Probably the " cascades" were the Grand falls, miles above the Black falls.

bSee Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology. 1891.
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less liv('<l on the iiorlli, cust, and soiitli ol' San Francisco mountain
at the time this country was discovered by the Spaniards, and they
subsequently left their cliff and cavate dwellings and moved into

Cataract canyon, where they now live."

The fragments of pottery seen about the entrances to these caves
are identical with those found near the pueblo ruius in the neighbor-
hood, and there is no doubt that the cave inhabitants had burrowed
in the lava as the most practical means of constructing habitations
in this neighborhood. Free walls are found in combination with the
caves, but these walls have no distinctive characteristics, save that
they are built of lava. This would indicate that the builders siinply

utilized readilj' available building material and took advantage of

peculiar geological conditions.

Old Caves

The "Old caves" lie near the top of Old Cave mountain, about 9

miles noi-theast of Flagstaff, and cover an area of about 5 acres. On
the top of this height there is a level space which was surrounded
by a rough wall made of volcanic breccia, from which a good view
can be had of the surrounding country. The caves are found on the
southern slope, and were excavated in a conglomerate of cinders or

volcanic breccia which bears everj^ evidence of having been ei-upted

from a crater or blowhole (plate l). Clambering over the rough lava
blocks, one finds everywhere on the surface the remains of walls
indicating former rooms. In places there are level spaces which
seem to have been plazas, and tlie entrances into the subterranean
rooms often open vertically from these levels. At other points it

would seem as if the walls formed cojnplete rectangles, but there is

no apparent evidence that they had roofs, which, however, may have
existed in former times. In fact, the Old caves show combinations of

underground cavate rooms with free walls above, and when inhabited
the settlement must have looked like a collection of low one-story
rooms continuous for several hundred feet. We maj' therefore call

this cluster of cavate rooms a pueblo in which each room above
ground had a corresponding subterranean chamber hewn out of

volcanic breccia.

One of the best-preserved and most characteristic rooms of the old

caves, with a vertical entrance, is shown in the accompanying plan
(figui-e 3). It will be seen that thei'e are two subterranean rooms, a
and B, each of which is entered by an opening in the roof, indicated

by a dotted line. Room a measures 1:2 feet each way, and the entrance
measures about G feet. This entrance has a square enlargement, or

chimney, on one side, whicli extends to the floor of the room and has
perpendicular, regular walls.

At one corner of room A there has been hewn out of the lava a
small recess (e), the floor of which is lower than that of the room.
There is al.so a small recess (f) at one side of the chimney.
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Room B is larger than room A, being about li! feet square. It eom-
muuicates witli room a by a broken doorway, and has an opening
through the roof. The floor is somewhat lower than that of A. A
recess (d) on one side of this room also communicates with the out-

side by a small opening wliich l)ears the same relation to room B that

the flue F does to room A.

Room C is an oblong, irregular, subterranean chamber, 5 by 7 feet,

with passageways into rooms .\ and B. The opening into A is almost

perfectly square, that into B less regular. Its floor is several feet

lower than the floors of the two other large rooms in this clustei*.

There are evidences of claj' plastering in several places, and api>ar-

FiG. 'S. Plan of an " Old cave " dwelling.

ently the floor, walls, passagewaj^s, and possibly the roof, were
smoothly finished. The plastering has, however, fallen, exposing the

rough lava corners.

New Caves

The mountain in which the Xew caves occur is about 3 miles west
of Turkey tanks, or about 12 miles east of Flagstaff. This height is

interesting from a geological point of view, it being a section of the

rim of an old crater, as may be seen from its summit. The remain-

ing f)ortion of the crater rim, that on the eastern side, has been
eroded into hills, the relation of which to the crater is recognized

ouly by their positions. The highest part of the rim, that in which
the caves are found, is the western wall of the crater, which, with an
adjacent southern section, forms a crescent connected by a ridge of

less altitude. The more northern of these elevations is the higher,

and the cavate rooms occur on its eastern side.
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From the west the ascent to the mountain, thougli steep, is not dif-

ficult, the trail passing stunted cedars growing on a mass of cinders.

In tlie depression between the two hills which form the crescent we
find rows of volcanic breccia fragments arranged in rectangular and
other forms, suggesting a reservoir. From this point the ascent be-

comes more difficult, and as one reaches the top of the higher hill he

finds himself on the rim of a former crater. On the east the rim rises

almost jjerpendicularly, and its walls on that side are outcroppings of

exceedingly rough cinde?' conglomerate. In this almost perpendicular

wall, facing what maj^ have been the middle of the former crater, tier

upon tier of cavate rooms (plates il, lli), irregularlj^ arranged and
very difticult of approach, have been excavated. The crest of this, as

well as of the adjacent lower section of the crater rim, is capped by
artificial walls of considerable height, indicating former houses. The
whole aspect of the place is one of desolation, and the lava apiiears

as if it had been molten but a few generations ago. It maj' have
been great stress of danger which drove the aborigines to seek homes
iu this forl)idding locality.

Turkey Tank Caves

About half a mile west of Turkej' tanks (about 15 miles east of

Flagstatt') there is a collection of cavate rooms with lateral entrances

arranged in tiers. These eaves, although not so numerous as the New
caves, are comparatively well jjreserved. They are situated a short

distance to the left of the road from Flagstaff on the uplifted out-

crop of what appears to be an old volcanic blowhole, and are con-

fined to the northern side of the depression which marks the former
place of eruption (see plate iv).

The outcrop on this side of the depression is composed of alternate

layers of hard lava and volcanic breccia. The former would tend to

resist any working with primitive implements, but the latter could

readily be excavated with stone tools. The average thickness of the

layers is about 8 feet. Bj' the excavation of the breccia the layer of

harder lava above it has been undermined and has now fallen in

places, filling the rooms or closing their entrances so that the form
and dimensions are no longer determinable. As the layers are

uplifted, vertical entrances into these cavate chambers are absent,

the doorways entering horizontall,y from the side of the cliff. There
are at least three tiers of these rooms, corresj)onding with the strata

of volcanic breccia.

In some of these cavate rooms there is a combination of stone walls

and excavated chambers, the rooms having been sej)arated laterally

by a plastered wall of small bowlders brought from the bottom of the

adjacent depression. Ajiparently, also, walls formerly existed in

front of the entrances to the caves, but of these the greater jjai't have
fallen, and their outlines are difficult to trace except in small sections.
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Entei'ing by a side opcuiug, one passes into a subterranean room
(plate v) 12 by 10 feet and 6 feet high, the walls and floor of which

are partly plastered. This room has five smaller rooms leading from
it, which will be called B, c, D, E, and r. They average about 5 feet

in diameter, and have their floors depressed about a foot below that

of the main room, a. The entrances into these lateral rooms, especially

that into D, are carefully made and almost square, and when jilastered,

as there is good evidence that they once were, made good doorways.

In fact, although the walls of most of these cavate chambers are now
very rough, and the rooms seemingly desolate as places of habitation,

they must once have been comfortable abodes, for the plastering made
the finish almost as smooth as that of any wall which could be con-

structed.

Several of the rooms in which the j)lastering still remains have
ledges and cubbj'-holes in which the household iitensils were doubt-

less kept (plate vi). The similarity of these cavate chambers to

those excavated in volcanic tufa in Yerde Valley is apparent. The
material in which they occur is different, but the iilans of the rooms
are almost identical. Whatever peoples inhabited the cavate dwell-

ings of the cinder cones near Flagstaff and the tufa mesas of the

Verde, their culture was not radically difl'erent.

RUINS NEAR BL.\CK FALLS OF THE LITTLE COLORADO

Location axd Prf.vious Exploratiox

It has long been known that the banks of the Little Colorado and
neighboring mesas were sites of ancient dwellings, but exploration

has been confined mostlj- to the upper part of the river and its tribxi-

taries. The numerous ruins along the stream from Grand falls to

its confluence with Rio Colorado have been wholly neglected, but

there is little doubt that future excavation ^vill be rewarded with

many novelties.

The Black falls ruins have been known for several j'ears to local

amateur archeologists, and a considerable collection of ancient objects

has been taken from them by Mr Benjamin Doney, of Flagstaff.

Under his guidance several well-known residents of that town, among
whom maj^ be mentioned Dr Robinson and Mr Jack, have visited

and photographed them." Herders and cowboys are acquainted with

the ruins, and the former have cleared some of the rooms for tise in

winter.

The geological features of the region in which these three groui^s of

ruins occur are instructive, but for present purposes one or two simple

statements about themwill sufiBce. The two well-marked formations

—

lava and sandstone—have affected the appearance of the ruins.

o The author was guided to these ruins by Mr Doney. He is indebted to Dr Robinson and
Mr Reed for kodak photographs, and to Mr Jack for measurements of several rooms.
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The black lava covers the red sandstone, forming great mesas or
isolated bnttes, the summits of which are crowned with ruins. The
lava ruins have low, rough walls, iu which adobe mortar was not
detected. The red sandstone formed a more tractable material, and
the buildings constructed of it show tine masonry with adobe mortar.
These ruins ordinarily stand on the brinks of small canyons eroded in

the sandstone, on isolated blocks of the same stone, or on ridges left

by erosion. If these lava and red sandstone ruins were found in dif-

ferent localities they might be regarded as products of different peo-
ples, but their existence side by side in this region shows that the
slight differences in their architecture were due simply to the build-
ing materials employed. The irregular forms of the lava lilocks made
it impossible to construct from them the fine i-ectilinear walls which
were jjossible with the well-squared blocks of sandstone. The erosion
of the lava produces a coal-black, porous sand, which as a rule covers
the finer red soil derived from the sandstone. This soil, drifting into

pockets or depressions in the surface rocks, afforded burial places for

the inhabitants of the villages.

This region has few trees; there are no pines, and only a few cedars.

It is the same sagebrush counti-y which we find near the upper Little

Colorado at Ilolbrook and Winslow.
The region is arid; it now has few springs, those which were

used in ancient times having probably been filled by drifting sand.''

Volcanic agencies have left their mark on the whole region, causing
in places deep fissures in the rocks, into some of which a strong cur-

vent of air continually passes, and from one of which emerges a roar
as though of suljterranean currents of water. One of the largest of

these fissures is about 2 miles from the Tuba road, on the waj' to

the ruifis called group A; others are found in the rocks near ruins

G and H of this cluster, where their depth has not been determined.
These crevasses, which are no unusual feature in the geology of this

region, vary in breadth from a few inches to many hundred feet, and
from a hundred jards to miles in length. When ^ery broad they
form canyons which end abruptly or merge into "washes" as the con-
figuration of the country maj" dictate.

General Features

The ruins near Black falls are as a rule rectangular in form, with
similarly shaped rooms of one or more stories. Curved walls are

rare, although in some instances the shape of the ruin follows the
curvature of the mesa on which it stands. As has been stated, the

ruins are bviilt of both sandstone and lava, and the two varieties are

found in close j)roximity, sometimes within a few hundred feet of

^ The author does not share a common belief that when these now i-uinod structures were
inhabited the precipitation was greater. In an arid region springs are rapidly filled by drifting
sand if not dug out repeatedly. The Hopis are obliged to clean out some of their largest springs
annually.
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eacli other. Tin- flianictei- of the saudstoue of the region is such
that wheu the stoue is fractured shibs are produced wJiich make pos-

sible the construction of excellent walls. Blocks of lava, however,
have no flat faces, and their use as building material results in jjoor

masonry, for the adobe mortar readily washes from the joints and the
walls soon fall. It is rare to find houses built of lava which now
stand many stories liigli. The best rooms constructed of lava con-
tain also sandstone slabs, which have strengthened their walls, as in

the "Citadel" of the Black falls ruins, where blocks of sandstone
were also used as lintels. Xone of the walls show evidence that the
building stones were dressed after being quarried.

The sites of these ruins are ordinarily elevated, and it is not uncom-
mon to find an entire mesa top either covered with rooms or sur-

I'ounded by a wall.

The highest walls of these pueblos were as a rule situated on the
north and west sides, the puel)los being terraced on the south and
east. This arrangement was apparently adopted to secure sunny
exposure.

The ground-floor rooms had no lateral external entrances, but where
there were several chambers side by side they communicated with each
other by doorways. In the case of two or three story houses, it is prob-

able that the ground floor was used for storage and was entered from the

roof. This is an architectural feature still retained in the old Hopi
houses, but it has Ijeen somewhat masked by modern liuildings erected

in front of them. The old houses of Walpi, Sichumovi, and llano

had ground floors which were entered from the roofs, to which one
mounted bj' ladders, while entrance to the second story was gained
by means of a side doorway from the roof of the first. Many of these

old I'ooms are still to be seen at Walpi, especially around the plaza,

and there are one or two examples in the villages of Sichumovi and
Hano," The oldest houses of Tusayan never had lateral entrances
from the ground floor, but when the first story was occupied it was
provided with a hatchway in the roof. This tj-pe of room, however,
is rapidly disappearing, the majority of grotmd-floor rooms on the
East mesa now being pro\'ided with doorways in the walls. On the

Middle mesa and at Oraibi the number of ground-floor rooms entered

by a side door is still smaller than on the East mesa. It maj- safely

be laid down as a rule that whenever in the Ilopi pueblos one finds

rooms on the ground floor entered by lateral doors, the construction

is new.*

a A good example of the ancient houses of Walpi. in which the lower story serves as a dwelling
room at certain times, is Saliko's home, near the Snake rock, and the row of rooms from Honsi's
house to the Mon kiva. The Flute house is also a fine example of this type. In Sichumovi the
house of Piitce illustrates this ancient type, and there are several examples of it in Hano, of
which Kalacai's house is a good one.

ft The author will consider this architectural likeness of the gi'ound rooms of the ancient ruins to

old Hopi houses in his final article on the Black falls ruins, where plans will he given illustrating

the relation of the ground-floor rcjoms witli lateral doors to the old rooms on the East mesa. The
ruins near Black falls have their ground-floor rooms like the old rooms of the Hopi pueblos.
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III many of the ruins there are found at tlie base of the mesa on the
south and east sides rooms of a single story which, from tlieir position,

we may designate basal rooms. They are now covered with debris, but
were once protected by the overhanging edge of the mesa, suggesting
cliff liouses, of which they maj' be a survival. These basal structures

may have been used as granaries, but in none of them were remains
of roofs found.

"With the exception of ruin a, group B, most of the ruins show little

evidence of long occupancy; few logs or beams remain in them, there

are no extensive deposits of debris, and there is a lack of large quan-
tities of pottery fragments such as are usually found about pueblos
which have been occupied for many generations. The general indi-

cation is that these buildings were inhabited in comparatively modern
times.

None of the rooms sIkjw marks of surface i^lasteriug, except those

of group B, where it is confined to the interior of the walls, as is the
ca.se with the older Hopi buildings.

The size of the rooms is much greater than is common in very
ancient ruins. No kivas are found, and it is believed that the

religious ceremonies were held in the ordinary domiciles. No build-

ing had a roof intact, but in many instances the remains of the roofs

and floors of the upper rooms were found in the chambers below.

The fact that wooden beams occur so abundantly in ruin A, group
B, implies that it was either the last pueblo to be abandoned in this

neighborhood or that the beams were taken from the others to it, and
when it was deserted its inhabitants moved too far away to carrj' heavy
objects with them. Some of the timbers in the modern Hopi houses
are said to have been dragged from the Little Colorado, ijossibly from
old ruins.

Group A

Group A includes a cluster of i-uins which as a rule are small and
have a general similarity in construction. It is situated about 1-5 miles

west of Little Colorado river. Following the road from Flagstaff to

Tuba to within about 11 miles of Tanner's ci'ossing, after passing
Deadmau's flat the visitor turns to the right, and, proceeding 4 miles

eastward, finds himself i]i the midst of the group. There are no trails

or wagon tracks from the well-traveled Tuba road to group A, but
the country is .so level that one can readily go overland to almost
any point. A castellated, truncated lava cone, the "Citadel" of

the group, can be seen soon after one leaves the Tuba road, and
this ijrominent landmark gives the general direction of the ruins

among which it is situated. From the top of this citadel all the ruins

of group A, with one or two exceptions, are visible, and the visitor is

advised to in.spect it first in order to determine the position of the
surrounding ruins (see plate A'li).
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THE CITADEL

The walls of the Citadel (figure -i) are constructed of blocks of lava
and sandstone, and cover the top of a truncated elevation. The.v are
arranged about a level central court or plaza, the surrounding walls
of which are best preserved on the western side. The hill on which the
citadel is built bears evidence of having once been a volcanic cone,

and was an advantageous place of refuge for the inhabitants of the
neighboring houses, as it had a commanding position, was difficult of

access, and was well fortified. As some of the structures were of two
stories, they appear to have been permanently inhabited.

jM^'^

«*4fw«*l>-

Fli,. 1. Th.j Citadrl. -i-Miiij A.

Twenty-three small ruins were counted from this elevated jjosition

(see plate vii). For convenience of description these may be desig-

nated A, B, c, etc.
RUIN A

Ruin A of group a is situated at the base of the truncated mesa of

the Citadel. It is built of red sandstone, with a few courses of lava

blocks, is 50 feet long by 12 feet wide, and contains five rooms arranged
side by side. Although the house was evideutlj- never more than one
story high, the many fallen building stones would seem to indicate

that its walls were once considerably higher than at present. Few
floor beams or rafters were detected.
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Near tliis ruin, at the base of the hill, are four walled inelosures,

one above another, suggesting terraced gardens. Their low walls are

composed of alternate rows of lava and sandstone. Near these former
gardens is a depression which may once have been a reservoir. This
ruin is the only one visited which was not built on an elevated mesa
at or near the edge of a canyon.

EUINS B, C, AND D /

There are remains of three houses, built of lava and sandstone
blocks, on a small lava hill a few hundn>(l feet north of the Citadel.

On the same elevation there is a circular wall which may have served

as a fortification. Most of the walls of the ruins have fallen, and it

is almost impossible to determine the relationship of the former
rooms. There are also some small ruins on a lava hill near the

elevation on which b, C, and D are situated.

RUINS E AND P

A considerable distance from the last-mentioned cluster, but in the

same ilirection from the Citadel, there are situated two conspicuous
ruins visible from a considerable distance. One of these, on the top

of a lava mesa, is built of the same material of which the mesa is

composed; the other, situated at its base, is constructed of red sand-
stone. Near the latter, on a lava mesa, there are many j^ictographs,

representing spirals, frogs, snakes, and unknown figures. There is

much broken pottery near ruin F.

RUINS G, H, I, AND J

These ruins, especially G, H, and .1 delates viii-xi), are constructed

of limestone, and are situated on the brink of a canyon, at the bottom
of which, near ruin (J, are mounds indicating the site of I. The
walls of G, H, and J are well preserved, and show some of the best

aboriginal masonry in Arizona.

Ruin G (plate Vlil) had two rooms with walls rising 20 feet from the

rim of the canyon. The lower courses of the walls are much larger

than the upi^er, as is true of others in this neighborhood. The level

of the floors is indicated by courses of larger stones.

Ruin J (plates x, Xi, figure 5) is the best preserved of all the ruins

in group A, and presents exceptional features. It is situated on the

left wall of ii canyon which is about 40 feet deep and equally wide.

It deepens and widens east of the ruin, and then narrows, forming a

natural corral inclosed by cliffs. Eight good rooms were noted in that

])art of the ruin situated on the top of the canyon wall, and in the

canyon below it there were several semicircular basal rooms, some of

which were sheltered by an overhanging cliff. Similarly sheltered

rooms are found in many of the ruins in this neighborhood, but
nowhere el.se are they so well preserved. There are no beams in
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place, but their former positions are shown in many walls by
openings, indicating tliat when inhabited the pueblo had two,

possibly three, stories. An inelosure which may have been a ninth

room is so filled with fallen walls that the details of its construction

or size could not be determined.

As none of the rooms have external lateral openings on a level with

the foundations, it is naturally supposed that all were entered by
means of ladders and hatchways. There are a modern doorway and

fireplace in one room, evidentlj' of later construction than the walls.

Perhaps the most problematic structures in this ruin are the small

cysts in the canyon walls east of the entrance. A thin layer of

softer rock has so weathered as to leave a horizontal crevice which at

intervals is divided by stones set on edge into receptacles a foot oi-

so deep. They were formerly closed by flat slabs of stone, only two

of which now remain in place. These cj^sts were nicely plastered,

and the slabs which closed them were luted in place with adobe.

Nothing was found in them to indicat'^ their use, whether as burial

^'•""^,«\<-ti^si\.,m.

Fig. 5. Plau of ruiu ,i . group a .

places for the dead or as bins for the storage of corn. Their number
was considerable, but they wei-e so small that their capacity could

scared}' have been more than a few bushels. This is the only ruin in

which such inclosures were found, and no theory is advanced as to

their former use.

RUIN K

Ruin K, which evidently formerly contained several rooms, is

divided into two sections and is situated on a high lava mesa difftcult of

approach. The walls of the larger section inclose three well-preserved

rooms, and still i-ise to a height of about. 8 feet. Five feet above the

base the red sandstone blocks of which the walls are built are

replaced by a course of stone of lighter color, which forms a horizon-

tal band around the ruin. The second section consists of a low,

rough wall Iniilt along the edge of the cliff, inclosing a level space in

i
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front of the first section. There are isolated rooms in this inclosure,

and a depression which may have been a reservoir. This ruin, like

many others, consisted of dwellintrs and a fort for protection. There
are instructive pictograjjhs on the rocks near by.

At the base of the mesa on which the last-mentioned ruin stands
is a ruin of red sandstone with five rooms and a foundation of
unusual shape. A huge rock, culiical in form, has fallen a few yards
from its former j)osition in tlie bluff. Ruin L is built on the top of this

detached block, and its fairly well preserved walls are separated

Fig. 6. Section a, ruin A, group B.

from the bluff on all sides by a wide crevice. From a distance the
ruin appears to be perched on the bluff, but closer observation shows
its separation from the latter by an impassable natural moat.

This is an oblong ruin rising from the side of a deep, narrow
canyon, with walls consisting of alternating courses of large and
small blocks of red sandstone. Some of the walls have fallen, but
sections fully 10 feet high still remain in place. There are evidences
of five rooms, each two stories high, but most of the chambers are
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filled with fallen stones. The cemetery of this pueblo lies west of
the ruin, where there are also remains of walls.

Small ruins may be seen near the road from group A to group B,

a few miles to the left. Their walls are in good condition, but no
peculiar features were observed.

Group B

The largest of all the ruins in the Black falls cluster, and one which
bears evidence of ha^•ing been inhabited for a considerable time, lies

about 35 miles northeast of Flagstaff and about 8 miles from the
Little Colorado. This structure is built on a ridge of sandstone
extending in a noi-theast-southwest direction, and consists of two
large buildings of moderate elevation (plates xii-xvi, figure 6). On
each side the ridge slopes graduallj- to a depression, the talus on the

.- ^'J,jj4»»Jil'**'
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Fk;. 7. Plan cf section A. niin A. frroup B.

east covering a series of rooms, while on the west side, where the
slope is more abrupt, no rooms were discov^ered. The ruin is divided
into two sections connected by rows of one-stoiy rooms, the walls of

which have fallen. Remains of a great number of roof and floor

beams are still scattered throughout the debris. These beams are

larger than those in any other ruin of the same size known to the
authoi-.

It is diffieult to determine the original number of rooms in the first

section of this ruin, as the tops of the walls have fallen, filling the
chambers with debris. How many basal rooms were buried in the
talus of fallen walls at the base of the mesa on the eastern side could
not be discovered. Room a of this section (see figure 7) is elevated
on a rockj- base about 10 feet high. The chamber is small, and its

walls have fallen on two sides. The debris has been cleared out of

this room by Mr Doney, who found in it the desiccated remains of

an infant wrapped in four well-preserved cotton blankets.
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Room B is ;i small, narrow chamber with good walls on three sides,

but the fourth wall, which was situated on the edji:e of the mesa, has
fallen over the brink.

The Ltround-floor chamber of room c is formed by a gap in the mesa,
from which a large cubical block has fallen. The walls of this cham-
ber are the natural rock, to the surface of whicli adhere fi'agments of

jjlastering. The beams of the floor of an upj)er room still rest on the

edge of the gap, as in some of the kivas of Walpi to-day, especially

those on the eastern edge of the mesa. These are built in a depres-

sion, the solid rock forming the walls on three sides, the fourth wall

being of masonry.
Room D is buried under debris, and the broken beams, which have

pressed down on a plastered banquette, are still visible. The reeds,

straw, and impressed clay which once foi'med a floor may be seen in

section.

,„„ '\"l:
,,..'>'tN,«j|,„|i„„il n'li".
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Fig. 8. Plan of section ii. ruin A. group ii.

Room E has two stories, and the floor beams and rafters are still in

place but buried under debris. A high wall 'extends fr<im the east-

ern wall of room E, crossing a de^jression in the clifi;, which is bridged
by logs serving as its foundation.

It seems within the bounds of pi'ol)ability that there were 30 rooms
in the first section of ruin A, group B, including the basal rooms now
deep beneath the fallen walls of the higher x>ortiou of the ruin. On
the supposition that half of these were uninhabited, and that there

were four persons to (iach room in the remainder', the first section of

the ruin would have housed a population of CO. This, however, on
the basis of the present population of "Walpi, as compared with tlie

number of I'ooms in the pueblo, is a rather low estimate. Considering
the population of the second section as about the same as that of the

first section, and that of the connecting rooms as about 30, the appro.xi-

mate population of the pueblos would have been 150. Estimated on
the basis of that of Walpi, the iiopulation would be iOO.
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The rooms of the second section (figure S), several of which are well

pi-eserved, are lower than those of the first section, and the detritus has

covered the base so completely that the mesa is inconspicuous. Room
A (plate xiv) is nearly square and is built on two rectangular rocks, the

top of which forms the floor. One of these rocks forms a side of the

lower story of the adjoining room B, which is in the best condition of

any in this section. The walls of this room are well preserved, and
it was occupied as a habitation by a herder a few winters ago. There
is a lateral doorway through the wall on one side, and in one corner

is a fireplace communicating with a chimnej', which Mill later be
described. This room is 12 feet -i inches long by 9 feet 7 inches wide.

In the second section many walls are still standing high above their

foundations, indicating rooms now filled with fallen debris, in which
beams, fragments of potterj-, and other objects may be seen. Ten
large rooms were counted, several of which had two stories. As has
been stated, there were apparently basal rooms on the eastern side.

Tlie entire section is about 60 feet long.

A chimney-like structure (plate xv) is one of the most conspicuous
objects in this part of the ruin. It rises from the mass of debris

covering room E and communicates with the fireplace in i-oom B, but
a vertical line from its top is 7 feet 10 inches from the nearest wall of

the room in which the fireplace is situated. "Whether this chimney is

aboriginal or not, or whether it is a chimney at all, are open questions.

E.xcepting its state of preservation and fine masonry, no evidence was
found that it is of more recent date tlian the walls of the rooms. If

it is an aboriginal chimney, which is doubtful, its structure is unique.

It may be a ventilator, comparable with the chimney-like structures

described by Mindeleff in the kivas of Canyon de Chelly.

One of the finest reservoirs (plate xvi ii) which the author has seen

in connection with a ruin was discovered near the bottom of the ele-

vation on which ruin A of group B is situated. Tliis reservoir is cir-

cular in shape, 50 feet in diameter, and carefully walled. It lies south
of the second section of the group, and apparently had a break in the

wall in line with the depression east of the ruin. It appears to belong
to the same type as those reservoirs on the East mesa of the Hojiis in

which snow and rain are collected for future use.

There are instructive petroglj'phs near ruin a, group b. A number
of rock etchings observed in a small canyon about a mile from the

ruin were pecked in a perpendicular wall, protected bj'the overhanging
rim of the canyon. These petroglj'phs were evidently made by the

former inhabitants of this region, as one of the best examples shows
the same design as that figured on pottery from the,neighboring ruin.

There were likewise butterflj', .sheep or antelope, and other figures.

It would be quite impossible in this preliminary notice to give a
complete account of the archeologic objects which Mr Doney has
taken from this ruin, but even a prelimiuarj' sketch would be incom-

22 ETH—04 i
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plete without some reference to them. One of the most important
objects is the desiccated body of an infant wrapped in coarse cotton
cloth, allusion to which has already been made. This bundle was
inclosed in three small cotton kilts which were later washed and
found to be "as good as new." At the foot of the infant was a desic-

cated parrot (?), some of the brilliant plumage of which is still to be
seen. This bird has a prayer stick tied to one leg, which makes
reasonable the belief that it was^a ceremonial object. Another inter-

esting specimen in the Doney collection is the dried body of a dog,
which was found in one of the deep clefts in the rock near one of the
ruins. This dog has a head similar to that found by the writer in

the Chaves pass ruin. There are also several fragments of beauti-

ful cotton cloth and netting. Some of the specimens are embroidered,
others are painted with circles and other geometric designs. A heavy
wooden club, several planting sticks, and other wooden objects are to

be seen in Mr Doney's collection. There are also many cigarette

canes, some with woven handles, as well as seeds of cotton, squash,
gourd, and corn, and many objects of shell, as tinklers, ornaments,
rings, and bracelets. One of the best Haliotis shells the author has
ever seen from a ruin ^yas found in one of the graves.

There are also many large turquoise ornaments, some an inch or an
inch and a half square. The many metates are made of lava, and
are deeplj' worn, as if from long use. A copper bell from a grave
near ruin a is a remarkable specimen. It has the same form as the

bells fi-om Arizona ruins, which the author has elsewhere described, but
on one side are ridges indicating eyes, nose, and mouth, apparently
made of strips of metal soldered or brazed to the surface. It is not
bolievod that this bell was the product of the former occupants of

these now ruined structures; more probablj' it was obtained by them
through barter.

RUIN B

Across the depression north of ruin A, beyond the reservoir and on
top of a mesa, there is a rectangular ruin consisting of two sections

connected by low, parallel walls, which inclose a rectangular plaza.

It appears that each section was composed of two single-story rooms.

No beams or other evidences of roofing are now visible, but a consider-

able quantity of masonry has fallen into the inclosures. From the

base of the mesa to the ruin an old trail can be traced by I'ows of

stones on the eastern side, and on the same side there are likewise

remnants of rooms. Graves were found among the rocks at the base
of the mesa.

RUIN c

About half a mile north of ruin a of grouj) B there is a fortified mesa
with several rooms, some of which had two stories. The surface of

this mesa is flat, the rim is round, the sides are perpendicular, but
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of moderate elevation. Most of the walls built on the rim, continuous

with the mesa sides, have fallen, but sections of the houses 10 feet

high still remain, and the roof beams and wattling may be seen in

place in one or two rooms.

There are some fragments of broken metates made of lava, many
potsherds, and a considerable pile of debris at the base of the mesa.

Ruin A can be seen from the highest point, and the distant ruin A of

group C is plainly visible. The conetery is on the east side, among
the rocks at the base of the mesa.

Fig. y. Buiu a, groui) c, from the south.

Group C

RUIN A

This ruin, which lies 40 miles by road from Flagstaff and 5 miles

due west of Black falls, is one of the most impressive masses of al)o-

riginal masonry in this section (plates xvil-xix, figure 9). It is

visible for many miles, and from a distance resembles an old castle

as it looms from the north end of an isolated, oblong, red-sandstone

mesa rising 15 feet above the plain. The south end of the mesa is

higher than the north extremity, and on its rim appears to have been

built a low wall inclosing a plaza. Standing walls cover al)out one-

haK the surface of the mesa. On its east side, about midway of its
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length, lliere is a gap with ix-rpeiKiknilar walls exlt-iidiiig abuul 14

fe<3t into tlie side and almost bisecting it.

The following measurements of ruin a, group c, were made by Mr
Jack, who has kindly placed them at tlie author's di.sposal:

The longer axis of the mesa bears noi-th ]()° east (tln^ bearing was
obtainiHl by using the face of the eastern wall of the liighest Iniilding).

The width of the mesa at tlie middle jjoint, measured from the rim of
the ov(M-hanging cliffs, i.- about Go feet. The height of the tallest

wall of room A is 10 feet above its foiindation, on top of the mesa,
which is about'15 feet high. TIk? inside measurements of the same
room are: Top of mesa to i)robable jiosition of first floor, 7 feet

inches; iirst flocjr to prol)abl(' position of second floor, 8 feet; bench
on which the floor beams of the second floor rest to the top of the

Flci . in. Plan <.f ruin

wall, ') feet. It may reasonably be concluded that the third stoiy
was as high as either of the otlier two, or about 7 feet inclies, which
would make the original heiglit of the wall about i.') feet.

The inside horizontal nu'asui-ements of the north and south walls

of room A are not the same. The former is 11 feet 4 inches, the latter

9 feet 9 inches. The east and west walls are 12 feet long. Room C
is 17 feet 9 inches long by 9 feet 7 inches wide.

A Ithough the standing walls of this ruiu are the best preserved of

any of those examined, no wooden beams were found in place, nor
were there remants of the flooring or other debris in the rooms them-
selves. This absence is explained by the supposition that at the time
of the abandonment of the s(?ttlement, or later, the woodwork was
carried awaj^ for use in new habitations. Possibly they Avere taken to
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mill A of group B. There is good evidence that this ruin once had
large floor beams, as is indieated by openings in the walls in which
they rested.

Examination of the ground plan (figure 10) shows that the whole
surface of the mesa was onee covered with rooms, the walls of which
still extend to its edge. The highest walls, those which surrounded
room .\, are three stories. The two outside walls rise directly from
the edge of the perpendicular cliff. There are several small openings

at various levels, and holes in which rested the great beams that once
supported the flooring are readily seen. At the corners of the rooms
the masonry of the second story is bonded to that of the first and
third, imparting solidity and strength to the high walls. There is no
entrance or passageway between rooms a ;ind (', Init access was had
to room A from room B. Room B is almost perfectly inclosed by
standing walls, formerly two stories high. The wall on the north side

has been overturned, and the many stones which have fallen at the

base make an entrance at this point po.ssible. As is shown by the

depressions in the walls, this structure once had two large beams in

the roof of the first stpiy, but they have di.sappeared. Room C has

one story; its walls are complete on all sides, and there is an interior

entrance into room D, and an exterior passageway. Rooms A, B, and C
are conspicuous from a distance and form the greater part of the ruin.

At intervals on the rim of the mesa other walls are found, some sec-

tions of which are 4 or .5 feet high. It is difficult to trace the walLs

of the rooms designated D and E. This i-uin also has cave rooms at

the south base of the mesa, which recall those of the other ruins in

the Black falls cluster.

Plate XVII shows ruin A, group C, from the east. The tall, sf^uare

tower on the left of the plate incloses room a, and the lower wall

extending to the gap is the side of room C. The fragments of masonry
on the right of the gap are all that remain of the walls of room E.

The mounds on the mesa to the right Of the last are remnants of an
encircling wall and of rooms which once surrounded the open space

on the end of the mesa. On this side of the mesa the upper part

overhangs the lower, forming a cave, but no indication of rooms was
detected here.

The wall on the edge of the mesa which shows at the left of plate

XVIII is a part of room D, and at the bottom of the clifl" at this point

can be seen the walls of the basal rooms built at right angles to the

cliffs. These are also shown in plate xix.

The cemetery is about 100 yards east of the ruin and is small in

extent. The mortuary ob.iects found in a single grave opened will

give an idea of the burial deposits. The graves are oval, and consist

of cysts made of slabs of stone set on end and covered with other flat

stones. The upright stones were cemented together with adobe, the

covering slabs being apparently luted to the edges of the uprights.

The.sc burial cvsts were commodious, and in the one uncovered the
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body, whicli was that of a woman, laj' on one side, at full length, with
the head at the wider end. To the right of the hips were found a
decorated food bowl in which was a smaller bowl, a large and beauti-
fullj- decorated vase, and a second small food liowl. On the left arm
was an armlet made of a Pectunculus shell identical with those found
in .the ruins of Homolobi. On the breast there was a remnant of a
wooden prayer stick painted green. Near the mastoid processes
were squai-e ear pendants made of lignite covered with a turquoise
mosaic surrounding a central red stone. These are beautiful speci-

mens of turquoise mosaic, far superior to those now in use in the
Iloiji pueblos. The skeleton was in a very jjoor state of preservation,
probably because of the character of the soil, which is a cinder sand
throiigh which water readily percolates. There is a general similarity
in the texture and decoration of the four pieces of pottery found in

this grave. They belong to the black-and-white variety and have
geometrical ornamentation.

BASAl. nooM

%*/./, ,v*^-

Fi(i. 11. Plan of ruin b, group c.

About 2 miles from the large ruin just described, to the left of
the road to Schiiltze's spring, is a small red-sandstone ruin standing
on an isolated bluff. This ruin covers the top of the mesa, and is

conspicuous for some distance. The rim of the mesa overhangs in

places, as the lower strata are much eroded, and the ruin can be
entered at only one point. All the rooms of this ruin are single

storied, and most of the walls are high, though there is a consider-
al)le qiiantity of fallen stone in the i-ooms and at the base of the
mesa.

Room A (see figure 11) is a semicircular inclosnre most of the walls
of which have fallen. It is perched over a projecting table or plat-

form, the rim of which the wall covers. The ground plan of room B
is nearly square; the walls are well preserved and rise directly from
the edge of the mesa, which is steep on three sides. The interval

between rooms B and D is strewn with stones, but traces of low walls

can be seen. One of these walls is on the edge of the steep mesa; the
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Other, parallel with it, almost divides the space iu halves. This is the

part of the ruin which one enters first after climbing up the talus of

fallen rocks. Room D is large, with well-preserved walls i or 5 feet

high, and with a projecting platform on one side, on which only

obscure indications of artificial structures may be detected.

Room F is rather small, with walls built over a projecting platform,

resembling from below a bow window. Room E is well constructed;

it contains considerable debris, and its sides are continuous with the

perpendicular wall of the mesa. At the base of the cliff, just 1>elow

room E, there is a low, almost circular wall, forming an inclosure

somewhat similar to the basal rooms of some of the ruins already

described. Although in general its architecture does not differ from
that of many other rectangular ruins previously discussed, the over-

hanging platform gives a unique appearance to the structure. About
300 feet eastward were noted the edges of flat stones which indicate

burial cysts. The whole length of this ruin is 46 feet, and the width,

including the jirojections at F and G, 21 feet. The sizes of different

rooms measured were:

Room B, 10 feet 8 inches by 9 feet 10 inches.

R9om D, 1.1 feet i inches by 10 feet 5 inches.

Room E. 10 feet by 5 feet 10 inches.

The following bearings were taken from this ruin

:

Group c. ruin a, bears north 13' east.

Mount Agassiz bears soiith 48° west.

Schiiltze's spring bears south 50° west.

RUINS NEAR HONANl'S HOUSE AT BURRO SPRING

The ITopi Indian llonani declared that there was a large ruin on
the mesa not far from his house at Burro spring. This ruin, how-
ever, was not visited, as Honani was away when the author passed
through that country. There is a legend that some of the clans of

Shumopovi once lived at this point, which is apparently on the line

of migration from the ruins on the Little Colorado to the Middle
mesa of Tusayan." llonani is a prominent man in Shumopovi, which
fact may account for his occupation of land near the Burro spring.

The preceding descrijition will give a general idea of the ruins in

this section. It is not possible to compare them with the ruins of

Homolobi, where most of the walls have disapjieared or have so fallen

as to render the original plan unrecognizable. The difference in

building material employed in the construction of the pueblos on
Chevlon fork of Little Colorado river must have imparted a some-
what different character to the buildings erected there, but there is

•a The simple existence of a jrermanent spring of potable water in this part of Arizona may be
taken as indicative of ruins in its immediate Ticinity, and when such a spring lies on or near an
old trail of migration, evidence of former settlements can not be difficult to find. Both Big
Burro and Little Burro springs lie on the pathway of migrations of the southern Hopi clans in
their journey from Homolobi. and were halting places for longer or shorter periods.
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some likeness between the ruins at Chaves pass and tlie lav^a I'uinS

near ]>lack falls. In this connection it may be stated that there is

also a large ruin near Homolol)i built of lava blocks on a lava mesa.
The racial and clan kinship of t he former inliabitants of tiiese pueb-

los is somewhat pri)l)lematic, but it is (iuite likely that the people
Avere akin to the llopis. This is shown not only l>y the character of the
houses, but also by the pottery and various other objects found near
them. Both legendary and archeological evidences jioint to the con-
clusion that the people who once inhabited the iiueblos near IJlack

falls came from tlie north, and were related to those who once lived in

cliff houses and other habitations on the Rio Colorado and its tribu-

tary, the San .Tuan. llopi legends say that the Snake clans fcn-merly

lived atTokonalji, on the Rio Colorado, and that they migrated south-
ward and l>uilt a pueblo about 50 miles west of the present Ilopi

towns, which they called Wukoki. This pueblo, it is said, still lias

higli-standing walls. The direction and distance of tlie Black falls

ruins from ^^'all>i correspond pretty closely with those given in the
legend, and while it may not be passible to identify any single ruin of

this cluster as Wukoki, the traditional Wukoki of Ilopi legend is not
far from Black falls. The tradition that the inhabitants of these

ruins came from the north is supported by the close resemblance in

character and decoration between their pottery and that of the San
Juan ruins.

It might naturally be supposed that there would be a close likeness

between the pottery of the Black falls ruins and that of Ilomolobi,
and that kinship once existed between the inhabitants of these

pueblos on the same river. Close study, however, shows marked
differences, and" the author is led to the belief that while both were
pueblo people, and, therefore, similar in culture, the clans which
inhabited Ilomolobi were not the same as those which lived in the Black
falls villages. The clans which lived at Ilomolobi came from the far

south, through Chaves pass, while tho.se at Wukoki came from the
opposite d irection. Both evidently sought refuge in the llopi pueblos,
where their descendants now live together. The clans from Ilomolobi
were tlie Patki, Patun, and Tabo (Piba), whose route to the ITopi

towns was bj' a trail which extends directly north past the "Giant's
chair." The clans fi'om Wukoki were the Tciia and others who
migrated almost eastward when they sought their home in Tusayan.

OBJECTS FROM THE LITTLE COLORADO RUINS

Pottery

general fe.\tures

The mortuary pottery from the three ruins, Ilomolobi, Chevlon,
and Cliaves pass, is distinctive and typical, with general resem-
blances to that from other localities. As a rule it is more varied in

chai-acier than that from the true Tusayan ruins, Sliumopovi, Awatobi,
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and Sikyatki, though its deooratioii has mauy likenesses to that on
the ijottery from tliese ruins. It has seemed best to discuss the

ceramic ware of these three localities together, but in so doing it is

thought necessary to mention the particular place from which each
specimen was obtained."

It has been shown in an account of the pottery of Sikyatki, where
conclusions were drawn from a large collection, that there was not a
single piece of glazed pottery found in that ruin. At Awatobi few
such fragments were found, but in the Ilbmolobi and Chevlon ruins

there were many glazed bowls, pots, and jars.

The question whether the ancient Pueblos glazed their ware has
been answei-ed in both the affirmative and negativ-e, and this differ-

ence, no doubt, is due to the want of a good definition of the term
glaze. Some of the bowls found at Ilomolobi and Chevlon have a
black vitreous covering resisting a knife point, but which is not the

gloss derived from polishing the vessel, but apparently from some
salt used in the preparation of the black jjigment with which the

ware is painted. This glaze, however, has not been detected on any
colors but black and green, or on auj- ware except the red, which is

so abundant in both the ruins here described.

It is hardly necessary to consider at any great length the vai'ious

forms of ancient pottery obtained in 1896, for this would simi)ly

duplicate work already published in tlie author's account of Sikyatki.

Moreover, the question of variety of forms has alread\' been amply
discn.ssed by others. The mode of manufacture, technic, coloration,

and like questions were the first to attract attention of students, and,

while by no means exhaustively presented, are treated more exten-

sively than the character and meaning of the decoration. A few
types present the vai'ious forms of pottery from the ancient ruins,

and for a study of form alone the material in our museums is ample.

With derivation of .symbols, however, the problem is ver_y different,

for in a collection of thousands of specimens we rarely find two in

which the oi-namentation is the same. In a general way it may be
said that certain decorative types are followed, but the variations are

so mauy that in attempting to present an adequate idea of ancient

ceramic ornamentation it is necessary to describe almost every speci-

men. Manifestly that would be impossible, and as we need classifica-

tion in this department of study, the following is proposed.

<i Unfortunately for close study of the lesson taught by Pueblo pottery regarding the migra-
ti(m of the ancient people of Arizona, the ruin from whii'h ancient Tusayan ware was collected

is not mentioned in early writings on fdd Pueblo pottei-y. Thus, we find specimens from
Awatobi. Canyon de Chelly, and .Sikyatki given one locality, ''Tusayan," and modern Tanoan
potterj' made at Hano by colonists from the Rio Grande bearing the same indefinite description.

Almost all Ihe modem pottery from "Tusayan" in the National Museum is intrusive in that

province, and is practically modified Tanoan.
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CLASSIFICATION BY COLOR AND SURFACE FINISH

The classification of pottery objects by color and surface finish

leads us to refer them to the following groups: 1, Coarse unpolished

ware, undecorated; 2, coarse unpolished ware, decorated; 3, polished

ware, undecorated; and polished ware, decorated, which maybe again

divided into: 4, red and brown ware; 5, yellow ware; B, black ware; 7,

black and white ware; 8, red and black ware; 9, red, black, and white

ware; 10, white and green ware.

Coarse Unpolished Ware

Although a large collection of coarse wai-e was made in the excava-

tions, the forms obtained varied little from those described from

Awatobi and Sikyatki. Of more than usual interest were specimens

of coiled-ware bowls, the interiors of which were black and glazed.

These are represented by several specimens from the Chaves pass

ruins.

There is but one specimen of rough ware the exterior of which

was decorated (see figure 17)." The rudeness of the design on this

object is no doubt in part due to the character of the ware. As we
go south the number of these specimens of rude coiled ware with

external decoration increa.ses. They are not found in ruins near tlie

inhabited Hopi pueblos, are represented by a few specimens at Homo-
lobi, increase in number at Chevlon, and are well represented in

ruins on the northei'n foothills of the White mountains.

Undecorated Polished Ware

While in a few cases polished ware was undecorated, this was excep-

tional, and only a few specimens were found, which all came from one

excavation. In certain instances there was evidently formerly an
ornamentation on some of these which had been obliterated ; on others

no sign of decoration could be discovered. The polished undecorated

ware was ordinarily red, but there were likewise specimens of white

and black undecorated ware.

Decorated P(ilished Ware

red and brown ware

Red and brown ware is distinctively characteristic of the ruins

found along the Little Colorado, and of those south of this river to

the border of Mexico. The decorations on this ware (plate xxvi)

found along the Colorado river are much more complicated than those

of southern Arizona, where plain red ware is almost universal. In

both regions the color is no doubt due to the composition of the avail-

able clay, and to changes in firing. Bricks made from this clay at the

nA large number of these vessels were found iu the more southern ruins excavated in 1897,

especially that near Snowflako, Arizona, where the largest collections were made that year.

As this pottery will be discussed at length in the report for that year, it is barely mentioned iu

this section of the memoir.
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preseut time have much the same texture and color a's the ancient
vessels—probably for the same reason.

YELLOW WARE

The fine yellow wai-e wliicli is characteristic of the old ruins near
the inhabited Hopi pueblos is not found in the Little Colorado ruins.

There are many pieces (plates xxvii, xxviii) which approach it in

color, but for the most part they lack that tine gloss which distin-

guishes ceramic objects of Sikyatki, Old Shumopovi, and other Hopi
ruins. While this difference may be in part ascribed to the chemical
components of the clay, the skill of the potter mu,st also be given due
credit. While yellow ware was sparingly made in the southern
pueblos, it reached its highest development in the villages which are
nearest the modern Hopi.

In the decline of pottery making the fine old yellow ware has greatly

deteriorated, and, although clever llano artists copy it with some
success, they have never been able to equal the flue.st specimens which
the author has dug out of Sikj'atlvi sand hills.

BLACK WARE

The Santa Clara pueblo Indians of New Mexico, as is well known,
make a characteristic black ware. Tlie author has thus far failed to

find anjr specimens of this ware in Tusayan, but in the ruins of Homo-
lobi, Chevlon, and Chaves pass several food basins were found the

interiors of which were blackened and apparentlj' glazed in the same
manner as is the Santa Clara pottery. In no instance, however, was
the external surface thus blackened. Some of these food basins with
black interior were of coiled ware; others were of smooth ware, but
all were destitute of other decoration.

BLACK AND WHITE WARE

The so-called black and white ware is found almost universally in

cliff houses throughout the Southwest, and has been thought to be
characteristic of this kind of dwelling. In liis excavations at Sik-

yatki, however, the author found several pieces, and the same kind
was also taken from the older quarter of the ruin of Awatobi. Several

beautiful pieces of black and white ware, with decorations which are

identical with those of pottery from Colorado cliff houses, were taken
from the burial places at Old Shumopovi. In the Homolobi and
Chevlon ruins a number of most interesting bowls, vases, and dip-

pers of this kind of ware (plate xx) were exhumed, and the same style

of ware occurred at Chaves pass. It appears, therefore, that black

and white ware is not uncommon in ruins of pueblos in the plains as

well as in cliff houses, which is but one of man_v evidences of the

similarities in culture of the peoples inhabiting these two kinds of

ancient dwellings. The author was at one time disposed to regard

these pieces as heirlooms, but the considerable number of specimens
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found would seem to indicate contemporary liabitatiou of tlie villages

and clill" houses from which they have been taken.

No specimen of the black and white ware in tlie collection is deco-
rated with designs representing luiman lieings or animals, and even
Ijictures of birds, so abundant on other c(jlored wai-e, are wanting.
The designs are purely geometrical figures, which are ordinarily

regarded as the most ancient style of ornamentation. These geomet-
rical figures, however, are very complicated—as a rule far superior
to similar decorations on other colored ware. They duplicate for the

most part the patterns on black and white ware from the cliff dwell-

ings of southern Colorado and western New Mexico, the headwaters
of the Salado and Gila rivers.

Among the specimens of black and white ware there are several
dippers made of a verj' fine paste almost as compactly hardened as

rock. All of these, with one exception, were broken, and the single

unbi-oken specimen, one of the most beautiful in the whole collection,

disappeared from the table in the National Museum after it had been
seen and admired by many visitors. The author much regrets the
loss of this beautiful object, especially after it had been brought safely

to the National Museum.
AVhile black and white ware is abundant in the cliff houses of the

San Juan, it is relatively as abundant in the houses of the plains in

some parts of New Mexico, as may be seen in the great collections

made in recent times in the Tularosa valle}'.

RED AND BLACK WARE

A majority of the ceramic objects from the three ruins investigated
in 1890 were red with black decorations. This variety was so

abundant that it may well be styled the characteristic potterj' of the

Little Colorado and its tributaries. Black and red ware is found in

the ruins near the Zuiii river, an affluent of the Little Colorado, and is

also found in ruins widely distant from the Colorado, but we are justi-

fied in regarding this combination of colors as distinctive of the Colo-

rado drainage area. Some of the best specimens of the glazed ware
well repi-esented in the collections of 189G are of these two colors, the
black designs being almost always glazed.

The red color is due to the clay, since bricks made at Winslow have
practically the same color. The many specimens of red and black
potter,y with marginal lines in white on the black form a transition

from this variety into the next, in which, however, the white is more
prominent.

RED, BLACK, AND WHITE WARE

The type of ancient jiottery included in the above designation
(plates XXI, xXli) is, as far as research has thus far gone, peculiar to

the Little Colorado ruins. No specimen of it has yet been figured

(1890), and there are no examples of it in the different museums with
which the author is familiar.
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The three distinctive colors are red, black, and white—the latter

forming not simply liordering lines in the designs, but being used as

a slip to cover a considerable surface of the object decorated. AVhile

specimens of this kind of pottery do not occur in ruins near the

inhabited Hopi pueblos, it is probable that the modern use of a white

slip by i)0tters in those villages is a lineal descendant of the ancient

method of decoration."

This colored ware is not found in ruins south of the Mogollon
mountains, but is couhned to the Little Colorado river and its south-

ern tributaries.

WHITE AND UREEX WARE

A limited number of pottery objects of light color, with dark-

green glazed geometrical figures, were found in the Little Colorado
ruins (see plate XLiift). This kind of ware appears to be rare in the

Hopi country, ancient and modern, but whether it is indigenous or

intrusive the author has been unable to discover.

CLASSIFICATIOX BY FORM

The various forms of pottery are determined largely by the uses for

which it is intended. The}' may be classified as follows: 1, food

bowls; 2, vases; 3, jai's; 4, ladles; 5, mugs or dippers; 0, canteens;

7, cups; 8, animal-shaped vessels; 0, slipper-shai^ed vessels.

Food Bowls

The food basins (plates xxiii-x.xix) exceed in number all other

forms of pottery, and as a rule have the same shapes as those from
Sikyatki and Awatobi, described in the report on those j'uins.* The
basins are ornamented on the interior with symbolic designs, in which
geometrical figures predominate.
There is a much larger proportion of designs encircling the exterior

of the ware in the Little Colorado pottery than in that of Sikj^atki,

and curved lines are also more common. Some of the food bowls

made of red ware are very large, but from their fragile nature and
size the majority of these were broken.

Vases axb Jars

The collection of vases was very large, but the pieces are, as a

rule, smaller than those previously described from Sikyatki. Some
of the forms of these vases may be .seen in the accompanying plates

(xxx-xxxv). The majority are globular, with a slight neck, but
there are several in which tlie neck is elongated.

a Tlie use of a white slip is a marked feature of the pottery now manufactured at the East mesa
of Tusayan. This appears to have been introduced after the fall of Sikyatki, for the tine yellow
"ware of this pueblo shows no white superficial covering.

* Seventeenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1898, pt. 2.
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The designs on vases are iisuallj^ geometrical; animal and human
figures are wanting. Some of these vases are very small, having
evidently been used for pigments or condiments. The lip is some-
times decorated with parallel marks, but with one exception the
interior is destitute of ornamentation. A single specimen had an

Fio. 13. Ladle with divided handle, from Chevlon (number 157031).

indented or concave base, to secure stability, but in the majority the
base is rounded.
The distinction between vases and jars is more or less arbitrary,

the latter having, as a rule, a smaller orifice.
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Ladles

Many ladles were found in 1800, The jreneral forms of which were
in no respect peculiar. The most striking variations are in the form
of the handles. They are usually decorated ou the interiors, and
generally with geometrical patterns.

Fig. 13. Ladle witti figure on handk-, from (Jhevlou (uumber l.j7;iiii;).

Figure 12 shows a ladle with a double handle—a rare form. Figure
13 is a ladle with its handle decorated with a human figure. The
evidences of wear on the edge of this ladle are pronounced, showing
that it was probably used in dipping food from bowls or vases. In
modern times gourd ladles are generally used for drinking purposes.
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Many ladle handles broken from their Ijowls occur in all the excava-
tions, and from the appearance of the broken end it is evident that

the handle was made separate from the bowl and was later joined to it.

A conical projection from the side of the bowl was inserted into a
cavity of the handle, wliich is sometimes hollow througliout, and was
then luted in place before firing. Several ladle handles were per-

forated, and in one specimen there were small pebbles which rattled

wlien the ladle was shaken.

The extremity of the ladle liandle was at times fashioned into a rude
image, recalling the clown i^riests' heads so common on modern clay

ladles. The ladle with hollow handle opening at one end into the

bowl, which is so commonlj- made in modern times by the Pueblo
potters," has not yet been found in the ancient habitations of Arizona.

Fig. U. Cup witli bird designs.

Canteens

The canteens by means of which the ancients cari-ied drinking

water were shaped somewhat like the modern canteen, l)ut were more
flattened, and generally decorated. While canteens of this shape
from old Tusayan ruins are known, they have not yet been excavated
'from any of the Little Colorado ruins.

The second kind of canteen, of wiiicli several were found, has a very

different form and probably a different use. While the former was
generally borne on the back, the second was carried in the hand It

has an oval or globular form, with a liandle wliich is liollow, having
an opening midway in its length. It is possible that this form of

canteen (plate xxxvi h) was used to carry water for ceremonial pur-

poses from a spring to the ceremonial chambers, or possibly from
the houses to the fields. These canteens are of small capacity, and
are generally ornamented exteriorly with complicated designs.

"These forms of drinking ladles, made of clay or gourds, are used in the following way: The
water is dipped up in the bowl and tlie end of the handle is put in the mouth. A pn>per slant to

the bowl allows the li(iuid to pass through the handle into the mouth. The ancient ladles were
not used in this way, but were used as dippers are to-day.
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Cups

The antiquity of tlie cup foi-iii of liousehohl utensil lias been ques-
tioned, but from these excavations there seems no reason to doubt
that this form was made in prehis-

toric- times. Numerous specimens
(figures 14-19) were found at

Homolobi, Chevlon, and Chaves
pass, and the material of which
they are made differs in no respect

from that of other vessels.

A vei-y fine specimen of coiled

ware (figure 15) had a handle made
of two coils of clay artistically

twisted together. There were a
few specimens of cups with flat

bottoms, but the majoritv were in

Fig. 15. Dipper trom Homolobi (number
loUXBli.

the form of small vases with
rounded base. The decora-

tion of the cups was external;

the interior was smooth,
without figures. Geometrical
figures predominated in or-

namentation. Several speci-

mens bore evidences of con-

siderable use, the rims being
ill some cases much worn.

One of the best of these cups,

with handle made of two
coils, is shown in figure 16.

The l)owl-shaped cup sliown

in figure 17 is made of rough
coiled ware decorated on the exterior, and has a glossy, black inner
surface. The form of the handle is exceptional, and is not duplicated
in the collection.

Fig. lii. from Homolobi i number

Fig. 1". Cup, rough ware, decorated, from Chevlon (number 1.5T095).

A number of vase-form vessels with handles connect the tfue mugs
with vases. The general form of these is the same, but the position

22 ETH—04 5
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of the handles varies, hi fi}>u)e 18 the handle extends from the lip of

the vessel to near the equator, while in figure 19 it is smaller, and
placed just below the neck of the vase. In figure 17 the handle is

confined to the equatorial region.

M
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arranged at equal intervals al)out the equator, is a highly conven-
tionalized bird vase in which the head, wings, and tail are represented
by knobs (ir rounded elevations. Figure 20 has on one of the knobs a
head with goggle eyes and teeth, recalling a bird ligure which is not

Fig. 30. Duck-shaped vessel from Chevluu (uumber 157018).

an anomalous form in southwestern pictography. In view of the
identification of the terraced figures with wings, the decoration on
the equator of this bird-effigy vase are highly suggestive.

A second bird-form vase is shown in figure 22, in which the vessel

Fi<i Jar with four knobs, from Homolobi (number l,5tvl54).

is elongated and has a round head projecting at one end, with a beak
like that of a parrot. The eyes project from the head, and there is an
opening for a mouth. On the side of the body there are parallel lines

representing feathers painted in red and black. The tail is broken.
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A third kind of bird-form vase is more globular in shape, with head
appended to the rim. The wings and tail are represented by figures

di'awn on each side of this vase, and ej'es ar(> painted on the sides of

the head. The strange raised S-shaped bodies on the sides of this

vase are of unknown meaning, but they suggest legs. A view of

Fig. 22. Bird shaiw.i v, I tivim Chevlnn inumber 1.57909),

this vase from one side is shown in figure '2.'). The length of the

appendages represented in relief on this vessel suggests some long-

legged wading bird, jwssibly a crane.

Plate XXXVI a shows a conventional effigy liowl in which the rim is

modified to represent the head, tail, and wings of a bird.

Fig. 33. Bird-snake vase from Chevlon (number 1.^7:ill).

The preceding forms, i-epresenting all effigy objects which were
found in the excavations, naturally lead to a consideration of the great

difference in the ceramic technic of northern and southern Arizona
and New Mexico. As we go south there is an ever-increasing t:nd-

ency to combine relief with pictorial decoration; effigy vases, includ-

ing those in the form of men and animals, increase in number, until
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ill Mexico relief decoi'Htion becomes the essential feature. In its

earliest developnieut the head is raised in relief, while arms and legs

are indicated bj- ridges, as in a figure from the Nantacks, considered

later in this article. In the (xila valley, clay reliefs of the liuman

figure on a jar or vase were attempted—a thing unknown in ancient

Tusayan.

Slipper-shaped Vessels

Several rough-ware jars in the form of slippers were found in the

ruins excavated in 181)0. From tlie fact' that many of tliese were

blackened with soot, it is conjectured that they were formerly

used for cooking vessels, and it is probable that they were made in

that peculiar form in order that they might be used like Dutch ovens

and coals of fire miglit more readily be heaped over them. ^lany of

these slipper-shaped jars had one or more handles placed on the necks

or prolongations of the rims.

These jai-s were always made of rougn ware, and \vere never

painted, as is the case with similarly formed vessels from the Gila

river and its northern ti-iliutaries. They vary in length from a few

inches to a foot or a foot and a lialf.

DECORATIVE DESIfiXS

General Character

The great value of collections of pottery from the Southwest, espe-

cially from the ruins in Arizona, is to be found in the symbolic deco-

ration and its interpretation. The collections in 18!m; were especially

instructive on account of the new localities from which they were

made and of the new sj'mbols depicted. As is universally the case,

avian figures are the most common and the most elaborately con-

ventionalized. -There are one or two instructive reptilian designs.

A study of the decoration on the jjottery of the Ilomolobi, t'hevlon,

and Chaves pass ruins shows that the proportion of geometrical to

animal designs is much larger than at the Sikj-atkl or Shnmopovi.

In the few instances where aninuils and liuman beings are depicted

the execution of the designs is ruder. This preponderance of geomet-

rical over animal figures recalls conditions characteristic of white and
black ware ornamentation. The predominance of animal pictographs

on pueblo pottery in ancient times appears especially characteristic

of Tusayan.
The most novel results obtained from a study of the collections of

pottery were contributions to a knowledge of ancient pictography."

Even a superficial comparison of the pictography of the Little Colo-

rado pottery with that of the Sikyatki ware shows how inferior the

" The majority of forms of ancient Tusayan ware are well known to archeologists through
the Keam collection, some of the more striking specimens of which have been figured by Mr
Holmes in previous reports of the Bureau of Ethnology.
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former is to tlie hitter. A deeper
study confirms this conclusion. No-
where in the pueblo region has the

ceramic art reached the hij>h posilicm

it attained in Tnsayan in prehistoric

times. This development may be due
in part to the character of the material

used, but it is mainly owing to the

artistic instinct of the ancient Hopis.

In both the character of the paleog-

raphy' and the texture the ware of the

Little Colorado ruius is more like Ziiiii

than Hopi work. The ancient pueblos
on the Zuni river, a tributary of the

Little Colorado, closely i-esemlile tliose

about Winslow and at the mouth of

Chevlon fork, but their pottery is as

a rule inferior.

HuM.-vN Figures

1
ft

Fm. 24. Footprints on inside of a vase

from Homolobi i number l.'»0tJ9<)j.

Pictures of human beings were very
rarely found in the excavations at

the Little Colorado ruins. This rarity

conforms with results from other ruins,

described by other archeologists, so

that the author suspects that delinea-

tions of the human figure, of which
several were found at Sikyatki, indi-

cate a late stage in the evolution of

pottery decoration in ancient jjueblos.

The drawings of human beings wliich

have been found are for the most part

of the rudest possible character, show-
ing no elaboration sucli as would be

expected if they had been used many
generations for decoration.

But a single complete figure of a

human being on pottery was ex-

humed in 1896, and that was on the

handle of a ladle from Chevlon. The
specimen (figui-e 13) represents a
woman with left arm lifted high above
the head. It has been identified as

the figure of a woman fi'om the pres-

ence of the characteristic coiffure of
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maidens, to which the author has called attention in his account of

designs from Sikyatki. The end of the handle of this ladle turns at

right angles, and suggests an explanation for numeroiis clay objects

of like shape which have been found elsewhere.

Among- human figures, however, may be mentioned the unique

ornamentation on the inside of the vase from Homolobi (see figure i!-t),

where we have on one edge the representation of the head, neck, and
extended arms, one of which carries a rattle, the other a spear. A
line of footprints extends across the inner surface of this vase, and
the body and legs are represented on the opposite side. It will be

noticed that the portions of the human figure represented at the two

ends of the line of footprints are complemental ; the head and arms
appear at the bottom, the body and legs at the top. It would seem that

Fig. 25. Quadruped figure on food bowl from Chaves pass (number 157570).

the artist intended to represent the tracks of a seated figure at the

bottom of the line of footprints, the marks being paired at that point.

The inside of the food bowl .shown in plate xxvii b is decorated

with a human face, in which eyes and mouth are represented. Above
the head is a crescentic figure in white, resembliiig the moon, into the

concave side of which project four pairs of tubercles from the top of

the head. This is one of the few specimens from Homolobi in which

a human face is depicted.

Quadruped Figures

There were a few pictographs of four-legged animals, two of which

are identified as mammalian forms. Mythical lizards and batrachians

are represented, but no complete picture of anj- reptile was found
which could be identified.
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(.)iie of the most interesting pictures of mammalian aniinals occurs
on a broken food basin from Chaves pass. This spe'iimen (figure

25) represents an animal with long claws, a tail reaching above the
body to the head, two triangular ears, and an arrow-shaped tongue.
It is one of the few figures in which the intestinal tract is represented,
and it has two eyes on one side of the head.
The design on the food bowl shown in figure 20 represents a four-

footed animal which was identified by one of the Hopis as a bison,
and the hump on the back certainly suggests this animal. This
figure, like tiie preceding, has two eyes on one side of the head, but,
unlike it, has the four legs all depicted in the same plane. The

Fifi, Hi. Quadrnpt'd figure on food bowl from Clievlon (numlier 1.5710a).

geometrical ligures below this (juadruped are of unknown meaning.
The bowl is of red ware, with black and white decoration, and is one
of the finest of this kind from the Chevlon ruin.

As a rule, vases are ornamented on the equator, and it rarely
happens that any design is found on the bottom. The specimen
shown in figure 27, however, has a design in that region resembling
a paw of some animal, possibly a bear or badger. The form and char-
acter of ware which distinguish this specimen are likewise highly
instructive.
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Bird Figures

The majority of the animal figures on specimens from the three

soutliern ruins represented birds, many of which were highly con-

ventionalized. Wliile there were many objects of pottery adorned

with feathers, this style of decoration was not as common or as

varied as at Shuniopovi, Sikyatki, Awatobi, or other ruins on the

Hopi reservation. The conventional forms of feathers so common
on the decorated pottery of Sikyatki are not found in the designs

ornamenting the potteiy of the Little Colorado ruins, but seem to be

confined to the pueblos in the present Hopi reservation. Thus, not

a single specimen of the conventional feather figured on the "butter-

fly vase" shown in plate cxxv of the Seventeenth Annual Report of

the Bureau of American Ethnology, part 2 (and also plate XL, Smith-

sonian Report, IS'.io), was found on anj' vessel from Homolobi, Chevlon,

or Chaves ])ass.°

Fig. 27. Vase with bear's paw de.sign ( number 1.571.S7i.

The peculiar symbol of the breath feather (Seventeenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Etiinology, plates cxxxviii /; and
CXLI c, (1) also appears to be limited to objects from ruins near the

inhabited Hopi pueblos. On none of the many figures of birds shown

in the Little Colorado pottery have we any such complicated symbols

appended to wing or tail. The figures of birds from Shuniopovi

resemble those from Sikyatki, but no pottery from a Little Colorado

ruin is found decorated with the conventional figure of the feather so

constant in the ancient ruins above mentioned.

It will be noticed in the figures of birds from Homolobi and Chev-

lon that the posterior end of tlie body has a triangular form which

apparently represents the tail. At one side of this triangular figure

are many .short parallel lines, evidently intended to represent the

tips of the tail feathers, well brought out in the bird figures.

The design shown in figure 2S represents two birds, above which
are emblematic rain-cloud symbols with parallel lines representing

"Consult The Feather Symbol in Ancient Hopi Designs, American Anthropologist, v. 11, n. 1,

January, 1898.
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falling rain. The (iijures of these two birds are decidedly Egyptian
iu form. Their beaks are turned in the same direction, and botli

have two eyes on one side of the head. The wings are of special

interest to students of Hopi sj'rabolism, for they are represented by
triangles—whicli is often tlie case in ancient Tu.sayan pictures

of mytiiic birds. '[''his bowl, found at Chevloii, is of the red

ware characteristic of the Little Colorado i-uins. The triangles at

the lowiM- ends of the bird figures are tails, and the s]u)rt parallel

knobs represent the tips of the tail feathers. This is important to

Fio, 28. Mythic bird figures aud rain-doud Hymbold on food bowl from Clievlon
( number 15T221 1.

remember in the study of symbolism, for we sometimes find the same
symbols depicted alone on a vase (see figure ;56).

No specimen from the Little Colorado ruins has a diametrical line

representing a "sky band" to which hangs the conventional figure of

a bird—a design so common iu the best Sikyatki ware. A good exam-
ple of this ornamentation is shown in a food bowl from Shumopovi
(see figure 7o, page 117). We miss aLso the star design and the

trifid cross so commonly associated iu Tusayan ware with the bird
symbols.
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Attention is (•Hlle<l U> tlie form of tlio tail of the two birds in figure

28 and to tlie triaujiular de-

signs called feathers seen

in the same figure. It

seems not iniprobalile that

in the conventionalization

of bird figures the design

representing a bird may
be reduced to two trian-

gles, making an hourglass-

shaped figure. Suppose, for

instance, wings and head
be omitted in figure 28, the

tail and body would then be

two triangles joined at the

apices.

The design on a vase from
Homolobi shown in figure 29 represents four birds, each one of which

Fk;. £). Vase with four bird figures, from Homo-
lobi I number 156676).

Fi<;. :*l. Mythic bird figure on food bowl from Chaves pass (number 1.5756:

has a ci'ested head of feathers and widespread wings of triangular

form. The bodv is continued into two triangular extensions, as is
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the case in so many bird figures, and tlie tail feathers are indicated
by short, stumpy, parallel lines attached to one side of a triangle.

The middle of the body is represented by a lozenge-shaped figure, in

the center of which is a dot. Trifid triangular designs jdternate

with the bird figures, and the bird figures are arranged as though
moving in a sinistral circuit.

The figure of a bird on a food bowl from Chaves jiass (figure 30) is

characteristic. This represents a toothed bird, a conception often
repeated in the ancient pueblo pictography. Both eyes are on one side

of the head, Avhich is rounded posteriorly and prolonged into an upper
and lower dentate beak. 'J'he triangular wings ai-e terraced or

Fig. ;fl. Bird rlesinn on food howl from Homolobi i number 156603).

notched on one edge, and the tail is ti-iangular, with short, white
appendages representing feathers. Although a simple ligiirc, this is

one of the most instructive bird designs in the collection. The con-

ception of a toothed bird is certainly remarkable, but we find it still

current in the Walpi ritual, where it is personated, as in the so-called

Natackas which appear in the Powamu, or Bean-planting, a ceremony
when the fields are prepared for planting.

The figure of a bird represented on a food bowl from Homolobi
shown in figure 31 is different from any elsewhere collected. Par-
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ticiilarly interesting is the drawing of the wing and the sliape of the

body, which is bordered by small triangles. Both eyes are i-epre-

sented on one side of tlie head, and the tail feathers, fonr in number,
are represented in a vertical plane.

The food bowl sliown in figure 3'2, from ITomolobi, is decorated on
the interior with a design representing tlie head, neck, and legs of a
mj'thic bird. There are two eyes on one side of the head, and the

tongue has a tip like an arrowhead. Tlie wings bear triangular

appendages representing feathers. The talons I'ecall those of the

Fkj. :tt. Bird figure on ffiod liowl from Hcimololii (mimljer l.'>fi871l).

"unknown reptile" from Sikyatki, figured in plate LXii of a pre-

liminary rei)oit iin that i-nin." We liavi' in this figure a lepresentation

of both wings in the same plane, a constant feature in Pueblo draw-

ing. There is also a view of a body cavity, which is not rare in

modern Pueblo figuTes of animals.

One of the most striking pictures of birds is that depicted on tlie

interior of the food bowl from Chevlon, shown in figure 33. The

" Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 189.").
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most remarkable of all the appendages are those on the tail, the mean-
ing of wliich the author can not interjiret. It was sometimes cus-

tomary to equip a bird flgure with a long snout in which were teeth,

and this conception persists among the Ilopis, ais has been noted above.
It is interesting to note that in this figure, as in the majority of bird

figures from the Little Colorado ruins, the tail is i-epresented by a
triangle, and the tail feathers or their tips by three parallel lines.

The interior of the food bowl shown in figui-e 34 is decorated with
a bird design which exhibits some of the notable violations oi per-

spective common in ancient Tusayan art. AVe here find wings, legs,

Fig. .^H. Mythic bird figure on food bowl from Chevlon (nnmbei' 15"2fi4 1.

and tail feathers shown on the same plane, notwithstanding that a
side view was intended.

The indication of the claws by crescents in tliis flgure is interesting.

The same method is adopted in another bird figure, in which there

are in each foot two short parallel lines. This method is likewise

iised in one of the designs from Sikyatki which was identified as rep-

resenting an unknown reptile." There is some doubt whether this

figure represents a lizard or a bird, for a considerable part of the
body is posterior to the appendages. If we consider the posterior

" Seventeentli Annxial Report Bureau of American Ethnology, pt. 2, 1898, figure 269.
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appendages as a pair of legs, they bend the wrong way, unless the

whole portion from tlic angle to the claws is regarded as foot. This is

not an avian featnre, bnt the presence of semicircles and triangles on

the bodj' is characteristic of bird symbolism.

In studying the different figures of reptiles from ancient potterj' the

author finds no other in which the feet have this form—which occurs

in undoubted bird figures from Ilomolobi and Chevlou. It miglit

therefore be concluded that the Sikyatki figure was wrongly identi-

fied and should be called a bird. Thei'e are, however, almost fatal

objections to this identification. 'Die most striking of these is the

Fig. 34. Bird flgui-e on food bowl from Chevlon (number 1.57084i.

elongated form of the body. Tlie anterior appendage, which is

identified as a leg, can hardly be homologized with a wing, although

it must be confessed that the parallel lines may lie feathers.

The reexamination of the figure in the light shed on the sulijecti

by the bird figures fi-om Ilomolobi reveals that it has botli l)ird and
rei)tilian features, and that tlie former pi-edominate.

Two raptorial birds are painted on the food bowl shown in figure oo,

on opposite sides of terraced figures which recall cloud symbols. The
birds are shown in profile, with l)oth eyes on one side of the head
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and tail feathers thrown out of perspective. Wings are not repre-

sented, and the body is covered witli cross-hatched lines. In a bowl
from Shuiiiopovi we likewise find two birds represented from a differ-

ent point of view, and also teri'aced figures which have been inter-

preted as I'ain-cloud symbols.

The triangular designs on the vase shown in figure 3tj are inter-

preted as feathers, or rather as the tails of birds with appended
feathers. The reason for tlie interpretation is to be found in the
study of the bodies of birds as represented in the Little Colorado pot-

tery. The author has elsewhei'e shown several instances in Sikyatki

Fio. 35. Food Ijuwl with birrt

pottery where symbolic feathers are represented as tied about the

neck of small vases, and even at the present day certain gourds in

which sacred water is brought from springs in kiva ceremonials have
feathers tied in this position. The triangle, as a feather symbol, is

still found ill certain altar pictures—^as the snake-lightning designs in

sand of the Antelope altars. It is interesting to notice that these

feather symbols have paralhd white lines on one side.

The only other sj'mbol with wliich these triangular figures on the

Iloiiiolobi vase could be identified are triangular rain clouds, the

short parallel lines representing falling rain. These symbols would
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also be appropriate on this small vase, but there is more likelihood

that the triangles in this instance are feather symbols.

Insect Fioures

In an account of the insects used in pottery decoration at Sik^yatki

attention was called to the use of the moth or butterfly and the
dragon fly. Botli of these forms occur on pottery from the ruins
along the Little Colorado, and their symbolism appears to be the
same in all the ruins in Arizona thus far studied. The butterfly is

commonlj' indicated by a triangular figure, which often becomes
highly conventionalized, as in plate xxv7j.

F IG . 36. Vase with bird symbols, from Homolobi i number 15S8S0 1

.

Arachnid Figures

The spider plays an important part in Pueblo mythologj", and the

so-called Spider woman is often mentioned in connection with the Sun
and the war god.

The design on the food Ixtwl from Homolobi shown in figure 37

represents a spider, and a figure of the sun on the outside of this

bowl recalls the legend of the Spider woman who married the Sun.

The association of these two symbols on an ancient vessel shows
the antiquity of this well-known legend.

22 ETH—04 6
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There are appciuletl to 1 lie eeplialot liorax of this animal four pairts of

legs, which number distinguishes arachnids from insects; theiv are

two jaws at the anterioi- and a feather at the posterior extremity.

Tlie figui'e of the sun on tlie exterior of tliis food bowl is a simple
I'iug surro\iii(ling a wliilc zone, in ttie interior of wliieh is a black
spot. The four periplierally jjlaced sets of tliree parallel lines are

supposed to represent eagle feathers, a constant feature in sun
emblems, or red horsehair, symbolizing tlie rays of the sun. 'I'he

sand picture of the sun in Ihe Powalawu, a ceremony preceding the

Flfi. 37. Spider and snn Pinlilem on food bowl from Homolobi (number 1.t(>KKK).

Powamu in February, as made in Oraibi, is identical with tlic design

on this food basin.

Kokyan wuqti, or as slie is generally called, Kokyan mana, the

Spider maid, was the parthenogenetic mother or grandmother of the

twin war gods, Piiiikon hoya and Paliina hoya. As she was supposed

to have been impregnated by a sun's ray or a drop of water falling

iipon her, the sun is thei-efore called the father of the twins.

In various current legends the Spider woman is represented as one

who can change her form at will, acting as mentor to tlie hero Piiiikon,
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generally perching on his ear, and whispering her promptings from
that position. She assumes several roles and is designated hy many
attributal names. She is sometimes called "creator," but is an
earth goddess or mother rather than an artificer of nature.

Geometrical Designs

The wealtli of geometrical "rnaiiieiitation (plates xxviii, xxix) in

Pueblo potter}- decoration lias attracted the attention of many stu-

Fin. 38. Three lines of life. Design on food liowl from Chevlon (number 156138)

dents, and a large literature has accumulated on that subject. This
form of decoration is the simplest in motive, the most widelj^ spread over
the pueblo area, and also probably the most ancient. Its relations to

decoration of textile art products are pointed out bj^ several writers,

and there are many evidences of the evolution of complicated geo-

metrical figures from simple forms. There are also evidences of their

origin by conventionalization of more elaborate patterns through
symbolism.
The design on the food basin shown in figure 38 is unique and highly

instructive in one important feature. Kncircling bands or lines on
specimens of ancient pottery are ordinarily brolieu at one point, as
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can readily be seen by an examinaiion of ti<>;ures in tlie report on
Sikyatki j)ottery, as well as in the ijresent memoir. The design before

us has three breaks in these encircling bands. The break in the
interior band is complicated by the addition of well-known terraced

figures. By modification in form and by the interlocking of these

appendages we pass easily to some of the most complicated geomet-
rical patterns of Pueblo potterj'.

A modification of the broken line about a vase appears in tlie

specimen shown in jjlate xxxvir. In this instance we find the band
continued into two narrow extensions, which interlock but do not

Fig. H9. Geometrioal desiarns on a food liowl from Cliaves pass ^number IST.'iSIi).

join. The figure which is tlius formed Is a common one in geomet-

rical ornamentation, as may be seen by an examination of the many
beautiful pieces of pottery obtained fi-om the ruins in all parts of

Arizona.
Not less instructive than the last-mentioned in a study of geomet-

rical ornamentation is the design in figure oft. The spiral figures on
two of the bands show a modification of the broken lines which are

characteristic, and the S-shaped ornaments on one of the other bands
are common on ancient pueblo ware.
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A combination of oliliqno lines and fret, shown in figure -tO, is tlie

most unusual design in the collections wliicli it has been the author's

fortune thus far to examine. The same design is worked in a basket

from the same ruin (figure ()3).

The design figured mi th<' interior of the food bowl shown in fig-

ure41 isuni<[ue,

reminding one

of a swastilca

with arms split

into two parts.

Wereeogniz.e in

it the familiar

Fig. -ki. Bi-oken
fret on food bowl
from Chevlon
(numljer 1.5789.5).

Fig. 41. Food bowl with geometrical patterns (number l'if'A"~\.

triangle and crook, but the long scythe-like projec-

tions on the ijeriphery of the design are rarely found
ill ancient pottery decoration.

The decoration of another food bowl from Ilomo-

lobi is likewise unique, but it is formed of familiar

decorative designs arranged in an irregular manner.

Ornaments

MOSAICS

The ancient pueblo peoples of Arizona were adepts

in making mosaic, some e.xamples of which rival in

excellence the work of a similar kind in old Mexico. The author's

explorations in 189(1 revealed different kinds of this craft, several of

which are unique. The southernmost ruin, that in Chaves pass,

yielded the most beautiful specimen, l)ut those found at C'Ik-vIoil

were almost as fine, and the variety was greater.
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111 tlie course of excavation there were fouii<l in the soil, near a
buried body, :t large nnniber of accurately squared tuniuoises which
were so .siiiall that they could hardly have served for ornament alone,

siiid with them were found M^orked shells covered with a tenacious
pitch. In one of these collections there are several larger fraiiments,
evidently tunjuoise ear pendants. Later excavations exjilained the

character of these turquoises, for they were
found to be duplicated in specimens of fine

mosaic ware.

., ,, . ^ ^.
It is well known that Ilopi women at the

Fk;. 42. Mosaic gorget trom -*-

Chaves pass (number 1578.50). present day wear ear pendants made of
Length about 2 inches. square woodeii plates, upon which are ce-

mented rude mosaics of turquoi.se. The modern work of this kind is

comparatively coarse, and evidently is made of old tuniuoises, some
of which are perforated and were formerly used as beads. The tur-

quoise stones employed are not accurately fitted, and the black gum
in which they are embedded shows between the stones. The ancient
work (plate XLiv) is much finer and more beautiful than the modern.

Sjiecimen 159850 is a turquoise mosaic set on wood, but it wa.s so

broken that it was impossible to tell what its form was.
The specimen shown in figui'e 42 is an elongated gorgel of wood

with shell and turquoise incrustation; it was
found at the Chevlon ruiu, and is one of the

most beautiful of prehistoric mosaics. Figure
4;i shows a pear-shaped pendant ni;id(» of bone
with turquoise mosaic on one side and incised

ehevi'oiis on the opposite. It is perforated at

the blunter end as though for suspension.

The specimen was taken from the Chevlon
ruin, and is unicpie. The collection contains

also a number of fragments of turquoise and
other stone mosaics, and of catlinite and tur-

quoise embedded in gum on wood. These were
from the Chevlon ruin. Manj' other square
tur(j^uoises, evidently formerly parts of a mosaic,were collected at the

same ruin.

The specimen shown in figure i'S was found near the mastoid pi-ocess

of the skull of a woman. It was evidently an ear pendant, one
attached to the ear by a string. Two other specimens of bone incrusted

with stone mosaic were found at Chevlon.

One of the most beautiful examples of mo.saie was a worked shell of

Pectunculus giganteus covered with turquoise stones embedded in

pitch. It was found on the sternum of a skeleton from Chaves
pass, and was buried several feet below the surface of the ground.
Plate XLIV shows two views of this uni(|ue and precious specimen,
one from above and one from the umbo of the shell. In the former

Fig. 4:^. Bone ear pendants
from Chevlon (number
]f>7H.52). Length about 2

inches.
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a inodiaii rectangular fiajiiiieiit of red jasper is shown, and in the

latter appears the hole by which the ornament was fornierlj- sus-

pended. The latter likewise shows legs, suggesting a frog, turtle,

or toad. The arrangement of the lines of turquoise on the opposite

rim, ol)scurely seen in the upper view, has been regarded as represent-

ing the hind legs of the same animal. The technic of this mosaic
recalls work of the same general character on dirk handles and masks
from ^lexico.

Several additional specimens of similar stone mosaic on shells were
found, but these were much liroken and impossible of restoi-ation.

The mosaic frog was l)roken when found, but the anterior end was
entire and still clinging to the shell when dug from the ground.

A summary of the specimens of mosaic collected is given with their

catalogue numbers in the following list:

Number Article

(1740) Sqnared fragments of turqvioise formerly incrusted on shell

157849 Square lignite pendant for ear, witli tnriinoise in each corner

and middle
1598r)0 Pendant of wood incrusted with stones

157853 Pyriform ear pendant of bone, with turquoise incrustation

158068 Fragments of a mosaic of turquoise and other stones

157848 Fragments of stone mosaic on wood
157933 Fragments of stone mosaic on wood
157851 Mosaic frog. toad, or turtle

LIGNITE ORNAMENTS

One of the common uses of lignite was that of oi-nament. The
specimen repi'esented in figure 44 is a square
ear pendant, taken from near the mastoid

process of a human skull in the Clievlon

cemetery. It is made of lignite, nicely x^ol-

ished and accurately s([uared. In each cor-

ner and in the middle on one face irregular

turijuoises are set in depressions, while on

the obverse, near the middle, thei'e is an
eyelet in the substance of the pendant.
Tlif hutton-shaped gorget shown in figure

45, unfoi-tunately broken, was flat on one
side, and convex on the opposite, which was
smoothly polished. The striae across the

flat side suggest the polishing stone, and
the perforations point to suspension by a

string or thong. This is one of the best formed lignite buttons in the
collection, but ruder forms have l>een taken from othei- ruins.

Fu;. 44. Lif^iiite ear pendant
frum Chevlon ( number 157849)

.

Natural size.
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Unworked fr;iiiiiu'iits of liguite are rare, and the material appears
to have ])eeii lirouglit tu Chevlon from some distance, although it is

common in tlie rocks near tlie modern Hopi villages.

Fto. 4.5. Lignite gorget. Sliglitly reduced.

SHELL ORNAMENTS

Tlie collections made in the summer of 189(5 Avere particularly rich

ill ornaments made from marine shells. The largest number of these

were found In the ruins at Chevlon and Chaves pass, although a con-

siderable number of specimens were collected from the ruins of the

Homolobi group.

The shells tised in making these ornameuts belong to the Pacific

coast fauna, and no doubt came through barter to the people
who once inhabited the towns of the Little Colorado, for it is well

known that there Avas a considerable trade in early times in these

shells, and long trips were taken by the Pueblo Indians for trade

purposes.

The intercourse of northern and southern peoples of Arizona
thi'ough trading expeditions continued to quite recent times, but
judging from the number of specimens which were found in

the ruins it must have been considerably greater in ijrehistoric

times than it is at present. In fact, much of the decline iu this

traffic is probably to be traced to the modification of the southern
Arizonian aborigines and the introduction of new ornaments by the

whites.

One of the most highly prized of the.se inarine shells was a species
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Fl<; 46. Incised armlet from Cbevlon timmljpr
157843). Diametc'i* about ;^^ inclies.

of Pectuucuhis," which was worked iu many shapes, or preserved in

practically tlie same form as wlien taken from tlie sea. A number
of these were very fresh looking; otliers were more or less decayed.
Some of the most eliaracteristie specimens are shells with round

holes in the middle. It would appear that these are ornaments: and
as one of these objects was found near the wrist bone of a man it was
judged to be a wristlet. It is suggestive that these perforated shells

were generally found in pairs, as though belonging to some dual
organ.

Five specimens of perfomted Pectunculiis shells were found at

Chaves pass (one of them a

fragment smeared with gum),
and the same numberat lloiiio-

lobi.

Peetuneulus shells were
worked into armlets, or large

rings,* bv cnttinirout tlie wliole

middle of the shell, leaving the

riui, which was ground to a

smooth sui'face. The umbo
was carved into a sliell-shape<l

elevation, and the surface was often incised willi characteristic designs.

The following specimens were found:
Number Locality and description

157824 Chaves pass: ;i specimens
l.'iTOoO Chaves pass: 2 specimens
157704 Chaves pass: found on a luimerns
157295 Chevl<jn: witli inserted tnrqnoise
157S4:^ Chevlon: with incised desijfn

15(i7fiO Homolobi: 2 specimens
157902 Homolobi: fragments

There are also several fragments from an unknown locality.

As a rule, the surface of these armlets is smooth and without
ornament, but one specimen (figure 40) was beautifullj- decorated with

a characteristic incised fret covering the wliole outer surface. The
design consisted of a series of lines interlocking at extremities, though
not joining. This figure is one of the simple forms of a characteristic

decorative motive widespread over the whole i)ueblo area. In its

simplest expression it appears as two crescents turned in opposite

directions, with the two horns adjac^ent. It is thus painted on tlie

breasts of certain katcinas (personations of supernatural beings), and

a The following sjjecimens were taken from Homolobi, Cheylon, and Chaves pass: Number of

specimens, 114: incrusted with stone mosaic, 1: incrusted with pitch, 1: armlet, incised, 1: arm-
let, inlaid with turquoise. 1: armlets, not ornamented. Id ( many additional fragments i; wristlets,

44 (many additional fragmentsi: finser rings, 30 (many additional fragmentsi: fragments
incrusted on wood, 2; carved in imitation of frog, 1; shells not worked, 3; shells with medial

perfoi*ation, 20.

''Popularly but erroneou.sly called '-earrings.'*
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OH shields, oi- is flit in pictou'raplis. But it is in deeoratiou of pottery
tliat this simple foiiii rt'iiclics its liighost mo<lifieatioii and complica-
tion, and it is remarkable liow many complex figures can be reduced
to this simple type. The horns of the two crescents may elongate and
develop into square frets or spiral extensions, and these in turn may
be continued into triangular appendages with dentate or serrate mar-
gins. They may become terraced figures, their edges so clo.sely approxi-
mated as to be separated by zigzag intervals, which in all cases are
but the space left by the break. With all these modifications, no
matter how comijlicated, the motive can be reduced to the two horns
of adjacent crescents opening toward each other, but not joining.
The break is comparable to that in encircling bands drawn on pueblo
pottery, called the broken lines or "lines of life." Consider such a
line about a vase, Ixiwl, or jar to be broken at several points, or, as
the author found in several instances, to have three breaks, and the
ends so extended as to ovei-lap the intervals either above or below;
modify The extremities thus extended into terraced figures, spirals, or

frets, and we have some of the
developments of this most chai--

acteristic of all motives in the
geometrical designs of decorated
I'nel)lo pottery. This broken
line, witli its modifications, is

nsed almost universallj' as a
decorative motive l)y Pueblo
potters, ancient and modei-n,
whether living in pueblos, cliffs,

or caves. The design on the

armlet shown in the rtgure is a modification of the same motive.

A single specimen of armlet, shown in figure 47, has a turquoise set

in the outer surface near the edge. The stone was probably fastened
there with pitch, the armlet Ijeing the only specimen of shell inlaid

with tur<|U()ise in the collection.

The wristlets were made of the same genus as were the armlets,

but from smaller specimens. A number of these ornaments were
found in some instances encircling the radius and ulna. The majoi--

ity were from Chaves pass. Twenty-nine complete specimens were
secured hei'e, together with many fragments, and one specimen was
found at Ilomolobi.

Bracelets made of this shell are smaller, slighter, as a rule less care-

fully worked, but more abundant than the armlets. The majority
are perforated at the umbo, Init the valves are so ground down that

there remains no space for the heart-shaiied elevation; indeed, the

thickness of the shell would not admit of it. Like the armlets, thej'

are sometimes found free in a grave, as though cast there as a votive

offering, but there can be no doubt that thej' were bracelets, for in

Fkj. 47. Armlet with inlaid turquoise, from
Chevlon (number 1.57295). Diameter about 3i

inches.
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iiioi-f than one instance the author has taken them from the bones of

the arm. Similar specimens often have been described as ear pend-
ants, and the}' ma^' in some instances have served for this purpose,
but all of these objects found in the Little Colorado river graves were
bracelets.

A number of. finger rings made from small specimens of Pectun-
eulus were found at Chaves pass.

Two fragments of Pectunculus were fashioned in the .shape of gor-

gets. One of these, from Chevlon, was perforated with two holes;

the other was crescentic, with a single perforation. The latter was
found in a grave at Chevlon.
Unworked specimens of Pectunculus were not numerous, but three

were found at the Chaves pass ruins, and one at Chevlon. In this

connection may likewise be mentioned a claj'

Imitation of a Pectunculus shell from Kisakobi,

the site of old Walpi.
Two specimens from Chaves pass were

smeai'ed with a tenacious pitch and probably
formerly inerusted with turquoise, squared frag-

ments of which were found near by.

Three species of Conus (C. fergusoni, C.

princeps, and C. regularis) were found in pre-

historic graves. These were favorite shells for

the manufacture of rattles, and they are still

used for that iiurjiose liy the Ilopis. The spire

was ground away on a plane at right angles to

the lip, making a conical object perforated at

the apex. The larger specimens (see figure 48)

were probably tied to a short crook, and wgre used as rattles with
which to beat time to the sacred songs. Smaller specimens, found in

great numbers on some of the skeletons, served as tinklers, and were
apparently tied to garments of the deceased in much tlie same fashion
that the tin cones are appended to the kilts of Snake priests in the
Snake dance.

The number of specimens of Conus, especially of Conus princeps,

was large, and the majority were found at the ruin in Chaves pass.

One of the best preserved of the specimens is shown in figure 48.

This was probably a part of an ancient rattle, and the cut shows the
hole which formerly served as the place of suspension. Several of

the smaller specimens were found near the i^elvis of a skeleton, as
though they were formerly tied to kilts, as is suggested above.
A single specinu^n of the Turritella shell was found at the Chevlon

ruin, but with the exception of a perforation near the lip it was not
worked. At the present day Turritella is so highly esteemed that

specimens of it are attached by a string to several of the tiponis, or

palladia, of religious societies.

Fig. 48. Shell used for

rattle, from Chevlon
(number 157847).
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\

Fin. 49. Shell ornament from
Homolobi fmimlier 15fi.391 ).

Haliotis shells were prizi^d liy the ancient Hopi pueblos, and are
still highly regarded and used for decoration among the modern
Tnsayan Indians. Three spe<nmens were found at Chaves pass.

These were entire, though very much eroded, when they were
dug ovit of the earth. They were the larg-

est and most beautiful specimens of Hali-
otis which the author has seen from ancient
Arizona ruins. Several fragments of this

shell were found, all apparently worked,
two being perforated for susiiension.

A Strombus .shell from tlie Chevlon ruin
has a ring of pigment al)out the uml)o, but
one from Chaves pass is undecorated.
One of the most highly prized for orna-

mental purposes of all Pacific coast shells

was Cardium, which made its way by bar-

ter in prehistoric times throughout all the New Mexican and Arizonan
pueblos.

Figure 50, from Chaves pass, was a nicelj^ carved
imitation of a toad or frog. A somewhat smaller

shell carving in the form of a frog is figured by
Holmes in a former report of the Bureau of

American Ethnology.

The fragment of a shell which the author is

unable to identify was found at the Chevlon ruin

(figure 51). The figure was elongated, with two
lateral extensions arranged in pairs on each side,

and suggested a highly conventionalized animal.

The author has no suggestion to make in regard to its former use,

and only two specimens of shell carved in this

shape were found by him.

Besides these more common shells, manj' speci-

mens of Melongena patula, Oliva angulata, and
Oliva biplicata or hiatula were obtained.

The crescentic shell ornament shown in figure 52,

which was evidently hung to some part of the

body by the hole midway in its length, ma.v have been a

or possibly a pendant for a

necklace. Its form is iinique.

In addition to the specimens
of sea shells which preserved

enough of their natural foi-m

to render identification possi-

ble, the author collected many
fragments of unknown relationship. It is probable that the major-

ity of these belong to some one of the species already mentioned.

Of unidentified fragments perhaps the most numerous were shell

PiO. 50. Sbell frog
from Chevlon ( num-
ber 1.5T8331. Length
about li inches.

Fig. 51. Shell object
from Chevlon ( num-
ber 1572.il).

gorget,

Fig. 52. Shell gorget from Chevlon (number
1.578.511.

)
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beads, of which there were many huudreds. Some of these were
large and of coarse make, l)ut others were so minute that it remains

a marvel how they could liave Ijeen manufactured witli the rude

implements a stone-age people had at its control. In some insfances

the perforations were but a trifle larger than the diameter of a fine

needle, with rim not over a sixteenth of an inch wide. The thickness

of these beads was not greater than that of paper.

All the .species of shells which were found in ruins belong to the

moUuscan fauna of the Pacific, and are still used for ceremonial oi'

ornamental purposes in modern Hopi iDueblos. A majority of these

have been collected in cliff houses and eavate dwellings, and likewise

occur in even greater numbers in the ruins along the Gila and Salado

rivers in southern Arizona. Not a single sijeeimen was found which
could be traced to the Atlantic water.shed, but the source of all was
the Pacific ocean, or, what is practically for our purposes the same, the

gulf of California. Still more significant is the fact that the art upon
them—the syml^olism with which they are decorated—is identical

with that on the pottery of the ancient sedentary people of southern

Arizona.

It may be said that the simple existence of these shells in the ruins

from the Gila valley to modern Tusayan can be explained on the the-

ory of barter, and that their distribution does not prove racial kinship

of former owners is self-evident. The theory that the same symbolism
and treatment of the material originated independent^ can not be

seriously urged in this case. While there is no proof one way or the

other that these shells were worked by the people who lived in the

ancient ruins, it is pi'obable that the ancestors of the Hopis maj- have
brought them in their migrations from the south. That the cul-

ture came to Tusayan from the south appears probable, and Hopi
traditionists claim that not only their culture, but also the ancestors

of certain component clans of their people came from that direction

into Tusayan. So far as archeological researches bearing on this

problem are concerned, they verify the claim that the remote ancestors

of the Patki people of Tusayan formerly inhabited the Gila-Salado

drainage area, and were closely allied to the Pimas, or some other

tribe of that slope.

BoxE Implements

The collection of bone implements was large and varied in character.

In the specimens from Chaves pass, where, from the nature of the

country, antelope were abundant, we find a large number of bone

implements made of the leg bones of the Cervidse (see figure 53),

but in the ruins of the Little Colorado, that is, Homolobi and
Chevlon, bird bones commonly formed the material from which they

were made, and few large bone awls were found.
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Tlu' only speeinieii of a carveil-boiif inipleineiit is sliown in figure 54.

It was inadi' from the boiif of a deer or antelope, and lias a quadruped
earved on one end, the head and legs being- well represented. The
specimen is one of the few found at the small ruin of the iTomolobi
group near the bank of the Little Colorado, about four miles from
Winslow.
The general form of one of the small bone awls is shown in the

Fig. 53. Boue awl from Chaves pas.s (mimher 1.580971.

accompanying cut, figure 53. As a I'ule, the bone of which they
are made is so worked that the rounded end fits tlie i)alm of the
hand and the sharpened extremity is continued to a needle-like point.

These awls are made of the bones of different animals, of which the
turkey is the most popular. They were probably used in ancient
times in sewing or darning fabrics, i)ossibly inweaving. The modern

Fin. .54. Carverl Lono awl from Hciinololii ( number 1.57SH(>)

Hopis used a few years ago in weaving a l)one awl not very unlike that
figured above, but of late they have adopted an iron implement.
At Chaves pass seven sinall bone awls were found, at Homolobi

five, and at Chevlon four.

Sixteen needle-like bone implements with eyes were found at

Homolobi; fifteen were obtained at Chaves pass, and three at Chevlon.

Fig. .5,5. Bone implement from Chaves jiass (number 1.57867).

Another bone implement that was common at the Chaves pass ruins
was shaped like a bodkin. Thirteen specimens were found.

A number of bone tubes, some of which were perforated and others
not, were found in the excavations. Some of these tulies had holes in

the sides, diametrically opposite, and were identified as bird w'histles.

One of these resembles the whistle still used in ceremonials con-

nected with making medicine in the modern Tusavan rites.
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Fig. . Bone tube from Homolobi niiimber
158898).

Ixmt the neck of one of the

Five specimens of small half-tul)es showed evidence of having

been attached in pairs, as the niarlvitij;: of the binding string on the

bone is still visible. These were probably wliistles, the noise being

made by a thin edge.

There are several bone tubes which resemble "bone implements"
fouiKl l)y Xordenski(>ld in the cliff liouses of the Mesa Verde, where
tliey are considered " l)eads m;ide of the humerus of a large bird, prob-

ably the turkey."" Possibly

tlie tubes from Chaves pass may
likewise be l)eads, wliich, liow-

ever, is not the case wi li tlie

Mesa Verde specimens. In the

account of the excavations at

Sikyatki similar bone beads, fotmd
skeletons, are mentioned.

Sixteen of these bone tuln'-lilvc objects were secured at Homolobi,
three at Chaves pass, and one at Chevlon.
In addition to the common forms of implements already described,

many other specimens were obtained. Some of these were too frag-

mejitary to make possiljle

an identification of their

former uses. Of these mis-

cellaneous bone imple-

ments, eighteen complete
specimens and several

fragments were secured

from the ruins at Homo-
lobi. A very few objects were found at Chaves pass and Chevlon.

The specimen shown in figure 57 is one of the most interesting

bone objects in the collection. It is made from a deer or antelope

leg bone, is flat on one side and I'ounded on the opposite, and tapers

to a sharp edge at one extremity. It was aftirmed by one of the work-

men employed by the author that tliis is the shaft of one of the sticks

used bv the stick swallowers in their ceremonies.

Fig. 5V Stick used by stick swallower, from Chevlon
I number 1.5.W6).

Turtle Carapaces

Near one of the skeletons in the cemetery at Chevlon were found

two circular objects made of the carapace of a turtle l)elonging to the

genus Chrysemeis, but not the indigenous species. One of these was
perforated (see figure 58) and tlie other was not, but when found both

were in four fragments—not broken, but having fallen apart at the

sutures. Tlie faces were ground smooth and the Avhole form had
been considerably changed. These disks may have been spindle

whorls.

"The Cliff Dwellers of the Mesa Verde, Stockholm, 18!S, pi. xi., fig. 22.
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Horn Objects

Two fragments of bone or liorn for which the author is iinable to

assign any use were dug up at Cliaves pass. One of these was per-

forated, and had a number of indentations on the edge imparting to

it the appearance of a fire board. It may have been used in kindling

fires.

Two fragments of deer horn were found in one grave. These were
more or less worn, and one of tlie Ilopis is responsible for the infor-

mation that chips of similar horns are at the present day drunk with
water as a medicine. "The deer," he says, " has a good heart."

Pigments

The eiistom of placing a small earthern vessel with different col-

ored pigments with the dead was practiced by the people of Chaves
pass, Chevlon ruin, Homolobi, and
Old Shumopovi. The pigments used
were the same as those now employed,
and had apparently the same cere-

monial significance. As these sub-
stances are now highly prized, and as

there is every reason to suppose that
they were regarded in the same way
in ancient times, the burial of pig-

ments with the dead may have been
of the nature of a sacrifice.

Some of the modern Shvimopovi
Indians begged for fi'agments of

green carbonate of copper which
were found in the graves of their

ancestors, for use in painting their

ceremonial objects and for other purposes.

Specimens of red paint (sesquioxide of iron), blue paint (azurite),

green paint (carbonate of copper), and
white paint (kaolin) were found at the

various ruins visited. Some were ground,
while others were in lumps occasionally in

the form of a cylinder or disk.

In his account of the ruins of Sikyatki
the axithor called attention to objects in

the forms of disks, cylinders, and the like,

which wei-e found in cemeteries of that

ancient pueblo. Their uses were said to

be problematic and he now has to record the finding of other objects
of the same nature and form which are e(|ually enigmatic (figure 59).

One of these from Homolobi is a hemispherical fi-agment of kaolin,

Fio. nS. Disk of turtle shell, from Chevlon
(number 1578411. Diameter nearly 3

inohes.

Km;. .59. Kaolin cup from Chaves
pass (number 1.57B28).
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recalling those exluuiicd from Sikyatki; there was also a cyliudrical

object of the same material from the Chevlon ruin, but the most
exceptional specimen was a disk-formed abject of kaolin ^vith a
depression in one side, resembling a small moi'tar. These various
forms into wliich the easily cut kaolin is worked would seem to have
served some important office, the nature of wliioli is iinknown to the

author. Kaolin at the present day is used foi- whitening cotton

blankets, sashes, and kilts, and for painting the bodies and limbs of

those who participate in sacred festivals. Possibly some of these

fragments are simply pigments.

Cloth

Considering the number of graves opened in the course of the exca-

vations, it is remarkable that so few specimens of cloth were found.
This may be ascribed, not to the poverty of the inhabitants of the

ancient villages in woven fabrics, but to the rapidity with which cloth

decays in the moist soil. One or two of the si^ecimens which were
found were preser\ed bj- the eopijer carbonate witli which they were

Fig. I Matting from Chevlon (number 157912). About 5 by 2J inches.

in contact, but the fragments were small and the manner of weaving
difficult to discover. From one of the specimens it aj)pears that the
hair of some animal was used, and there is no doubt from othei-s that
yucca liber was extensively employed. The impression of string was
observed on several sticks, but the string itself was too much decayed
for identification.

Two fragments were discovered at Ilomolobi and one at Chaves
pass.

Matting

It appears that the bodies of the dead, especially at the Chevlon
ruin, were wrapped in matting, fragments of which were in many
instances well i^resei-ved. This matting was a loosely woven fabric,

made of vegetable fiber which the author is unable to identify, and

22 eth—Oi 7
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was most abuudaut in the Cht'vlou ruin. It does not appear to be
common in the interments at Chaves pass, and was only sparingly

found at Homolobi.
In the accompanj'iug cut (figure 00) a portion of one of the best

specimens of this matting is shown as a type. The specimen from
which this fragment was taken is large, ample enough to cover the

head and parts of the shoulders.

Basketry

The specimens of basketry found in the ancient burial places were
of two kinds, one corresponding with that uow made at Oraibi and

Flo. 61. Basketry of Oraibi type, from Clievlon (number 1579181. Length abont .5 inches.

another similar to the basketiy of the Middle mesa. It was the cus-

tom to bury these objects witli the dead, as is still a common usage
in Tusayan, as receptacles for food and as other mortuaiy offerings.

These baskets were ornamented with woven patterns, and in some
instances were covered with a thick layer of gi'een, blue, or red paint.

In form the}' were generally i)la(iiu'-like, hut one of the specimens
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which was almost entire was deeper aud basket-like. All were
browned with age, and the majority of specimens were fragmentar}^

One of the best specimens of the Oraibi style of basketry is shown
in figure 61, which represents a sector of a plaque in

which the colors are still preserved. The manner of

plaiting this basket is the same as that practiced at

the Hopi pueblo, as is shown by the accompamnng
cut, figure 62.

The inhabitants of ancient Chevlon were familiar

with the method of making basketrj'^ by coiling, as

at the Middle mesa of the Ilopis to-day. There are

many specimens of this ancient coiled basketry in

the collection, but the specimen shown in figure 63

is one of the most perfect found. The design is the

same as that shown on some of the ceramic objects.

One specimen of coiled ware and two fragments were found at

Chaves pass, and twelve specimens of coiled ware and two of the

Oraibi pattern at Chevlon.

Fig. 02. Basketrj-ot
Oraibi type, sliow-

ing manner of plait-

ing.

Fut. tiil Basketry of coiled type, from Chevlon (number 157915>, Diameter about 5 iuciiea.

Prayer-sticks

Several forms of prayer-sticks, or j)ahos, were collected from the dif-

ferent ruins in 1896, but the majority were .so decayed that their orig-

inal forms were unrecognizable.

Small prayer-sticks painted green were found at Shumopovi, aud
these were apparently not unlike those now used in the neighboring
pueblo.
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The ijalios from C'liaves pass were painted bright blue, the pigment
used being azurite. These had a single stick as long as the arm,

between a half inch and an inch In diameter, and were apparently

laid by the side of the body when buried, in some instances resting

on the left arm. So thoroughly decayed, however, was the wood of

which they were made that it was diflicult to take an unbroken speci-

men from the earth.

Aji unusual form of iiaho was found in a grave at Chaves pass.

It consisted of a wooden disk with a short handle, and was not unlike

a hand mirror. The whole object was painted green, witli an obscure

figure in red on one face. The disk was perforated in the middle,

and there were markings or imi5ressions of feathers on the green jiig-

ment with which it was painted. In one of the gravies a spheroidal

wooden object was found, with daubs of pigment upon it, which
recalls the squash pahos found in the Awatobi shrine, and has like-

nesses to the modern prayer eagle eggs made of wood, such as can be

found iu a shrine at Tiirkinobi, near Walpi.

The pahos from Homolobi and- Chevlon are small, and as a rule

are painted green with copper carbonate. Thej- were neither as finely

made nor as complicated as those of Sikyatki, where the best ancient

prayer-sticks yet found have been obtained. In the Chaves pass

graves the prayer-stick was very long and painted blue with azui-ite

or green with carbonate of copper.

The most interesting and exceptional form of prayer-stick collected

in 1891) Avas that obtained at Chevlon. It was disk-like in f(n-m, had
an attachment at one end or on the rim, and was painted green and
decorated with red designs. The author has found no similar prayer-

stick in iise in any Hopi ceremonial which he has witnessed.

Bow AND Arrows

Almost a complete bow and several fragments of arrows or reeds

were dug out of a grave at the Chevlon ruin. These were taken from

the same place as the gaming reeds about to be mentioned. Tlie

association of gaming implements and the weapons of a warrior in tlie

same gi-ave is highly suggestive.

Gaming Canes

One of the mortuary bowls excavated from the Chevlon cemeterj'

contained five lialf canes (figure 04) which recall those used in the

Zuiii game known as sholiwe." These reeds are not, however, marked
as are those now used at Zuiii, and differ from those found on a

bowl from Shumopovi (figure 74). The author believes, however, that

the game in which they were employed was practically the same.

a See Owens's figure of sholiwe reeds in Popular Science Monthly, May. 1891. According to

Owens, four pieces of reed are employed in tins game by the ZuiSis. The manner of throwing

the reeds is clearly indicated by this author
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One or two food bowls were found in whicli figures of tliese gaming
reeds are painted on the inside of the bowl, as is mentioned later in

this report.

Seeds

Many of the food basins contained seeds of maize or sqiiash, and
ears of maize from which the kernels had decayed were found in

several bowls.

The ears or cobs show
that the maize was a

small variety, like that

found ill cliff houses
and still cultivated by
the modern Hopi farm-

ers. The occurrence of

sqiiash seeds in some of

the mortuary bowls is

important, indicating

the ancient use of this

vegetable for food. It

may, in this connec-

tion, be borne in mind
that one of the southern

clans of the Hojii In-

dians was called the

Patufi or Squash fam-
il}' , which is still repre-

sented at Oraibi and the

Middle mesa, although
it is extinct at Walpi.
Numerous other small

seeds too shriveled for

identification were
found in the mortuary
offerings in the ceme-
tei'ies of Homolobi and
Chevlon. It would seem from the nature of a matrix in which they

were inclosed that thev had been boiled or cooked in some waj'.

Food

Almost every bowl found iji the cemeteries contained fragments of

what appeared to have been food, but in most instances this was too

much destroyed to be identified. It was ordinarily in the form of a

thin film coating the interior of the bowl, and was penetrated by
roots whicli had found their way from the surface of the ground.

There is little doubt that in some instances this food was one of the

many kinds of corn liread so common among the modern Ilopis.

Fig. 64. Gaming canes from Chevlun ( number l-3ti030j

.

about 8^ inches.

Length
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Stone Implements

In the typo "pounding stones" are included stone implements, ordi-
narily of sinall and medium sizes, showing marks of battering at one
or both ends. Apparently they were not attached to a handle, and
the indication is that they were simply held in the hand when in use.
With these pounders various substances were bruised, pigments
were ground, hide was made more pliable, and similar processes

were effected. Any
rounded stone conven-
ient to handle appears
to have been taken for

this purpose. At Ilomo-
lobi thirteen stone ob-
jects were found which
were doubtless used as
pounding implements,
at Chaves pass four, and
at Chevlon two.

Stone axes were even
more common. At IIo-

molobi twenty-four specimens were found, at Chevlon two.
Several weapons made of a black stone, one of which is shown in

figure 65, were collected at Homolobi. These were evidently either

celts or spearheads, for there was no sign of hafting or of polishing,

and marks of fracture were apparent.
The specimen represented in figure 60 is of white stone, possibly

aragonite; it was the only weapon of this material which was found.
Tlie shape is regular and 1he surface smooth, and there is a groove for

a handle. It has four grooves cut on one edge and incised crosses,

Ftg. &).

dv^fflj"'

Stone implement from Homolobi (number 157895).

Length about 6J inches.

Pig lid Stone as from Homolobi (number 157034) Length about 7 mohes.

two in number, one of which is shown in the cut. No indication of a
handle accompanied this implement, M'hich leads the author to sup-
pose that that part was of wood, which had long ago decayed.
There were several stone implements with a cutting edge on one

side which were probably used as knives. These are sometimes
curved, Init generally straight. The best stone knives are two from
the Chevlon ruin.
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Several of these knife-like objects had dentate edges, as though
used for saws.

The author has elsewhere noted the fi-eqneiicy with which fragments
of obsidian, and chips from the same, occur in ancient Pueblo gi-aves,

or on the surface of mounds, indicating ruins. The three sites

of explorations in 180(5 wei'e not exceptional in this particular, and a
somewhat limited amount of material of this nature was collected at
Homolobi, Clievlon, and Chaves pass. This material was prized in

ancient times for ari-ow points, spearheads, and knives, and the sharp
edges of many of the chips were probably used for cutting.

Arrow points were found in large numbers at the vaiious ruins
visited on the Little Colorado.

The present Ilopi Indians use a grooved stone for polishing arrows.

These stones are ordinarily of a coarse sandstone, which acts as a file

on the wooden object rubbed back and forth in the groove. Similar
polishing stones are very common in ruins, assuming a number of

shapes, and made of several different kinds of rock—as sandstone,
lava, slate, and even claj^. It is probable that these stones were used
for tlie same purpose as those employed in the modern kivas, as their

form has not changed from ancient times.

The differences in the polishing stones from the X"uins at Homolobi,
Chevlon, and Chaves pass were not very great, as the simplicity of

the implement admits of but few varieties. Those from Chaves jjass

were made of lava, which occurs onlj' rarely in the other two ruins.

There were double- as well as single-grooved polishing stones, and
shallow- and deep-grooved ones. It is possible that some of the jier-

forated stones may have been used as polishers for arrows in much
the same way as the modern grooved stones are employed. One of

these arrow polishers had the shape of an animal, and was narrowed
to a head at one end. On this end was cut a mouth and two depres-

sions in the proper positions for eyes. The surface of the stone on
the side opposite that occupied by the groove was flat and smooth, so

that the object could be firmly placed when in use.

It appears to have been a mortuary custom among the people who
lived ill the ancient pueblos along the Little Colorado to dejiosit with
women and girls at death a metate and its grinder. These were ordi-

narily reversed when buried, as though symbolic of the death of the

one who formerly used them. In one of the Homolobi gi'aves three of

these metates with their corresponding hand stones were found, and
these were added to the collection. Thej' were made of rocks of dif-

ferent degrees of smoothness, and were evidentlj" formerly used in

grinding corn in the same waj- as in modern Hopi pueblos. The maize
was l)ruised and roughly ground on one of these stones, then it was
passed to a finer-grained one, and ultimately to tlie finest of all. These
metates were much worn, showing long and constant U'-
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Many large and very heavy metates made of lava rock were found
at Chaves iiass, but these were not Ijrought to the railroad. Several

of these were worn so deep in one face as to form troughs. If there

were no other evidence of long occupation of this ruin the deeply
worn metates would furnish it. These metates were bulkj-, and were
quarried in the bad lands of the vicinity of the old jjueblo. It is

instructive to note that metates, rather than smaller and more port-

able stone objects, show the influence of geological environment, for

as a rule their size requires that they be made of the rock contiguous
to the riiin. Sandstone metates are commonest in the valley ruins,

lava in those built of lava rocks. The same is true of the stones of

which the walls of the ancient habitations were constructed.

The material of the grinding stones is the same as that of the
metates. They are for the most part simple elongated slabs, some-
times with depressions along the sides to enable the maniiDulator to

obtain a stronger hold. Like metates they show the effect of wear on
one face, being generally rounded on the upper surface. Several of

these stones are double faced, or when seen in profile they are trian-

gular. These specimens, which are of softer and finer rock than tlie

others, were undoubtedly used in the last stage of grinding the
kernels of corn into fine meal. Ten of the.se meal grinders were found
at Ilomolobi and Chevlon.

Stone implements of mushroom form are among the interesting

objects obtained in our excavations. These are well adapted for

paint or pigment grinders.

The mortars in which paint is ground are ordinarily small stone
slabs with a depression in one face. These are sometimes rectan-

gular in form, often circular, and the depth of the depression varies,

being frequently very slight. The same variety of paint mortars is in

use to-day, and mauj^ of these stone objects now used in tlie kivas are
no doubt very ancient. The small stones with one flattened face
were doubtless used as grinders; in some instances thej' are much
worn. The list of jjaint mortars includes two from Ilomolobi and
three from Chevlon.

Stone Slabs

The use of slats or slabs of .stone decorated with figures jiainted in

various pigments has been described in accounts of several Hopi
altars. One of the most remarkable of these is probably the stone
called the Hokona mana, or Butterfly virgin, wliich is used in the
construction of the Antelope altar at Walpi. Two flat rectangular
stones stand back of the sand picture of tlie Antelope priesthood in

the Snake rites at Shumopovi, while the use of similar stones in the
various Flute altars may be seen by consulting articles on these rites.

Of a similar nature, no doubt, is the painted stone slab shown in

plate XLVI, found in a grave at tlie Chevlon ruin. This object, which
is much larger than any of those which have been mentioned, is painted
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on both sides with higlily suggestive designs of a symbolic nature.

The decoration on one side is almost wholly obliterated, but on one
corner we detect clearly the modern sj^mbols of the dragon flj-. The
pigments with which this stone is painted were easily washed off,

and this accounts for the loss of the decoration on the surface
which was iippermost as it lay in the grave over the bodj^ The
design on the other face, however, is more distinct. It consists

of three triangular figures inclosed in a border, recalling a sand
nicsaic such as is used in modern presentations of the Ilopi ritual.

Two colors, black and white, are readily detected in the border

—

the black outside the white. The field inclosed b}^ this border is yel-

low, and the three triangular figures are black, with inclosed rec-

tangles, which are white. At the apex of each triangle there is a rude
figure of a bird painted red, in which the head, body, and two tail

feathers are well differentiated.

The whole character of the design on this stone calls to mind the
decorations on the walls of a kiva of a cliff dwelling of the Mesa
Verde, described by Xordenskiold, and figured in his beautiful
memoir. In the designs on the kiva wall of ''ruin 9" we find groups
of three triangles arranged around the whole estufa at intervals

on the upper margin of a dado, and each of these triangles is sur-

rounded by a row of dots. The field on which thej' are painted is

yellow, and the triangles and dots are red or reddish brown. On a wall
of Spruce Tree house Nordenskidld found a similar dado with tri-

angular designs, and it is interesting to note that in the figure of this

ornamentation which he gives rude drawings of birds appear in

close proximity to the triangles.

The interpretation of these figures must be more or less liyiDothet-

ical. The custom of ornamenting house walls with a series of trian-

gles on the iipper margin of a dado is still observed in the modern
Hopi villages, where, however, the position of the triangular designs
is reversed as compared with that of those on this stone slab.

The triangle is a symbol of tlie moth or butterfly, which, while
appropriate on women's blankets or house walls, would hardly appear
to have special significance on the slab in question. Still, as has been
pointed out, one of the most venerated objects on the Anteloije altar

has the figure of a butterfly ujion it.

Much more likely is it that these three triangular flgvires sur-

mounted by birds are rain-cloud symbols, and that this slab of

stone was formerly used in a ceremonial which had for its object
rain making, and to this conclusion the dragon-flj- symbols on the
reverse side also point. This stone is an altar slab with rain-cloud

symbols.

In the Chevlon ruin the author found several flat stones, one of

considerable size, which were marked with blackened circles. The
largest of these, fully 3 feet S(iuare, was not brought to Wash-
ington, and the photograph which was made of it soon after it was
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removed from the i^rave was a failure. These circles, apparently

made by smoke, are of unkuowu origin and use. On the largest stone

they are arranged in two rows, four in each row, the peripheries touch-

ing. The stones were inverted when found, and occurred in the cem-
etery at Chevlon only.

Many graves at Chevlon and Ilomolobi were, as has been stated,

indicated by upright stones or flat slabs of rock. As the digging went
below the surface it was sometimes found that the skeleton was covered

by a similar flat rock, and in a limited number of cases these rocks

were perforated. The holes were sometimes not larger than a broom
handle, often capacious enough to permit the insertion of the arm, and
in one instance a foot or more across. Oval, round, and rectangular

oriflces were found, and in several cases a considerable amount of

labor must have been exiiended in making them.

Slabs with the smaller circular holes were also found in the floor of

a room where there was an intermural burial. Explanations more or

less fanciful have been suggested for these perforated stones, one of

which was that the rock had been placed above the body and the hole

in it was for the escape of the soul or breath-body. The slabs were
found above the bodies of several deceased Homolobeans, and the

modern Hopi interpretation of the perforation is offered for what it is

worth.

Disks

Small disks were found in all the ruins which were studied, and
while these had like forms they were made of various substances, as

of stone, pottery, and shell. They are generally circular in form, rarely

perforated, and often ground on their edges. The unperforated speci-

mens are supposed to have been formei'ly used to cover a hole in a jar

in much the same way as similar fragments are now used in flower-iiots.

The perforated specimens were probably used in much the same way
as wooden disks are employed in modern pueblos, as parts of drills for

perforating stones, shells, or other hard substances. The specimens
of this problematic grouji of objects, and the localities from which
they were gathered, are mentioned in the appended list.

Number Locality and material

158056 Chaves pass; stone

157706 Chaves jjass: red pottery

158079 Chaves pass; red pottery

158078 . Chevlon; red pottery

158080 Chevlon; red pottery

157963 Chevlon; stone

156480 Homolobi: pottery

157965 Kisakobi; pottery

158093 Little Colorado ruins

158164 Jeditoh; shell

158165 Jeditoh; shell

158060 Chaves pass; galena

158095 Chevlon; wood
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Fetishes

The immbcr of graves in whicli smooth, waterworn stones, quartz
crystals, and fossil cephalopods occur in other ruins has been noted
in the account of Awatobi and Sikj^atki. A considerable number of

these objects were found in the Little Colorado ruins; the fossils

included a tooth and remains of several crinoids and of an ammonite.
Similar objects are still \ised in Hopi ceremonies, and it is well to

call attention to the fact that some of the priests begged the author
to give them these ancient objects that they might use tlieui in the
preparation of medicine and in other sacred or ceremonial ways.
Some of the smooth stones may have been used in polishing

pottery, but this can hardly be said of the quartz crystals and the

botrj^oidal specimens.

Fossil cephalopods, called koaitcoko, although very common in the

rock strata underlying the modern pueblos, are sometimes looked
upon by the Ilopis with great reverence, and are used in several mod-
ern ceremonies. One of the best-known instances is in the tipcrai of

the Lalakoiiti, described in an account of the unwrapping of that

palladium, as follows:"

The cbief priestesses and Kwateakwa then untied the hnndles npon the altar.

They first nnwrapped the buckskin thong which bound one of tliem and took from
the top a large niTuaber of sticks of different lengths, to each of which numerous
feathers were tied. In the midst of these sticks there was an ear of X)opcopn sur-

rounded b}- a mat made of eight black feather-sticks tied together. This mat,
surrounding the corn, rested upon a cloth. Removing this cloth from the cradle,

there appeared below it a nicely folded piece of buckskin painted on the border,

with the rain-cloixd ornaments painted black, the falling rain being represented

by fringes. Within this skin there were many breath- feathers and a single reed,*

to which feathers were tied. Below the buckskin there were many bean and
melon seeds. Within the bundle of breath-feathers there was a fossil shell, frag-

ments of another, and the pirion branch. The basket itself, wliich forms the

cradle, was made of a continuous coil of wickerwork. rectangular in shape.

When the priestess had undone this bundle, the contents of which were consid-

ered so sacred that we were not allowed to touch them, she carefully repacked it.

She first put in the seeds of beans, com, and melons, and then a number of breath-

feathers. She sprinkled these with metallic iron dust [micaceous hematite] and
added a piiion branch (pine needle). On these she placed the cloth in which the

fossil shell was tied and the reed with its feathers. Above this she tied around
the ear of corn the old prayer-sticks, to which she added a new one which she

had prepared. The black sticks were said to be old men and the seeds to be food.

The fossils, which are called koaitcoko,'' were found later to be one of the numer-
ous cephaloijod fossils abundant in certain places. It was said that these sacred

specimens came up from the under world. The contents of each btmdle were sub-

stantially the same.

It will be seen from this quotation from a description written in 1892

that one of the most sacred objects in the bundles before the reredos

a The Lalakonti; A Tusayan Ceremony, in the American Anthropologist, v. 5, p. 121, April, 1892.

b This resembled the so-callerl reed cigarettes used in other ceremonies.
<^ The same name was given for the whole bundle.
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of the Lalakonti altar was a fossil cephalopod, which, so far as could
be judged, was of the same species as some of those taken from the
Little Colorado ruins in 180G and from Sikyatki in 1895.

The ceremonial use of fetish stones in modern Hopi rites lias been
described by the author in several iiublieations, froin which the fol-

lowiiig quotation '^ is taken as one of the most complete:

Saliko brought from her house six ears of corn, a crenellate vessel [medicine
bowl] . and another bag of fetishes. * * * Saliko took a handful of meal from
a tray at the poiiya [altar] , prayed upon it, and then, kneeling about 4 feet in

front of the altar, sprinkled intersecting lines. She placed the crenellate vessel

in the center, and then arranged ears of corn uison the lines, beginning at the
northwest, where she placed a yellow ear, followed by a blue, red, white, black,
and an ear of sweet corn, as shown in the diagram. From her bag she took out
six smooth waterworn pebbles, the largest of which was H inches by three-

fourths of an inch in size, and jilaced them close beside the ears of corn. Begin-
ning at the yellow ear, she laid down by it a piece of opaque quartz with a
smoky iron streak; at the blue, a piece of the same with a faint bluish tinge; at
the red, a piece with a reddish tinge; at the white, a piece of translucent quartz;
at the black, a piece of shining black iron ore, and at the last, a crystal of bluish
quartz.

Less detailed is the autlior's description of the use of these rock
crj'stals in another Ilopi ceremony :

*

The priest. Ametola, first made a bed of fine field sand on the floor, and
then rapidly traced on the sand three cross-lines of meal, corresponding to the
six primary directions. Over their jiinction he placed a medicine bowl, but not
that before the altar. Around the bowl he laid, at the ends of the lines of meal, six

ears of corn, with points directed toward the bowl. Beside each ear of corn he
placed an aspergill and a rock crystal. Within the bowl he dropped several rock
crystals and a little honey.

In the Naacnaiya, or New-fire ceremony, smooth pebbles and
quartz crystals likewise play important parts in making medicine:

He placed the first group of six skins upon the meal lines, as indicated in the
diagram. He then an-anged the ears of corn upon the skins, and close beside
them lie placed the six pebbles (each having some requisite peculiarity, but no
opportimity offered to examine them closely), and finally another set of six skins

was deposited upon the right of those fir.st laid down. . . .

Eight songs were sung while he was placing these objects, and during the sing-

ing of another group of eight songs the asperser laid the pebbles in the nakwipi
[medicine bowl] , and then rested the ears on end within it. He then slightly

dipped the tail or the distinctively colored end of each bird skin and each feather tip

into the water, afterward laying it down in the place from which he had taken it.

He also sprinkled pollen in the bowl, and aspersed to the six directions with each
ear of corn as he took it out and laid it in its former place. The song was an hour
and a half long, and just as it closed the asjierser took from one of the chiefs bags
a quartz crystal. Sucking it, he passed it to a young man sitting near, stitching

a kilt, who went up the ladder and. reflected a ray of sunlight into the nakwipi,
and afterward the crystal was put into the liquid. <

In the Niman Katcina (festival celelirating the departure of the
katcinas) we find the.se crystals and medicine stones likewise used

a American Antlu-opologist, v. 5, p. 221, July, 1892.
b American Antliropolog:ist, v. 5, p. 117, April, 1892.

t^ Journal of American Folklore, v. 5, p. 192-193.
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in mixino- the charm liquid, as the authoi- lias elsewhere described as

follows:"

Upon the ears of corn were then laid the nak\viowa. small qnartz crystals,

elongated, black, pipestem bodies and shell beads. One or two of these were
placed on the end of each ear of corn at a point nearest the nakwipi, one behind

the other. Two similar quartz crystals were placed in the nakwipi. These
sacred stones were laid on the corn in the same order as above mentioned for the

ears of corn and aspergills. Intiwa's assistant then took a quartz crystal, one of

the nakwiowa. and, standing on the lower round of the ladder leading out of the

kiva. held it in the direct rays of the sun and threw the reflection into the water
contained in the nakwipi. This ceremony, by which a ray of light from the sun
(Dawa) is introduced, was observed in silence. . . . After several strains of

this and other similar songs had been sung. Intiwa's associate took up the ear of

com on the north side of the bowl, held its end over the nakwipi. and. pouring

water (liquid) from a small spherical gourd upon it, washed off the medicine

stones into the nakwipi with great solemnity. . . . After the washing of

these stones into the liquid, a song with quicker time and more rapid motion of

the rattles was taken up and continued for some minutes.

The above quotations from descriptions of ceremonies, and others

which might be mentioned, show how often small waterworu jiebbles,

or quartz crystals, are used in making charm liquid or "medicine"
by the modern Ilopi Indians, and the same kind of stones discovered

in ancient graves probably had a similar use among the ancients.

Indeed, one of the quartz crystals from a grave was appropriated for

his altar bj' a Shumopovi priest.

The use of two small stone cylinders, one of lava (number 157984)

and the other of a light gray stone (number 157983) each having a pit

or depression in the end, is problematic. Similar shaj)ed stones are

sometimes used in modern Hopi ceremonies to indicate the zenith.

Among the fetishes found in Homolobi graves maj* be mentioned

a rude bird made of unburnt clay,* the only specimen of animal effigy

wliich -was found in all the excavations in 1896. On the surface of

one of the mounds of the smaller ruin at Chaves j^ass, however, the

author picked up a small imitation of some unknown animal, which
was rudely carved, and reminded him of the so-called "hunting
stones," or fetishes, of the Zunis.

The occurrence of rude effigies of animals in prehistoric Arizonian

graves may possibly be interpreted as substitutional sacrifices, and if

this interpretation is correct, it would seem that in ancient times

birds, which are now represented by effigies, were sacrificed. It is

much more likely, however, that these images represent animals which
the ancient worshipers desired, and that they were forms of prayer

by signatures. Small figurines of domestic animals are made for this

purpose at the present daj' by the Hopi priests.

a Journal of American Ethnology and Archa?ology, v. 2. 1893. p. 75, V6, 77.

'>Tliis effigy is very unlike the bui-nt clay imitations o£ Ijirds which have been described in the
author's account of the ruin Awatobi. It is very inidely made, simply pressed into shaped by the
fingers, and is without decoration. The Awatobi clay birds are probably used as pendants,

while that found at Homolobi appears to be simply a mortuary offering.
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Human Crania

A particularly fiue collection of crania was obtained in 180G from
Chevlon and Chaves pass. One specimen from the latter place had
the facial and frontal bones stained green.

Animal Remains

Although the prehistoric Pueblos of Arizona and New Mexico appar-
ently had no sheep, horses, or cattle, they domesticated several ani-

mals, and used many more for food. The Ijones of these animals
occur both in houses and graves—more abundantly' in the former,
especially in the Homolobi ruins, where the author made a consider-
able collection of them. They liave been identified by Sir F. A.
Lucas, of the National Museum, and are as follows:

Canis famillaris, domesticated dog; a cranium of the broad-skulled
Eskimo type.

Canis trustror, coyote; probably jaw and leg bones.

Felis concolor, puma; jaw of young.
Lynx rufus, wild cat: jaw.
Taxidea berlandieri, badger; two claws.

Cariacus macrotis, mule deer: leg bones, antlers, and part of jaw.
Antilocapra aniericanus. antelope; leg bones, part of jaw, and horns.

Castor canadensis, beaver; collar bon&.

Lepus texianus griseus. jack rabbit (many specimens).
Lepus arizonae minor, small rabbit (many specimens).
Cynomys, prairie dog; skull and odd bones.

Ovis canadensis, moimtain sheep.

Spermophilus, ground squirrel; tooth.

Thomomys, gopher; skull.

Corvus corax sinuatus, raven; wing bone.

Bubo virginianus, great horned owl; tarsus.

Aquila chrysaetos, golden eagle: claw.

Buteo borealis, red-tailed hawk; wing bones.

Cathartes aura, turkey Imzzard: wing bones.

Meleagris gallopavo mesicana, turkey (many specimens—some of young).
Grus mexicanus, sandhill crane: wing bones.

Anas sp., duck; x)art of sternum.
Phalacrocoras sp., connorant; 1 bone.

Miscellaneous Objects

The manner of building the roofs and floors in the Homolobi ruins

was practically the same as in the modern Tusayan pueblos. A large

numbei' of rafters were taken out of the walls, many of which were in

place, while some had fallen in, broken by superimposed weight. In
several instances these beams were well preserved; in othei's they
were much decayed. Several fragments of the clay with which the
roofs were covered were collected, and in one impressions of reeds

were evident.

Asbestos appears to have been considerably prized bj' the inhabi-
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tants of the Chaves pass ruins, and a single speeimeu was ailded to the

author's collection from these ancient towns.

A few fragments of a bird's egg, too broken to be accurately iden-

tified, were collected in a grave at Homolobi. This was possibly an
eagle's egg, and it may be mentioned that in certain Hopi ceremonials

at the present day imitations of eagles' eggs made of wood are at

times placed in modern shrines. The author has no knowledge, how-
ever, of a modern mortuary use of birds' eggs, but suspects that the

egg of the turkey, which we know was domesticated hy the ancient

pueblo people, may have been eaten bj' them. If this supposition be
well founded, the fragment of birds' eggs in a grave at Homolobi may
be a remnant of food offerings.

A single specimen of galena was taken from a. grave at Chaves pass.

This mineral was pi'obably used as a pigment, but it is not common,
and is not used by the modern Hopis in painting the body or any of

their ceremonial paraphei'ualia.

A small copper bell was found in a grave at Chaves pass. This
object is shown in figure 67, from two faces. It was apjjarently

formed of beaten native coppei-, but the ej'elet would seem to indicate

a knowledge of soldering. One side was so broken that a small spher-

ical body which served as a clapper could be
easily seen. The metal was much corroded,

but not so much as to prevent the bell emit-

ting a sound when shaken.

Among other miscellaneous objects taken

by the author were a fragment of jjotter's clay pig. 67. Copper beii from
. TTii' 11 11 1 1 Chaves pass. Diameter
from Homolobi, a sulphur nodule and several about {inch.

dried lizard tails from Chaves pass, a frag-

ment of asphalt and some perforated cedar berries from Chevlon.

Several rectangular fragments of red pipe clay, one of which was
perfoi-ated as though for suspension, were found at Homolobi.

The object of the large and small rectangular or trapezoidal plates

of mica and selenite found at Homolobi and at Chevlon, in graves and
elsewhere, was not wholly clear. No specimen, however, was brought

back from Chaves pass, and no natural deposits of selenite were

noticed in the latter locality.

RUINS OF OLD SHUMOPOVI

General Features

Although in the report of the author's excavations at Awatobi and
Sikyatki, in 1895, an extended account has been given of the arche-

ology of pueblos near the East mesa, no woi-k was done on the numer-

ous ruins at Oraibi and the Middle mesa. The author was particu-

larly auxious to compare pottery from some of these ruins with the

beautiful series which had been collected in 1895 at Sikyatki, espe-
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cially as numerous specimens had been sold to traders from Old
Sliumopovi, and almost all of these were identical with those from
the East mesa.

There is evidence that Shumopovi was one of the oldest settlements

on the Middle mesa, but the legends of this pueblo have never been
carefully studied, and the component clans are practically unknown.
The pueblo stood in the foothills near a spring when the Spaniards

first came into the eountrj^, and its name can easily be recognized in

Espejo's list of Hopi towns at the end of the sixteenth century.

There is a uniformity in statements that the founder of Oraibi,

Matcito, lived in Shumopovi before he sought the cave where he lived

when Oraibi was built, and probably Shipaulovi was founded by
clans fi-om it in the eighteenth century. The size of the old ruin

shows that in ancient times it had a large ijopulation.

The record of work at Old Shumopovi can be given in a few
lines. Foi- several j'cars it has been known that a wealth of beautiful

potter}^ lies buried in the cemeteries of that ruin (plate Lli). That
the number of objects destined to be removed from this place is large

is probable from the great size of the cemeteries find the small portion

of tliem which has yet been dug over. The author therefore began
work with high hopes of a great harvest. About twenty Indian
workmen from the East mesa and a few from Shumopovi were
employed as excavators, and in the first two days of work they took
out of the burial places over one hundred specimens.

On the evening of the second day the chief of Shumopovi, Nacihip-

tewa, went to the camp of the workmen and forbade them to continue
the work. It seems that the chiefs of the three villages, Mishongnovi,
Shipaulovi, and Shumopovi, had assembled in council on the night of

the author's arrival and decided that his work should not go on.

For some reason they had not communicated their wishes to the

author, but went directly to the Indians, working on their feelings

and threatening them with trouble if they continued excavating. As
soon as the author learned of the objection he immediatel}' called a
council of the chiefs at his camp, and leai'ned from Nacihiptiwa that

he did not wish the work to go on, fearing that it would cause great

winds which would drive away tlie rain clouds. The author respected

liis wishes and ceased work at Shumopovi, discharging his workmen.
Had he been able to comiilete the work at this ruin there is little

doubt that over a tliousand l)owls could have been taken from the

burial places of that ancient pueblo.

It would appear from the examination of the Shumopovi cemeteries

that they were distiibuted among the foothills east of the main spring

of the ijresent town. From the quantities of broken pottery in this

region, it is evident that their extent was very considerable*. In some
instances burial places were separated a considerable distance from
the ruins of the pueblo, in others they were quite near the founda-

tion of the walls.
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A STiiall cemetery was discovered about a quarter of a mile east of

the ruin.s, where there is a patch of sand in which grow a few dwarf
peach trees. The author camped at this point, which was as near as

he coukl approacli the ruin with liis wagon, and immediately after his

arrival a family of Shumopovi people came down from the mesa and
began to hoe the squash plants which grew there—an act \\ hich was
interpreted to mean 2:)ossession. The Snake chief of Shumopovi had
a brush house, called a kisi, overlooking his farm, on a small hillock

near this burial ijlaee.

The ancient pueblo can be traced for several hundred feet, but its

old walls have been buried or leveled, and very few evidences of its

architectural j)lan can be made out bj' superficial studies. The
mounds of the old site are covered with fragments of pottery of the

finest character, beautifully ornamented," with the characteristic

Sikj-atki symbol

Pottery from the Ruixs

general features and form

A superficial examination of the i^ottery of this old pueblo shows
what a more intimate studj' demonstrates —that it is very similar to

that from ruins near the East mesa, and that it differs from that of

the Little Colorado pueblos. The majority of the pieces belong to the

fine yellow ware (plates XLViii, l), smoothly polished and elaborately

decorated. There are a few examples of red and black ware and
one or two specimens of black and white ware (plate XLix), but the

yellow ware predominates, as it does at Sikyatki. This is undoubt-
edly due to the chemical constituents of the clay used in its manufac-
ture. There are no specimens of red, black, and white wai-e, and no
black and no glazed varieties.

The resemblance, which amounts almost to an identity, in the char-

acter of the pottery of Sikyatki and Old Shumopovi, as well as

the similarity in the .symbolism, adds weight to the belief that these

pueblos were inhabited synchronously.
There is no essential ditt'ei'euce in the shapes of the i^ottery from

this ruin and of that from the pxieblos on the Little Colorado, where
food bowls, vases, jars, ladles, and dippers are represented. In jjlate

LI two of the best specimens are figured, but there are many others

in the collection of equal beauty which have not been reproduced.
There were two siJecimens of food l)owls from Shumof)ovi with

snouts, one of which is shown in the accompanying cut (figure OS).

This form appears to be rare, and has not yet been found in the

ruins along the Little Colorado river.

a A vei-y fine collection of mortuary pottery was made at Shumopovi by Mr T. V. Keam. after
the author was obliged to abandon work there. Many of these pieces are now in the Field
Columbian Museum at Chicago, which purchased the collection.

22 ETH—04 S
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DECORATION

The picture writing on Slnimopovi ware closely resembles that on
the ware of the ruins near the East mesa, and though from the limited

examination which was jiossible on account of the size of the collection

Flo. BR. Bowl with siioiit, from Slnimopovi I'number 1578171.

few new forms were found, the author is able to add some instructive

pictures to those already known from tliis region. On the whole, Old
Sliumopovi pictography is like that of Sikjatki and Awatobi, and
differs from that of Homolobi. The geometrical figures do not widely

Fio. fin. Plumed Snake. Design on food liowl from Shiimopovi (number 157769).

differ from those of other piichlo regions in Arizona nortli of the

Mogollones, and are of the same tyjie as those of Chaves pass, Chevlon,

and llomololji.
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Plate LI shows the face of a masked dancer, the treatment of the

left eye of which resembles that of this organ in certain Zuiii masks.

The only figure of a reptile which was found at Shumopovi was
drawn on the inside of a food liowl (see figure 69). This figure is so

dilferent from any representation of the Plumed Snake that the author

has hesitated to refer it to this mythic being. The feathers on the

head, if such they be, are two semicircular bodies, and the tongue is

represented l>y a line with arrowpoint termination. The eyes are both

on one side of the head, and the lines on the head and body are incised,

making designs which are higlily suecessfid from a decorative point

of view. The bowl is a small one, and is made of the fine yellow ware

characteristic of ancient Tusayan ruins.

An examination of bii'd figures fvnm Shumopovi shows a Tuarked

Fjg. TH. Mythic bird and game of chauce. Design on food bowl from SliumopoTi i number 1577U).

difference from those of the ruins on the Little Colorado and a close

likeness to those of Sikyatkl and other ruins near the East mesa.

Specimens were foimd with the peculiar conventionalized form of the

"breath feather" so constant in the collections made in 1805, and there

were fine specimens of the sky band and the dependent bird. The
design represented on the food bowl shown in figure 70 is very instruc-

tive. From a comparison with other figures of Kwataka the author

is led to refer this figure to the mythic bird-man god. The head rep-

resented in profile has two triangular feathers, and on the throat and
breast appear the terraced designs so often found in bird symbols.

The feathers of the wing are triangular. There are reasons of a com-
parative nature which lead the authoi- to believe that the band on
which the bird rests represents the skj' baud, and the ring represents
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either tlio earth or the sun. /J'he position of the three tail feathers

in this drawing is thoroughly characteristic of ancient ijueblo art.

Instead of being drawn in a horizontal plane, as tliey naturally would
be in a side view of the bird, they appear in a vertical plane, as often

occurs in these iio-iu-es. This characteristic arrangement of the tail

feathers is common in the decoration of modern vases from Acoma,
where the bird is a constant ornament. It may also be seen in the

avian figures which decorate many of the ancient bowls, vases, and
jars from Sikyatki and Awatobi. The terraced figures on the under
side of the head are of frequent occurrence in bird designs. The three

cross lines occur on several Sikyatki bowls and represent stars.

The design on the food bowl from the ruin of old Shumopovi, shown
in figure 71, represents a bird god, as is shown by the three tail feathers

and the triangular wings. The head
takes the form and bears the symbol-

ism of that of a masked katcina still

personated in Tusayan. The horn on
the left side of the head terminates

in a conventional figure of a feather,

and the design on the right-hand side

is a symbol of the squash flower. On
the face is the terraced symbol of a

rain cloud, still nsed in modern llopi

symbolism and very common in an-

cient bird figures. Within this ter-

raced figure are represented the dragon
fly, rainbow, and falling rain. It will

be noticed that each of the two exte-

rior tail feathers bears two smaller

white lines. Similar sj^mbols charac-

tei'ize the figures of the war god, and
are said to indicate the hawk. There
are legends extant that these are

markings made by the claws of some
animal in its struggles. Thej^ are

found on the cheeks of idols of the war god in several pueblos, as Sia,

Zuiri, and those of Tusayan.
The avian figure on the food bowl shown in figui-e 72 represents

a raptorial bird with extended wing. The homology of the two long

bodies dependent from the breast is apparent when we compare them
with the symbolic feather on Sikyatki pottery. They represent the

breast feathers of the eagle; the symbol is still preserved in modern
Ilopi ceramics, but, so far as is known, has not yet been found on

pottery from the Little Colorado ruins.

Both eyes are rejjresented on one side of the head, and the beak is

U'

Fig. 71. Bird design on food bowl from
Sliuniopovi (number 157795 )

.
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curved like that of raptoi'ial birds, which are so coiunioii in tlie deco-

ration of Homolobi ware. This fiijnre also shows a very common vio-

m

Pig. 72. Mythic bird design on food bowl from Shumopovi (number 157134).

lation of perspective among ancient and modern Hopi artists, for the

tail feathers are turned from the natural horizontal to a vertical plane.

The design shown in figure 73 represents a bird in which the curved

FiO. 73. Symbolic bird design on food bowl from Shumopovi (nnmber 1.57771).

body above is the liead, the two lateral triangles the wings, and the

three pointed bodies tlie three tail feathers. The two curved bodies.
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oue on eacli side of tlie tail, are backward extensions of the bodies

which assume different forms in as maiiy different representations.

This is a form of bird symbolism unknown in pictography from the

Little Colorado ruins, but verj' common, in many variations, at Sik-

yatki. Its reduction to bird symbolism maybe i-eadily followed by a

comparison with the series given in the report on the field work of

1895.«

Fig. 74. Gambling canes and bird. Design on food bowl from Shumopori innmber 1577.5.5^.

The food bowl shown in figure 74 is a beautiful specimen of yellow

ware, decorated on the interior with two figures, one representing a

bird and the other four canes used in a game still played in modern
pueblos. The bird figure evidently represents the Heart-of-the-sky

god, whose symbol is a star, which is represented on the head of this

divinity in designs from Sikyatki figured in the account of the expe-

dition of 18115. The wings and tail feathoi's, three in number, are

easily recognized.

The four gaming canes are marked in different ways, and corre-

spond with the four cardinal points. Their markings are, however.

Q Seventeenth Annual Beport of the Bureau of American Ethnology, pt. 2, 1898.
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different from those on a set oe these canes taken from the ruin at

the mouth of the Chevlon fork, to which reference has alreadj' been
made.
These canes, corresponding in a general wa,y witli those used in

Zuni in the game toshalewa, are rarely employed at the East mesa,

but the occurrence of figures of them in old Tusayan ruins indicates

the age of this game in the pueblo area. While the markings on these

objects are not the same as those on the Zuili, the variations are no
greater than would be expected, considering the ruin in which they
were found. The general character of the game was evidently verj"

similar.



SUMMER OF 1897

INTRODUCTION

In eontinnation of tlie field work in Arizona in 1890, the results of

which have been given in the preceding pages, the author again vis-

ited this Territorj' in 1897, remaining about three months, from June
25 to September 30.

He was accompanied, as in 189G, liy Dr Walter Hough, of the
National Museum, who rendered most valuable aid, and also by Mr
F. W. Hodge, of the Bureau of American Ethnology, who joined the
party at the close of July, remaining with it during the visit to the
Hopi Snake dances in the following month.
He was aided also b\" Mr Frank Zuck, of Ilolbrook, Arizona, and

a number of 3^oung men from Taylor and Snowflake who were
employed at Four-mile ruin as laborers. In the Pueblo Viejo Mexi-
can workmen were relied on, all of whom performed their duties very
satisfactorily.

The collection obtained in 1897 was smaller than that made in pre-

vious years, but it was more varied and more instructive in its bear-

ings on questions of the migrations of the prehistoric people of Arizona
than any other thus far made. The ethnological side of the work was
not neglected. Dr Hough contimred his studies of ethnologj' inaugu-
rated in the previous j'ears, and has already published the new mate-
rial obtained by him in the American Anthropologist. "

As the author visited Tusaj'^an at the time of the Snake dances, he
made new observations of the Mishougnovi variant of this ceremony.
A record of his studies of this subject is found in the Nineteenth
Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, with accounts
of the Flute dance at the same pueblo, compiled from notes made in

1896.

On his return from the Southwest the author prepared a prelim-

inary account of the archeological work, and it was published with
illustrations in the Smithsonian Report for 1897. This account was
limited, and contains onlj^ the more salient results of the work. The
present report is intended to be more complete, but is by no means
exhaustive.

The primary aim of the expedition was the collecting of specimens.

To accomplish this the author was obliged, because of limited forces,

to spend much of his energy, to the neglect of other lines of investi-

oV. 8, May, 1897.
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gation. The collections of 1897 niimbor ;i few short of 1,000 entries

in the catalog of the National Museum. In gathering this material

the greatest care was taken to label it properly. Neglect of this

obvious duty has destroyed much of the intrinsic value of many col-

lections, and has led to errors in conclusions which might readilj' have
been avoided.

The present report completes the record of notes and other data

bearing on the collections made in the three years during which the

author has had the honor to direct field work in the Southwest for the

Smithsonian Institution. There are many obscure points touched

upon which would be greatly illuminated were it possible to continue

this line of investigation. So closely connected, however, are the

archeological and ethnological problems of the Southwest that the

former can not be exhaustivelj- treated while the latter are so imper-

fectly solved.

PLAN OF THE EXPEDITION

The summer's field work of 1896 verified by archeological evi-

dences the truth of the statements of the Hopis that some of their clans

once lived at Ilomolobi on the banks of the Little Colorado, not far

from Winslow, Arizona. It was desirable to study several other

ruins on this river or its tributaries, and to compare ob.jects indicative

of the culture of their ancient people with those of this undoubted
home of early Hopi clans. The author therefore examined ruins

near Pinedale, on a small southern tributary of this stream near its

source in the foothills of the White mountains. While employed at

this ruin he heard of an extensive, undescribed ruin near the Mormon
town Snowflake, situated on the same stream as Pinedale, but farther

north. These ruins at Pinedale and Snowflake are almost on the

meridian of modern Walpi and the mouth of the San Pedro river in

the Gila valley.

There is historical evidence that at one time the Hopis iised a

southern trail from their pueblo to the Gila, penetrating to the ranch-

erias of the San Pedro, and that this trail was rendered impassable

b3' the incursions of hostile Apaches in comparatively late historical

times. An examination of old pueblos situated on or near this

trail was believed to have considerable importance in connection

with legends and with historical evidences that it was used by pueblo

peoples.

Having studied the archeology of the ruins on southern tribu-

taries of the Little Colorado, the author nuide his way south of

the White mountains to that part of the Gila valley which is locally

known as Pueblo Viejo, an archeologically uninvestigated region

which was formerly densely populateil and extensively farmed. He
desired to discover the relationship of the former people of this vallej-

with those of the Little Colorado, as well as with those of the Gila

and Salado rivers, near Tempe and Phoenix. He likewise wished to
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trace the similarities, if any, of the art remains of these ancient
farmers with tliose of peoples who once lived on the Little Colorado
and its southern ti-ibutaries—what resemblances there were in

implements, pottery, and other art products, aiid what likeness in

manners and customs, as indicated by areheolo.i-ical data.

One of the most important objects of the expedition was to add to

the sum of available i^aleographical material from different sections

of the valley drained I13' the Little Colorado river. Although the

amount of this material now in museums is large, an increase of it

was considei-ed desirable. It has been pointed out elsewhere that
pictures on old pottery are objective expressions of religious sym-
bolism, and that they should be treated as such. Each ruin has
its characteristic designs, and there are features peculiar to certain

localities. An intei'i^retation of this highly interesting pictography
can be facilitated by the discovery of new pictures, and the more
numerous the localities from which it is obtained the more important
will be its teaching. A discovery of the geographical limits of the

same symbolism is important, and its connection with the migration
of certain clans is signiticant.

The influence of environment on ancient pottery is a subject of no
less interest than that of its symbolism. As we pass, in the South-

west, from one locality to another, the ingredients of the clay from
which pottery is made change, and the action of lire upon these com-
ponents leads to modifications in their colors when they are used in

decoration. It would be instructive to fallow these changes in their

manj- modifications and determine what relations exist between the

distribution of various clays and different colored pottery. This
would require a collection of ceramic wares from many localities. "We
can rely only in part on classifications of pottery based on colors as

indicative of kinship. People of different stocks make pottery of the

same colors when tlu;y use the same or similar clays. Decorations of

the same kind, or an identical symbolism, are a much more trustworthy
basis of classification, although not always reliable.

The ruins studied in 1897 were chosen with a view of obtaining
comparative data concerning pottery and its decoration from localities

in different latitudes of Arizona as nearly as possible on the same
meridian as those studied in previous years.

The investigations at Kintiel were especially directed toward the

future plotting of an archeological meridian through Zuili as a basis

of comparison with the Tusayan zone, in which Walpi is situated.

It is possible for the expert student of modern pueblo pottery to

determine at a glance the pueblo in which any piece was made.
Thus, no specialist would mistake a Zuili vase for one from Acoma
or confound a Tusayan food bowl with one from Laguna or Santa
Clara. This exact knowledge has become possible from the fact that

our museums ai-e rich in modern ware and familiarity with its char-
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at'teristics is iiossiblc; but an ability to identify modern jiueblo pot-

tery by its symbolism is of little lielp in the determination of ancient
ware from the several localities. To determine whether an ancient
vessel caiiie from near Zufii or from the neighborhood of Walpi we
must study typical collections of ancient ware. From investigations

tlius far conducted the author is able to distinguish ancient Hopi
from ancient Zujii pottery, but the geographical limits of each are
unknown to him and he is wholly unable to distinguish ancient Jemez
ware from that of Acoma, Sia, or Cochiti. F(n- a provisional classifi-

cation the author has divided the pueblo area into a number of par-

allel zones extending north and south. Tusayan lies in one of these

zones, Kintiel and Zuiii in another. Wluitever zones it may be nec-

essary to make to facilitate the study of aucient ijottery of the eastern
pueblos does not concei-n the present report, but it is woi-thy of note
that thus far ancient material from them is so limited that even a
provisional determination of these areas is premature.
The author has collected no legends of the Hopi Indians which

refer in any way to the ruins excavated in 1897, and he believes it is to

the Zufiis ratlierthan to the Ilopis tliatwe should look for traditional

accounts of them which may still survive. Nor has he found any his-

torical reference to old houses on tlie Little Colorado river, although
Four-mile ruin is situated west of Zuni, and may have been one of

the pueblos of the Cipias, a sedentarj' tribe mentioned bj' Spanish
writers in the seventeenth century. Though this name is said still

to survive in Zufn legends, the author has thus far failed to elicit

any information in Hopi stories regarding the ancient Cipias" (see

page 23).

The pueblos in the region south of Holbrook are too far east to be
referred to the Patki and other clans which claim Homolobi as their

former home; and tlieir surroundings do not in any way agree with
the current Hopi account of Palatkwabi, the " Old Red land," or the
"Giant Cactus countr\-." It is always to the mountains south of

Winslow that the old men of the Patki clan point when they tell of

the place of origin of their forefathers. It is instructive to remember
that the invasion of the Apaches, directed against the modern Hopi
pueblos, was always from tlie south, while that of the Utes was from
the north. The earliest historical account of the contact of the Apa-
ches with the Ilopis indicates that these Athapascan nomads shut
tlie latter off from tlieir southern kindred l\y occupying the trails

to the Gila and causing Homolobi to be abandoned, and then pressed
north against the modern towns.

"The Hopi namo of the modem pueblo Isleta is Tcipiya.
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KIXTIEL

The Kuix axd its Cemeteries

Up To within a few years, especially siuce the Aiuericau occupation,

a ruin called Pueblo Grande has been designated on most maps of

Arizona and Xew Mexico. This pueblo lies about 25 miles north of

the railroad station of Xavajo, and ten years ago it was one of the

best ruins of the Southwest, approaching in the perfection of preser-

vation the famous ruins of the Chaco canyon. To the Xavahos who
range that region the ruin is known as Kintiel, or Broad house. On
the author's flret visit to it, ten yeare ago, the walls stood higher than
a man's head, and the rooms wore probably in about the condition in

which they were shortly after its abandonment. At present very little

of the ancient walls renmins, for they have been torn down by a

trader, who has used the stones of which they were made in 1)uilding

a house and store in about the center of the ruin. In fact, where the

foundations of the walls of this fine ruin once stood, nothing now
remains but a trench, for the lower courses of stones, being the largest,

were sought out for building material in preference to the smaller

stones which were placed upon them.
The documentary history of Kintiel is a short chapter. Early

Spanish accounts do not mention the place, and the Spanish name
Pueblo Grande appears only on later maps of the country. There is

said, however, to be a legend concerning it among the present Zunis,

which is mentioned in the Fourth Annual Report of the director of

the Bureau of American Ethnology (1883):

Pending the arrival of goods at Moki, he [Mr Cashing] retomed across the

country to Zuui, a measure . . . enabling bim to observe more minutely than on
former occasions the annual sun ceremonial. En rorite be discovered two ruins,

apparently before unvisited. both, according to Zuui tradition, belonging to the

Hle-etakwe. or the northwestern migration of the Bear. Crane, Frog, Deer,
Yellow-wood, and other gentes of the ancestral pueblo. One of these was the

outh-ing structure of K"in"ik'el, called by the Navajo Zinnijiune and by the Zvmi
Heshotapathltaie.

It is interesting to note that all the above-mentioned Zuiii clans

have or had representatives in the Hopi pueblos, and that at least

three of them, viz. Bear, Deer, and Yellow-wood, which is probably
the Hopi Kokop clan, are reputed by the Walpi traditioualists to

have come into Tusayan from the East. Whether or not these fam-
ilies of eastern origin are descendants from Kintiel people is impossible
to say, on account of the author's unfaniiliarity with the migration
legends of these farticular clans. It is instructive to learn that \nt.h

the exception possibly of the Frog clan no Patki or Rain-cloud people
have yet been mentioned from Kintiel, nor do any of the traditions of

the Patki people mention Kintiel as their former home.
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No further mention of these ruins is known to the author until the

deseriptiou Ity \'iotor Mindeleff, in his very important account of

Tusayan and Cibolan architecture, published in the Eighth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

Fortunately* for science, Mr Cosmos Mindeleff camped at Kintiel

ruin before its destruction and made excellent photographs and plans

of the ruiu. He likewise conducted limited excavations, which were
later recorded in a report of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

Recognizing, on his arrival at Kintiel, that it would be impossible to

add much to what had been recorded in regard to a ruin so mutilated

as Kintiel now is, the author naturally sought to learn what he could
from excavations. The results were somewhat disappointing, and,

as compared with the collections made at other ruins, only a few
specimens were obtained from this large pueblo.

There is one feature in the architecture of the walls of Kintiel which
seems worthy of special notice, a feature which Xoi-deuskiold recog-

nized in Me.sa Verde ruins, and which the author has de.scribed in

the round house near Montzeimer's ranch,* viz, the difference in size

of the building stones in the walls and foundations. The largest stones

occur at the base, or in the lower courses, the smaller in the more
elevated jjortions of the walls. This arrangement has a wide distri-

bution in other parts of the Southwest.
The nearest point on the i-ailroad to Kintiel is the station Navajo,

from which there is a good road to the ruin. This road j)asses in sight

of several small mounds with indications of former houses, and not

fai' from Navajo station there are several ruins, some of considerable

size, but all in a poor state of preservation. All of these are here
referred to Zuiifi rather than Hopi clans, for the fragments of pottery

which were collected on them resemble the pottery of ancient Zuiii

ruins.

The exact lines of demarcation between ancient ZuSi and Hopi ruined
I^ueblos will probably' be impossible to find, mainlj^ because there is

little doubt that the distinctive features between Zuiii and Walpi, so

marked in modern times, did not exist in ancient times. Clans from
certain rmeblos now in ruins in this region sought union with the

population of Zuni; others went to modern Tusayan and were incorpo-

rated into the population of the villages there. Other families drifted

out of Zuiii and founded pueblos of their om'u or halted in their migra-
tion from Cibola to Tusayan and erecte<l pueblos which were aban-
doned after a few j'ears or generations.

Kintiel may be classified as a circular ruin (see plate Llil). This
form is unlike that of anj' Tu.saj'an ruin, with possibly the exception

of the two mounds called Kiikiitcomo, above Sikyatki. Round ruins

ai'e foreigia to the Hopi country and are absent from all the portion

of Arizona south of the i^resent inhabited pueblos of the Hopi reser-

a Journal of American Etbnology and Archseolo^, t. 1, 1891, p. 12T.
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vation. The same may be said of round rooms or kiv^as. When, how-
ever, we enter tlie Ziifii belt, which extends from the Saa Juau and
Mancos canyon cliff honses south through Zuni, we find both circular

and rectangular ruins, with circular rooms especially noticeable in

the cliff houses. Kintiel is one of these, and architectnrally, there-

foi-e, belongs to the Zuiii series, as its geographical position and pottery
clearly indicate.

Kintiel is not, however, perfectly round, but is broader than long,

assuming a shape comparable with that of a moth with extended
wings. The two sides were built on sloping land, and between them
there runs a depression corresponding to the body of the insect of our
comparison. This median depression is at right angles to the broad-
est part of the ruin, and in it is the spring which furnished the water
supply. The present occupant of the ruin, an Indian trader, has
erected his buildings within theinclosure of the ruin near this depres-

sion, and has dug out the ancient spring, which furnishes abundant
water for his purposes. In excavating this siiring he found the
inclosing walls still intact, with a flight of stone steps bj' which the
ancients once descended to the water. Notwithstanding sanitary
objections to such a position for the spring, especially when the
population of the surrounding houses was large, from a defensive
point of view it was perfect. The violation of sanitary laws among
the modern pueblo peoples implies that among the ancients there was
little regard paid to health in the choice of a water supply, and little

care in keeping the water pure.

Extensive excavations at Kintiel revealed a cemetery on the eastern

side of the northern section. The burials were made close u^) to the
outer walls of the buildings, as at Ilomolobi, but no uniformity in the

orientation of the bodies was noted. No undoubted evidences of cre-

mation were detected, and all skeletons exhumed were from subur-
ban cemeteries. A limited number of siiecimens of mortuary pottery
was obtained in the neighborhood of these skeletons. Many of these
specimens were broken, but others were whole and in good condition.
The author is inclined to regard Kintiel as a comparatively modern

pueblo, one of many which were founded later than the earliest Sjianish

invasions. One reason which led to this conclusion is the fine pres-

ervation of the buildings. Up to within a decade they had not the
appearance of antiquitj- which old ruins always show, nor are there

now any large refuse heaps or pottery burning places, which so often
indicate great age, about it. The few graves in the cemeteries and
the distance apart of those which do exist may be regarded as negative
evidence of limited value, for it may be said that we may not have
happened upon the populous graveyards. Yet nuich more earth was
moved in the excavations than at Ilomolobi, and only a tenth as many
interments were brought to light, and the natural infei-ence is that

the pueblo was not old. Nothing, however, indicative of white men's
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influence was fonnd in the ruin. Although it may have been inhab-
ited since the discovery of Arizona, there is no evidence that Spaniard
or American ever visited it while inhabited.

Thei-e is a clo.se resemblance between Kintiel, as it was ten years ago,
and the Pueblo Bouito and other great houses of tlie Chaco canyon,
and from its general appearance as compared with these the author
believes that it is of about the same age.

There is a Xavaho tradition that at least one of the Chaco ruins was
built bj- Zuiii clans, which would indicate a reason for the similarity in

the construction of Kintiel or Pueblo Grande and its namesake in

the above canj-on." Kintiel also resembles architecturallj' the well-

preserved Zuili ruins at Archeotekopa, which is described elsewhere,*
but we need much more information about these interesting ruins,

especially about their pottery and the Zufii legends concerning them,
before it is jpossible to form any trustworthy conclusions.

Kintiel is situated on the Leroux wash,*^ which flows north of
Holbrook, and turning south empties into the Little Colorado west
of the town. The wagon road goes from llolbrook past the X ranch
np the wash to the ruin of Kintiel. There is a ruin of some size at
Tanner's spring, from which place the author has seen several fine

specimens of pottery. As these fragments closely resemble the Kin-
tiel pottery, it is ijrobable that the ruins belonged to the same or
to closely related people.

There is also a ruin of some size near Hnlibell's store, at the Pueblo
Granado, about the same distance north of Kintiel that iSrava.jo sta-

tion is south of it. Pottery from this ruin is ancient, much older
than that from Kintiel. West of this ruin, at Eighteen-mile spring,

there is a circular ruin which must also be referred to the Zuiii belt.

The author has been told that there is a Spanish inscription of the
seventeenth century not far from this spring, but he has never seeia it.

The number of rooms at Kintiel would lead to the belief that the
population was lai-ge, certainly reaching into the hundreds. There
were evidentlj- several clans living there, and at the lowest estimate
we are justified in believing that 300 people foimd shelter within its

walls. Probablj- the population was nearer 500 souls, or about the
same number that formerly lived at Sikyatki.

A small stone inclosure, apparently a shrine, was found a few feet

from the outer wall of Kintiel, on the south side. Its contents were
carefuUj' gathered together and added to the collection. The objects
found in this inclosure consisted of a number of curiously formed
stones and concretions, anj^ one of which might, from its odd shape, be
regarded as a fetish. Several of these stones were rudelj' worked into

"The name Kintiel, or Broad House, is applied by the Navahos to at least two circular pueblo
ruins in tbe Southwest. One of these is in the Chaco canyon, and is said also to have been con-
structed by the Zunis.

I> Journal of American Ethnology and Archaeolo^, v. 1, 1891, p. 122.

•^ Named from the famous guide and trapper Leroux, whose knowledge of the Southwest was
of such great value to early explorations in this region.
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animal shapes, with head, eyes, and mouth represented. Similar col-

lections of stones are common near the appi'oaehes to tlie modern
Hopi towns and are ordinarily called shrines of the god of death,

Masauu. It is customary for a Hopi Indian, on approaching the
pueblo, to throw on these piles any small stone he may have found, and
in much the same way, no doubt, the pile of stones found at Kintiel was
formed, for this same custom of casting stones in a pile exists at

Zuiii, the pueblo to whose people those of Kintiel were allied.

Just south of tlie two standing sections of wall tliere was a cluster

of stone cysts, probably ancient ovens. They varied in size from 1

foot or 2 feet square to larger dimensions—G Ijy 3 feet. Charred
wood and ashes were found in some of these, and the bounding stones

showed the action of fire. These structures reminded one of the
suburban, communal ovens, which have been described" in tlie Zuiii

ruin, lleshotauthla. The commuiial ovens at the latter ruin, lilvc

those at Kintiel, are situated just outside the walls of the pueblo,
but unlike them tliey are, as a rule, i-ouud, and of equal size. It

would appear that cooking was done in these ovens rather than in

the dwelling houses. The llopi food called pikarae, made for cere-

monial feasts, is still cooked outside the dwellings, and the Zuiiis

likewise have ovens separated from their houses, as is common in

Mexican towns in the Southwest.
The cemeteries east of Kintiel revealed many skeletons in fair

preservation, and it was noticed that those near the surface were
mostly of infants, the adults, as a rule, being found deeper. The
first skeleton excavated was that of an infant buried under a flat

stone 2 feet below the surface. The grave had mortuary objects

in the foi'in of a few miniature rough bowls and a small jar of coiled

ware. As the excavations penetrated deeper, there were found nianj^

fragments of pottery, broken ladle handles, ashes, and other indica-

tions that this was the dump place of the neighboring pueblo, the
outer wall of Avhich was 50 feet away.
One of the most instructive burials at Kintiel was found in the east

cemetery. This was interpreted as a secondary interment. It con-

sisted of human bones stripped of flesh and deposited in the earth
with customarj' mortuary vessels. The reason for the belief that
these bones were not covered with flesh when the bowls were placed
upon them is that their position was not that which they would have
had if articulated. The femurs were placed in the reverse of the
natural position, and a humerus was found crossing the femur. No
skull or pelvis was found in the grave. A flat earthen disk was luted
to the neclc of a vase placed on the bones, and there was a food bowl
near by.

"Journal of American Ethnology and Arcbieology, vol. 1, isyi, p. 133.
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Pottery from the Ruin

general features and form

The pottery from this ruiu belongs essentiallj^ to the Zuni type,

and is very different from th.it of the Tusa.yan series. It is, as a rule,

of coarse texture, and decorated with rude symbols. We miss in it

the fine yellow ware for which Tusayan is famous, and find in its

place abujulant red pottery, with a comparatively large proportion of

black and white. The decorative designs are mainly geometrical,

and picture writing is very limited in quantity. The decoration is

essentially different from that of SiJcyatki, and resembles closelj' that

of Ileshotauthla and Ilalona, two ruins near Zuiii pueblo.

The greater the number of ancient Zuni pottery objects which
were examined, the .stronger liecame the belief that the ancient potters

of this region were inferior to the ancient Ilopis in their ceramic

productions. Modern Zuni ware is certainly as fine as modern Ilopi,

and, a priori, the author sees no reason wliy the older pottery of one
region should be inferior to that of the other. He formerly supposed
that this inferiority was due mainly to imperfect collections and that

the best examples of ancient Zufli ware were still under ground, so

that the known specimens gave an imperfect idea of what other and
lai'ger collections might reveal.

While these earlier conclusions may be verified by later studies,

the author now inclines to the belief that the Zunis never advanced to

the same perfection in the ceramic art as did the Ilopis. It must be
confessed, however, that pottery has been taken from the cliff houses
nortli of Zuiii which is as fine as the Tusayan ware, and if this excel-

lent pottery is classified as Zuiii ware, an unfavorable criticism is

not just. So far as texture is concerned, the Tusayan ware is siiperior

to all others in the Southwest, with the exception of the black and
white ware of cliff dwellers. In the character of designs the superi-

ority is even greater. In the evolution of Pueblo decoration the

development of ornamentation advances from geometrical patterns to

rude picture writing, and, as a rule, the jiottery on which the former
predominate is inferior to that on which the latter is most prominent.

Kot that we should regard this a hard aiul fast law without exception

;

the cleverest potters often adorn their wares with simplest patterns;

but in a ruin where most of the pottery is decorated with geometrical

figures, and the few existing pictures of animals—as birds, reptiles, or

human beings—are rudely nuule, the artistic development is inferior

to that where the conditions are rever.sed.

Judged by the criterion of designs, Tusayan decoration of ceramic
ware shows a superiority over all others in the pueblo area, as any-

one will confess who impartially examines large collections from differ-

ent areas of the Southwest.
It would appear, too, that this high development was autochthonous,

22 eth—04 y
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Fig. Dipper with decorated liandle.

frinu Kintiel.

and originated within tlie limited area in the midst of which the

present llopi villages are sitnated, where not only the decoration,

but also the ware itself is superior. Strangely enough, the more
ancient the ruin is, the better is the pottery. This may have a liear-

ing on certain theories regarding thi' ancestors of the Hopis, for we
have been accustomed to liear (hem spoken of as rude Shoshoneaus

akin to some of the lowest tribes of

Ihe Rocky mountains, who have
adopted a pueblo life after they came
into the pueblo area. The author's

researches show that only a small

l)art of them claim to have sprung
from the north, but from whatever
source they came, and whether tliej'

adopted the pueblo life after their

arrival or not, the.y reached a higher

culture, judged by artistic excellence

of jiottery, than any other pueblo
people.

Some of the specimens of coiled

ware from Kintiel are remarkably fine. One of the best is almost

black, as though discolored by constant use in the fire, and was
evidently a cooking ])ot.

The accompanying figure (75) of a dipjier from Kintiel might readily

be mistaken for a like object from the cliff houses of the Mancos
canyon. It is a common form of

black and white ware almost uni-

versal throughout the Southwest.

The forms of pottery fi-om Kintiel

are not exceptional, for all the tyx^es

which were found there occur else-

where. The rough ware, universal

in the pueblo area, is abundant in

the Kintiel graves,and leads all oth-

ers in number of specimens (see fig-

ure 70) . This is in marked contrast

to collections from Sikyatki and the

Little Colorado ruins,where smooth
decorated ware predominated.

There were comparatively few fus.

food vessels, and no large vases
wcn-e obtained. Cups, ladles, vases, and slipper jai'S were the most
common pottery forms. A three-lobed cup of i-ed ware was dug out
of the eastern cemetery. This form is exceptional in the jjueblo

ruins which the author had previously examined, but beautiful spec-

imens have been found at Ilomolobi and Chevlou.

C<jiled vase from Kintiel (number
176910).
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The jimphora form of ijrlobnlHr vessel is rare in Southwestern ruins,

but is represented ]>y a single specimen (ligure 77) from Kintiel. This
vessel is of bhick and wliite

^m^

Fig. 'i Two-liandled bowl from Kintiel (iminbei*
i:(i9;«.i.

ware, and the design on the

equatorial region is charac-

teristic.

A very good specimen of

globular form (figure 78)

was found at Kintiel. This
wasmade of black and white
ware, and is one of the finest

specimens in the collection.

All these examples are

white ware decorated with
figures in black, and the

white is a slip rubbed over

coarser clay. In firing, since the contraction and expansion of this

slip is not the same as that of the base on
which it is laid, we find a crackled surface

unknown in true ancient Ilopi pottery.

Many of the ladle handles were perfo-

rated with rows of holes; several wei-e dec-

orated with alternate parallel and longi-

tudinal bands, a type of ornamentation
which is found as far south as the northern
border of Old Mexico and has been re-

corded from Mexican ruins in Chihualiua.

Several fragments of tlie necks of vases with ijits or depressions were
found. Some of these pits resembled small cups,

but the author believes the depressions are finger

holds, by which the vessel was carried. Fragment:;
with similar deijressions are found elsewhere in the
Southwestern ruins, and there are one or two com-
plete vases with the same finger holds, in which
there can be no doubt of their use.

DEC()R.\TIOX

The limited number of specimens of pottery from
the ruin makes it necessary to speak of this aspect
of the suliject in a Ncrj- general way.
There is little similarity of picture design between

these specimens and those of modern Zuili which
hav(! been examined, save in geometi-ical patterns;

so that tlie autlior is led to suggest a theory to

account for this fact, similar to tliat wliicli lie has elsewhere advanced
to explain the change in .symbolism in Ilopi pottery. The differences

Globular bowl from
Kintiel.

^:^^y^^?S??

Fig. 79. Handle of
dipper from Kintiel.
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hi I. Frug dL-sigu on Ijowl t'ruin

Kintiel.

between modern and ancient Ilopi ceramic designs are due to the
advent of new clans as colonists, for these new arrivals introduced
their strange ciiltns, of which, up to that time, the llopis were igno-

rant. Possibly a similar explanation
may account for some of the designs on
modern Zuiii pottery. Modern ves.sels

f)-om these two regions bear, however,
widely different decorations. The many
likenesses between ancient Zuni ware
and that of Kintiel are the main reasons
for liis association of the two, but these
similarities are mainly in geometrical
patterns.

One or two specimens of pottery from
Ivinticl had handles decollated with the
form.s of animals, and one of these, of

black and white ware, was particularly

Well made (see figure 70). Tlic intention was evidently to i-<'pri'sent

some many-legged animal, combining painting with sculjjlurc

A knob on one vase has been ident-

ified as a repi-esentation of the head of

an antelope. This is an unusual form
of decoration.

The modification of the handle of a

dipper into an animal form is not rare

in ancient pueblo pottery, and the

author has seen specimens in which a

mammal, possibly a bear, was represented in that way. In jnodern

Xiuel)lo pottery, aniinal forms are very common, and they are espe-

cially abundant in modern Zuhi ware,

as an examination of the rich collection

in the National Miiseum will demon-
strate. This method of ornamentation
is not very common in i)ottery from
ancient or modern Hopi towns, thougli

the Ilopi priests called "mudheads" or

"clowns" are often represented on the

handles of ladles, and in the large col-

lections from Sikyatki not a single speci-

men adorned in this manner can be
found.

One of the vessels from Kintiel was
decorated on the interior with what seems to be a figure of a lizard or

tailed batrachian (see figure 80). The design is simple, and is not

unlike figures which are found as pictographs in the Canyon de
Chelly and elsewhere in the Southwest.

Fid. Kl. Food bowl fi-oiu Kintiel.

Fk;. S2 Bird design on food bowl
from Kintiel.
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The decoration on the exterior of the food basin shown in figure

81 is highly characteristic and markedly different from tliat on

Sikj-atki pottery. In this specimen the design on the exterior con-

sists of a number of interlocked S-shaped figures, which are like-

wise found on the pottery of the Little Colorado ruins. The external

decorations on the food basins from Sikyatki are, as a rule, rectilin-

ear, and curved figures are rare or unknown. A very much mutilated

figure of a bird which decorates a bowl is shown in figure S2.

The accompanying illustration (figure

83) gives a good idea of a Kintiel mug of

black and white ware and the calcareous

incrustation with which the majority of

these ancient vessels was covered. This

mug is decorated with geometrical pat-

terns, the nature of which may be seen in

the illustration. Like many others from
Kintiel, it was covered with a calcareous

deposit, which can readily lie removed by
washing.
One of the best specimens of white ware

from Kintiel is shown in figure S4. The
striking feature of this dipper is the form
of the handle, which is made in imitation of the head of some animal.

There were several specimens of bowls and other vessels with heads

of animals, a feature also common in Tusayau ceramics.

Fig. ra. (.'up triim Kintiel (num-
ber 170811 1.

Miscellaneous Ob.jects from the Ruin

The stone objects from Kintiel are in no respect peculiar, and con-

sist of mauls, hammers, axes, .sijearheads, and arrow points.

A small slab of stone had three

cavities, arranged in a triangular

form, in one surface. There were

several clay disks, some with a cen-

tral hole, others imperforate. Rect-

angular goi'gets of red stone were
perforated at one side as if for sus-

pension. There is also a tubular

pipe of red stone in the collection.

Symmetrical spherical stone balls, ranging in size from a marble to a

baseball, were picked up on the surface.

No prayer sticks were found in the graves, but in one of the food

basins there was a collection of several hundred short sections of wood

about the size of a small lead pencil, and beveled at both ends. These

were about an inch long, reminding one of sticks called the "frog

spawn," wooden symbolic objects made in the Walpi Flute and Snake

ceremonials.

Fig. tJi. Dipper from Kintiel.
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Bone objects—awls, needles, bodkins, and the like—were numerous.
Bone tubes of different sizes were likewise foimd, and a small bone
gouge accompanied one of the skeletons.

Fifteen well-preserved human skulls, excavated from the Kintiel

cemetery, were brought to Washington.

KINNA ZINDE

If we compare the Zunian and Tusayan meridian zones of ruins

architecturally, we find that they closely resemble each other, or, if

there is any one feature wliich distinguishes them as groups, it is the
pi'edominance in the former of circular ruins. Circular ruins are

absent in the Tusayan series, while more than a third of tlie Zuni
series of ruins are round, oval, circular, or semicircular—rectangular
and round combined. The cause of this predominance is unknown,
for the explanations which have been advanced to account for round
ruins in the Zuiii belt would seem to be equally applicable to the

Tusayan belt, where round i-uins are absent.

Not far from Kintiel tliere is a small, well-preserved ancient house
called by the Navahos Kinna Zinde. This i-uin is in a good state of

preservation, the stone walls rising high above the foundations.

As seen from one side Kinna Zinde looks like a rouiul tower, such
as are found elsewheie in the Zuni belt of ruins. A closer examina-
tion, however, reveals the fact that only one end of this ruin is round,

the remainder being rectangular.

The ruin is situated on a sliglit elevation overlooking a fertile plain.

Flooring indicative of two stories is visible, and the poles of an old

ladder by which there was formerly communication from one story

to another are still in place. These poles were notched for the inser-

tion of rungs.

The author was struck with the scarcity of pottery fragments and
other refuse in the neighborhood, and it was concluded that this

building had not been inhabited for any considerable time. It showed
no signs of age, and probably was contemijoiary with Kintiel, which
is a few miles away. Kinna Zinde was possibly only a summer farm
home, peopled by farmers from Kintiel, comparable with Pescado or

Ojo Caliente on the Zuiii reservation. In winter the inhabitants
retired to Kintiel, and in summer Ihe.y used Kinna Zinde as a pro-

tected outlook over their farms. Its position was well chosen for this

purpose, and it was abandoned at about the same time as Kintiel.

RUINS NEAR HOLBROOK
There are few remains of ancient pueblos near Holbrook, Arizona,

and the Hopi trail from that town to Jeditoh valley is not known to

pass any considerable ruin. The author has always lieen .astonished

that the fine spring at Bitarhiitce, the Red cliffs, about 40 miles

from Holbrook, on the road to the Hopi towns, appears never to have
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furnished wjiter to a iiei,i>:hboriuj;- pueblo." Wlien the Hopis went
bat'k and forth to the Littk' Colorado, in ancient times, before Hol-

brook was built, they took the shorter route to Iloniolobi. That in

their eomnnmieation with Zufii they did not use this trail to the river

is evident, for the Zuni trail strikes the railroad far to the east.

Both Ilopis and Zunis in their intercommunication used the trail

through Kintiel, because there was nothing to invite them any other

way. The gateway of modern Tusayan to the southern settlements

was past Big and Little Burro springs, fi-oni Ilomolobi, and if we
follow that trail we pass nuiny ruins, for the simple reason that it

i.s the ancient route of migration. Pueblo Indians, in their journeys,

go from pueblo to jjueblo, stopping for entertainment, so wherever
we find an ancient trail, there we may exiiect to find at intervals the

ruins of old villages.

Objects from Woodruff Butte

One of the most conspicuous nmuutains south of Ilolbrook, visible

for some distance along the railroad, is a conical butte called the Pieta

mountain or Woodruff butte.

It was not the author's good
fortune to visit its summit, but

he obtained by purchase a few
specimens from that place.

The most intere.stin"' of these Fig-SJ. Stoue birds from Woodruff l.uttei number
''^.

.

'

17T898;.

were two small stone fetishes or

bird efBgies (see figure 85); there were also some pendants, a few
beads, and other ornaments. The bird etfigies were vei\v .skillfully

carved of stone, and were perforated, evidently for suspension. They
may have served as fetishes, for they closely resemble similar carved
objects which are commonlj' sold at Zuiii.

Ancient Habitations in the Petrified Forest

Learning that there were evidences of ruins in the famous petrified

forest of Arizona, near Ilolbrook, the author nuxde two visits to it and
examined a number of ancient mounds within its area. Xone of the

ruins which were seen gave evidence of large size or of a considerable

popxilat ion. Many fragments of pottery i-esembling ancient Zuhi ware
were found, and a few stone implements and metates were picked up
on the sui-face of the ground, but the number was too small to

encourage extended excavations in any of the small ruined house
clusters which exist in this locality.

An Indian burial was found on the highest point of one of those

strange hillocks of the "bad lands" in which the forest is situated,

"The reader is reminded that this I'eport was written in 1898. Dr Hough's important dis-

coveries in this region were made in 1901 (see Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1901,

p. 279-31ijj.
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but the skd'letou was too poorly preserved to add to the coUectious.
There is a hirge nii)i neai- Adainana station, aud others in the Petrified

Forest reservation.

FOUR-MILE RUIN

(tEneral Plan

Tliis ruin is situated 4 miles from Snowflake, and about 2 miles
from Taylor, Arizona, and is 07ie of the larii;est in the vicinity. It

had never been visited prior to the author's work there in 1S!)7, and
no specimens from this locality are known besides those which he
collected.

The ruin is situated on a lihiff overlookintj a tributarv of the Little

Colorado called Pinedale creek. One end of the ancient puel)lo over-

looks the stream; the other extends alouij a low crest at ri!>ht angles

to its banks. On the northern and southern .sides there are narrow
plains, that on the south being apparently composed of alluvium
brought down and deposited bj- the stream, or washed from higher
neighboring hills bj' torrents of rain, which are often verj' violent

in this region. The general form of the ruin is irregularly rectan-

gular, with no well-defined evidences of a central plaza in the western
part. The eastern region, however, has a flat toj) with scattered

rooms, and was evidently well situated for ceremonial dances or other

gatherings.

The larger population lived in the western part of Four-mile i-uin,

and probably the eastern region was not permanently inliabited.
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In this part of the ancient villajje there were remnants of circular

rows of stones, wliich suggested shrines, and certain piles of refuse

composed in part of ashes, as though remains of fuel used in tiring

potterj'. The eastern quarter of the town does not api)ear to have
had an inclosing wall, and no signs of kivas or ceremonial chambers
were detected. It was the only flat place near the pueblo at all suited

for sacred dances, and it probably was xised for that purpose.
The accompanying cut, figure Sij, shows the appearance of Four-

mile ruin from the bed of the stream, and gives a fair idea of the
bluff upon which the mounds are situated. The north cemetery is

situated at the left of the highest jjoint, and the camp of our party

is seen at the extreme right.

A Room in the Ruin

In order to study the architecture of the rooms of Four-mile ruin,

earth was removed from one of the best preserved and its dimensions
were carefully ascertained. This room had in the past been washed
out by torrents of water, and was on that account easy to clear. It

was situated on the north side of the highest moiuul, near the line of

separation between east and west portions of the ruin.

The floor was found about 7 feet below the surface. It was paved
with large flat stones, nicely fitted to each other, and apparently set

in adobe. On tlie east side there was a raised banquette extending
across, and (corresponding in a general way with the spectator's sec-

tion of a Tusayan kiva. It resembled even moi-e closely the raised

floor which the author has elsewhere described in the cavate rooms
of Verde valley and the cliff-house rooms of the Red Rock country in

the same valley.

About midway in the length of the raised portion, near the remain-
ing floor of the room, there was a small crypt or inclosure formed of

flat stones set on edge, and similar in form and position to those

found in the kivas of the cliff palace of the Mesa Verde. The author
has seen a like structure in San Juan puelilo on t he upjier Rio Grande.
In the floor itself there was a depression lined with stone slabs, which
niaj' have been a fireplace. The top of the banquette was made of

smoothly worn flat stones, and its side was plastered. Several very
finely drilled holes penetrated the flags covering the floor and ban-
quette, the arrangement of which is shown in plate LViii. These
were about the same size (that of a broom handle) as the symbolic
opening called the sipapu in the floor of a llopi kiva," and when the

first one was found the author was inclined to interpret it in the same
way. The subsequent discovery of many others left him in doubt as
to their proper interpretation.

o The sipapii of a kiva is symbolic of the opening in the earth through which races, in earliest

times, are said to have emerged from the under world.
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The Htructiiro of the walls was interestini>-. They were made of

adobe, but at regular intervals the much decayed reimuiiits of upright
posts were found eml)edded in Ihcni. These posts (ligure 87) are

thought to be comparable with similar logs used in the construction

of the adobe walls of houses in the Gila valley, as described in a sub-
sequent account of the architecture of the buildings of the Pueblo
Viejo (page 177). There were 7io lateral windows in this room, and
the entrance was jjrobably from the roof, no remains of which were,
howeve r, d i scovered

.

In order to determine the number of superimposed rooms in the

highest part of Four-mile ruin, the author followed the walls down

,
^'

'%'^'

Fig. 87. Upright po.sts in wall at Four-milo ruin.

fioni the surface of the main mound, penetrating through two floors

before he came to the lowest, which rested on the undisturbed soil.

It may, therefore, be concluded that the pueblo in this part had an
altitude of three stories, and it is probable that there was still a

fourth al)ove, the remains of tlie walls of which the author was unable
to trace. There were no walls standing above the ground at any
point on the mounds, and the general appearance of the ruin is that

of great age. '

As a rule, the oldest ruined pueblos in the open plain are destitute

of walls standing above ground: those with hiah walls are more mod-
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ern. This is not a uuiversal law, but it can be relied on with fair cer-

tainty. Ruins on hilltops have, as a rule, higher walls above ground
than those in the plains, even when the}' are of equal age. Cliff houses,

on account of their sheltere<l position, preserve their standing walls

longer than any other type. No doubt one reason why pueblos of

the plain, especially such as those in the valley of the Little Colorado,

so seldom have free walls above ground, is their burial by tlie dense
sand storms wliicli sweep over them, especially in the spring months.
Tlic destructive rains in time wasli through their roofs, and water,
making its way into the joints of the upper layers of the walls, causes
them to topple over, forming debris at their base. These forces take
time, but, except in those ruins whicii hav(* walls wholly of stone, the

most ancient are reduced to simple mounds peneti-ated l)y house walls
which never rise above the .surface of tlie ground.

SuBURBAX Ovens

In searching for the nortli cemeterj' the author began a trench
just outside of the bounding wall, and on excavating a few feet

below the surface found several cysts like those at Kintiel, which
were filled with ashes and charred wood. These are interpreted as
subui'ban ovens. Similar structures were found at Chevlon in 1896,

and it is not improbable that they will later be fouTid in many other
ruins of the Little Colorado river.

Many authors have referred to the absence of fireplaces in ancient
pueblo rooms, and the existence of chimneys in preliLstoric times has
not yet been proved. The discovery of suburban ovens indicates

that cooking was done in the open, just as is the case with certain

kinds of food in modern pueblos.

Cemeteries

It was with considerable difficulty that the author was able to find

the burial places of this pueblo, and .some time was consumed in the

search. In the ruin at Honiolobi and on Chevlon creek the inter-

ments were discovered just outside the outer walls of the pueblo, and
it was natural to look in these places for burials at Four-mile ruin.

Extensive trenches failed, however, to reveal any indication of the
dead in this part of the mounds. Xo ])urials were found close under
the walls.

In the course of an examination of the level region some <listance

north of the mounds, near the river bank, the author unexpectedly
discovered a human bone projecting from the soil. This indication

was suflficient, and systematic work in the vicinity brought to light

many skeletons and mortuary olijects.

There can not be a doubt that in the time winch has elapsed since

the burials were made the stream has encroached upon this cenie-
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tery, washing away the superficial soil and leaving a great niimlier of

small bowlders. Digging among tliese stones was very difficult, and
many of the burial objects of pottery were broken in extracting them
from the earth. This part of the stream bed is not floodeil except at

times of freshets, and it is covered with a .scanty vegetation, composed
mainly of small clumps of .sage brushes. This vegetation gave indi-

cation of the existence of graves, for a skeleton was found under
almost eveiy bush, often buried less than a foot below the surface.

A second larger cemeterj' was found on the opposite side of the

ruin at about the same distance from the houses as was the first. The
l)urials at this place were very deep, but the soil was a sandy allu-

vium in which the pottery was better preserve<l. As far down as the

soil was penetrated skeletons and pottery were found. The greatest

difficulty in getting them was due to the caving in of the ejubank-

ments. Most of the finest specimens were obtained at this point, but
the supply was by no means exhausted.

The bodies were buried extended at full length, and witJi no effort

at a common orientation. Most of the skeletons were jiooi'ly pre-

served, even the larger bones crumbling as they were removed from
the graves. A number of perfect skulls, including those of adults

and children, male and female, were, however, obtained from both cem-
eteries. No evidence was noticed of an attempt to cover the bodies
with logs, as was done at the Chaves pass ruins, or with flat stones,

as was so common at llomolobi. No fragment of a wrapping of mats
or basketry Wiis foiind.

A cooking j)ot found in this cemetery contained a lump of clay,

rib bones of some mammal, a stone polisher, and many cedar twigs.

Witliin this bowl were two smaller vessels turned upside down.
Most of the pottei'y found in th(^ cemeteries of Four-mile ruin was

covered with a tenacious, wliite, calcareous deposit, which was easily

removed by washing.

Collections

POTTERY

Principal Types

The pottery of Four-mile ruin is essentially the same as tliat found
at llomololii and Chevlon in ISfMi, and consists of about the same
proportion of decorated and of rough, coiled ware, the former
predominating.
The rough ware differs but little from that of the pueblos already

mentioned, Imt there is a great increase in the nnmbei' of specimens
of this ware with a smooth blackened interior. The percentage of

this kind of pottery increases as we go south from the ruins about
the inhaiiited villages of the Hopis, and is greatest in the ruins on the

Gila-Salado watershed. The blackened interior resembles the black

I
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ware of Santa Clara pueblo, but no vessel was lountl at Four-mile

ruin whose exterior was of this color.

One of tlie kinds of roui;h ware which is well represented at Four-

mile ruin is that decorated on the exterior with geometrical patterns

(see figure 88). The pigment was applied to the rough outer surface

of the coils. Commonly, however, the interior was smooth and black-

ened, as with certain other rough-ware vessels. The predominating

color of pottery from this ruin was red, and almost all forms were

made in this color. It is the characteristic color of pottery in tlie

Little Colorado ruins, and is found as far soutli as Pinedale, reap-

pearing again in tlie Gila basin.

Bowls of red ware M'itli black decorations having a margin of

white occui- in many of the Little

Colorado ruins. Fine vases of these

colors, in whicli wiiite predominates,

especially around tlie neck, aie char-

acteristic of luins in tliis valle^y; the

author has found no record of them in

the neighborhood of the Hop! towns,

or .south of tlic Mogollones. A repre-

sentative specimen of this type is

figured in the author's preliminary
j_ J? -I orv.. ml • i Fig. 88. Ornamented rout^b }n;»wl from

report for 1890. This ware is not as Four-mile ruin .number IT-USK

fine as the characteristic ci'eam and
yellow ware of Sikyatki, but is often made of a flnel.y ground clay

sufficiently well burned in firing to give fine specimens.

CtIl.v Type

Tlie characteristic pottery of the Gila valley is a l>rownish ware,

ornamented with red, and is very easy to identify. A specimen of

this wai'e has been figured in color in a preliminaiy report for 1897.

As far as is known, this kind of ware is generally confined to tlie Gila-

Salt river basin. In the excavations of the cemeteries at Four-mile

ruin two specimens of tliis peculiar ware were discovered, but tlie

author does not regard the adventitious occurrence of these speci-

mens, so different from the others in the same ruin, as anything more
than examples of intrusion, and believ<*s that they were bi-ough there

from a distance. As a rule, there is considerable similarity in the

coarse types of pottery fi'om Four-mile ruin and from Pueblo Viejo,

the upper jiai-t of the Gila valley, which tlie author has not regarded as

illustrating a theory of transportation of specimens; but the sporadic

appearance of a prominent tj'pe of Gila pottery so difl'erent from the

others a])pears to him to demand such an exi)lanation. We may sup-

pose that these specimens went over the watershed of the Gila and
Little Colorado in the packs of traders, or possibly were carried by
migi-ator.N- clans. They were not manufactured by the people in

whose cemeteries they were found.
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Forms

There is nothing peeuliar in tlie lonns which the pottery tidiu this

ruiu assumes, thoiigli there were n few specimens different fi'om any
yet obtained from the Southwest. One of the most beautiful of tliese

was a globular vessel of red ware, with a graceful neck and symmet-
rical handle. The ornamentation on this vessel was black and glazed,

the design representing a highly conventionalized bird. This speci-

men was perfect, with the exception of a small chip in the lip of the
oi'ifice. ^Vlthough a long search for the missing fragment was made
it could not be found.

An oval vessel with a hollow handle with external opening recalls

similar ob.jects called canteens in other reports. They were doul)tless

used for transpoi'tation of water, and may be classified as a ceremo-
nial type of pottery.

An unusual form, seen in figure SO, is shaped like a saucer, and is

Fuj. ^Sl. Small sauL-er from Four-mile ruin (number 17T1:U ).

decorated exteriorly M'itli au ai'tistic arrangement of triangles in

black, bordered with white lines.

Food bowls predominated in the collection, and the majority of the
vases were small.

Decoration

The contribution of the pictui-c writing on pottery from this ruin is

highly instructive, and connects the people of Four-mile ruin with
those of Ilomolobi and Chevlon. As on the potterj' from the latter

ruins, bird figures are particularly abundant, but there are represen-
tations of human beings, mammals, reptiles, and insects.

While, however, there is a general similaritj' between the ceramic
pictures of this ruin and those of the jmeblos mentioned above, this

resemblance does not extend into details, and the same may be said

with regard to other pueblo paleographj-. The picture writing of

each pueblo has an individuality which seems to indicate that it was
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independently developed, adaptinj^ certain general forms or patterns

to special ideals. The causes of this divertjeiice in the desisiiis on
ancient pottery are no more eompreliensible than the differences in

the decoration of modern pottery in two different pueblos. Why, for

instance, should the symbolism of Walpi differ so markedly from
that of Zuiii, when there are so many points in common between
the rituals of the two pueblos? The differences in tlie pueblos are

mainly due to their clan composition, to the relative prominence of

different families in them.

HUMAN FIGURES

The Student of the modern Ilopi I'itual is familiar with tlie use of

helmets in ceremonial dances, and the author has pointed out the

limitation of those helmets to the rites from the advent of tlie kat-

cinas at the winter solstice to the Niman, their departure in July.

Katcina dancers among the Ilopis are masked, and they are the only

masked dancers in the calendar. Studies of the ancient pictography

from Sikj^atki have not revealed a single figure wearing a mask; but

the ma.i'ority of the human figures on modern pottery wear masks or

ceremonial helmets. The interpretation which is advanced for this

fact is that the ancients in Tusayan were not familiar with masked
figures, not having them in their rites, but that in the growth of the

ritual new clans, in modern times, introduced masked katcinas, and
consequently modern x^otters now make figures of them on their pot-

tery. The logical conclusion would be that, if we find in any ruin a

picture of a masked personage, the inhabitants of that pueblo must
have seen a katcina. One of the pictures found on a bowl from

Four-mile ruin leads to the belief that katcinas were known in that

pueblo, for it represents a masked dancer (see figure 90).

The design maybe interpreted as follows: The figure is evidently

intended to be a drawing of a human being. The head has the form
of a mask, in which are slits for eyes; the knobs represent feathers.

The three semicircular figures on the lower end of the body resem-

ble rain-cloud symbols, and the doulile row of rectangles with inclosed

dots recall the sj-mbol at present used by the Hopis to represent an
ear of maize.

There is little doul)t that the figure shown in plate xxiv represents

a human being. All parts except the head are recognizable, and as we
know from another specimen that ancient Pueblo artists could repre-

sent a human head very cleverly, we are called upon to explain why
they substituted for a head tlie strange device which is found here.

The po.ssible explanation is tluit it represents a mask. The designer

intended to figure a masked human being or katcina. Now, different

katcinas are distinguished by syml)ols drawn on their masks or hel-

mets, consequently tlie next step is to compare the helmet of the

masked figure from the Four-mile ruin with those known in the Hojii

system.
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The author finds one hijjlily suggestive ai^pendage to the head

—

the radiating crest resembles the feathers in figures of a mythical
conception called Shalako. We have here a picture with a helmet
adorned with a crest of feathei-s, i-ecalling a Shalako, which is a Zufii

as well as a Ilopi conception, derived in Tusayan and Zuiii from the

same source, or from some of the ruins along the tributaries of the

Little Colorado. The logical conclusion would be that the people of

Fonr-inile ruin likewise recognized this being.

Apropos of the possibility, revealed by this picture of a masked

Fig. tK). Humau figure on food bowl from Four-mile ruin (uumlter ITTOfil).

dancer, that masked or katcina dances were once celebrated at

Four-mile ruin, attention is called to the short distance of this ruin

from a legendary home of the katciiuis near St John, New Mexico."

IJotli Ilopi and Zuiii legends regarding the ancient home of these

beings cluster so definitely about a ruin near this town that we may
suppose that the former inhabitants of that mythical place possessed

a knowledge of the cult. To the lake near by both Zunis and Hopis

a Kothualewfl of the Zuni legends; Winema of the Hopi. It would be a most instructive work
from a mytho-archeological point of view to investigate the antiquities in the neighborhood of

St .Tolm, especially near the lake so often mentioned in legends.
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make pilgrimages for sacred water; here, likewise, they carry jjrayer

plumes. The locality is sacred to the priests of the katcina cult in

both pueblos. The logical implication is that some of their ancestors

once lived there.

The distance of the Four-mile ruin from this jilace so elo.sely con-

nected with the katcina cult is not as great by many miles as between
it and Walpi, not much greater than between it and Zuni; so that it

is certainly not improbal)le that the cult whicli has made its influence

felt on these modern pueblos should have been practiced in the j)ueblo

now called Four-mile ruin.

Another picture of a human face, body, and arms is aiso instructive.

The head of this figure (see plate xxv a) is unlike any other, but the

appendages are closely iiaralleled in figures on certain ancient vessels

from Oraibi. The naouth is represented by a triangle, as is also the

case in modern Hopi pictures of the sun god. The arms to the elbows
are raised to a level with the head, which is circular, with two large

eyes. The two appendages shaped like quadrants are supposed to

represent feathers. The bowl on which this picture occurs is broken,
but it is one of the most beautiful specimens of red ware in the

collection.

A rude figure of a quadruped decorated one of the largest food
bowls found at Four-mile ruin. Designs of this kind are common in

pictographs, but are rarely present in pottery decoration. It has been
suggested that this figure was intended to represent a dance figure,

and that the caudal appendage shows the fox skin which is at present
almost universally worn bj* participants in the sacred dances. It is a
widespread belief among the pueblo people that in earlj- times, more
especially when the human race inhabited the under worlds, human
beings had tails." Perhaps the ancient potter had this mj'th in mind
when some of the human figures represented on old pottery were
painted.

QUADRUPED FIGURES

One of the best examples of picture writing from Foiir-mile ruin

occurs on a vessel of fine chestnut ware not unlike that of Sikyatki.

The author formerlj- regarded this as a picture of a reptile, or i)Ossi-

blj' of a horned toad, but there are reasons for identifying it as a
quadruped, possibly the raccoon.

The general form of this figure is shown in plate LX b. The head
has a triangular appeudage, the throat is spotted, and the jaws are

armed with teeth. Two eyes are placed on one side of the head, as is

often tlie case in Pueblo drawings of animals. The body is crossed

by parallel and zigzag lines, and in places is decorated with crosses

and dots.

The quadruped figures on the exterior of bowls are mentioned later.

o Many ancient legends refer to the caudal appendages of men in very ancient times, and it is

sometimes stated that their tails were cut off by a cultus hero. These traditions are not confined
to the Hopis, but are reported from other pueblos.

•2-2 ETH—0-i 1(1
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BIRD FIOURES

Figures of birds predomiiiiite in tlie pictography of all tho ancient

pueblo ruins wliicli have been studied. This is true no less of Four-

mile ruin than of those lower down on the Little Colorado river. In

their delineations of bird figures, however, the artists took strange

liberties with nature, representing birds unknown to students of

ornithologj\ One of the most interesting of these from Four-mile

ruin was a t(jothed liird drawn on the interior of a food basin. That

Ptg. fll. Bird design on food bowl from Four-mile ruin (number 177:20:11.

this picture was intended to represent a bird would seem to l)e shown

by the representation of wings and tail, though but for the latter

organ it might be suggested with some justice that a bat was intended.

In all these representations of mythical animals the imagination had

full sway. It was not the bird with which the artist was familiar

thi-ough observation, buti a monstrous creation of fancy, distorted

by imaginations—real only in legends—that the potter painted on her

vessels. Hence, we can not hope to identifj^ them, unless we are

familiar with the mythology of the painters, much of which has
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perished. Tlie comparatively large miuiber of bird figures on tlie

ancient pottery indicates a rich pantheon of bird gods, and it is

instructive to note, in passing, tliat isersonations of birds play impor-
tant parts in the modern ceremonies which have
been introduced into Tusayan from the south.

One of the best figures of a bird found at Four-
mile ruin is shown in figure 91. The various

organs can be recognized without a detailed

description, but tlie form of the wings is some-
what different from that thus far sliown in picto-

grajjlis.

In the next design (figure 02) we have at oppo-
site angles of a rectangular figure representa-

tions of birds, alternating with triangles drawn
on the remaining angles in a characteristic Zuiii and Ilopi manner.
This is one of the few figures in which birds are represented by
triangles.

Fig. 92. Bird design on
food Ijowl from Fonr-
mile riiiu.

Fig. its. Bird designs on food bowl from Four-mile ruin (number 177170).

Tlie bir<l design reproduced in figure 93 shows a long curved snout,

and parallel lines representing feathers on tail and wings. The two
legs are thrown out of perspective, but so closely do the}' resemble
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those of some other bii-d figures that there can be little doubt of their

homology. In the same inclosnre in whir-h the bird is depicted there

is also a figure of a dragon fly, and outside the inclosure is a picture

of another bird. This is one of the most interesting avian pictures

from Four-mile ruin. The representation of tail feathers by parallel

linos in this figure is corroborative of the same interpretation of

parallel lines elsewhere shown on ancient Pueblo pottery. The
form of the head and the long curved beak is common in several

other pictures of birds, and an effigy vase with beak of a like

structure is described from Chevlon ruin in the report of the

expedition of 1806.

Fio. 94. Bird desiern on food liowl from Four-mile ruin i mimbtr 17717.31.

A very highly conventionalized bird figure is shown in figure 94,

where the different parts are represented by geometrical lines.

BUTTERFLY FIGURES

A large and beautiful food bowl of red ware (plate xxv b) found

at Four-mile ruin, had an unusual design representing a moth or but-

terfly, i>robably the latter, depicted on one segment of the interior.

In this design (figure 95) two ej-es are represented on one side of the

head, there is a coiled antenna, and the body and the border of the

wings are marked with rows of dots. These dots are common fea-

tures in butterfly figures, as may be seen in modern drawings of this

insect among the Hopis.
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FEATHER DECORATION

Representations of the feather, often highly conventionalized, are

very common iu the designs on ancient Ilopi pottery, and, as the

anthor has shown in a previous article, different kinds of feathers

have characteristic forms. These designs have been detected thus

far in the ruins about the inluit>ited Hopi villages, at Sikyatki, Shu-

mopovi, and Kisakobi or old W;Upi. Tliey have not been found, with

one exception, in the ruins along the Little Colorado river, though

Fig. 95. Butterfly deaigu uu fuud bowl fi'uui Fuux'-mUe ruiu uiuinber ITTllU).

the author has been able to examine much larger collections from this

region than from either Shumopovi or Kisakobi.

One of the feather symbols was sho\\ ii to be the triangle, a form of

whicli is still preserved in the decoration of modern ceremonial para-

phernalia. Tliis tyjJ*^ of feather design seems to be common in the

Little Colorado pottery, but is more difficult to J'ecoguize and is also

less common hei-e than it is in the highly instructive symbolism of

Tusayan.
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GEOMETRICAL FIGURES

There were many specimens of pottery from Four-mile ruin deco-

rated with the various geometrical figures so common on all ancient

Pueblo ware of northern and central Arizona. The types were
terrace figures, spirals, frets, bands, dots, bars, and zigzags. The
proportion of geometrical figures, as comiDared with representations

of animals, was large. As we investigate ruins more and more dis-

tant from those about the Hopi villages, this proportion increases;

and if we considered geometrical motives as older and simpler than

Fig. 96. Sun emlilem nn food howl from Four-mile ruin (numbei- 1770.58).

figures of animals, it would seem that pottery ornamentation reached
a higher development in Tusayan, where drawings of animals and
human forms predominate.
The geometrical figures on the outside of food bowls from the ruins

on the southern affluents of the Little Colorado are more elaborate

than those on the northern (see plate LXiii). Modifications of the

broken line, either in spirals, frets, or bands, are common features of

the ruins in both regions.

All instructive piece of potteiy from Four-mile ruin was a small

food bowl ornamented on the interior with a ring (see figure 90), from
which radiated serrated bars, the significance of which is unknown.
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In the rich coUectiou of Sikyatki pottery the author found a larger

food bowl, the interior of which was also decorated with a ring, and
to this riiiu' undoubted feather symbols were added. It may be sug-

FiG. (17. Bowl with double spiral design, from Four-mile ruin (number 177102).

gested, therefore, that the serrated appendages to the ring in the

above-mentioned specimen may likewise be conventionalized feathers,

and there are other grounds for in-

terpreting them in this way.
The small food bowl shown in

figure 97 is ornamented with an
exceijtional design, a spiral enlarg-

ing from the center to the rim of

the bowl. This bowl is interesting

as the only one of a i)ronounced

'''^"^^^^ heart shape. This form of spiral

\ ^^^^^ is instructive, showing the break in

the line so characteristic of ancient

Pueblo designs.

The decoration shown in the ae-

comi^anying cut (figure 98) is pecul-

iar, but eftective. The two vertical lines on the neck are repeated on

the opposite side. Similar markings are found on vases, food bowls,

dippers, and ladles in all Tusayan ruins, and represent feathers.

Fig. 9s. Decorated vase from Four-mile
ruin (number 1772H4I.
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Tho ilosiiiii shown iii tho noxt out, 'iguro 00, is uiiiiino aiuouij all

forms of ornaiuontation known, anil its nieaninjr is inooniiiroluMisiblo

to tho anihor.

Ono of iho most oh.-n-aotorisiio dosiirns. with a spiral moiivo, is

shown in plato l.xiv. wluoh is typioal of inauv liguros ou Four-mile
ruin pottery. This dosign is characteristic of the Little Colorado
rivoi- ruins, ospocially on iho roil waiv so common in thorn.

Tho tfonoral oharat'tor of tho gooniotrioal ornaniontation of food
bowls may be soon in plates xi^-XLii, i.xnt.

Fio. 99. Unkiiowu desiga ou fi(,.>il Uowl from Four-mile ruin (mimlier 1TT136).

kxtkksal orxamkntatiox ox food bowi.^

In his account of the ceramic objects found at Sikyatki the author
has tiiiured some of the moiv ]mimineut designs fixMU the exterior of

foixl bowls and has attempted a discttssion of their sisrnirtcance. In
the abundant material collectotl from that ruin no specimen wjjs found
with fignres of animals, with the exception of a highly conventional-

ized bird, Spiral designs weiv very raiv, tlie main forms being roc-

toncular geometrical designs with added feathers. In two instances
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there were hximan hands or animal paws. A dot with pai-allel or

slightly radiating lines was a common feature, and the ornamentation

was, as a rule, confined to zones or limited to one point on the rim.

The external decoration on food bowls from the Four-mile ruin

differs greatly from that of the Sikyatki collection. Both rectangular

and spiral designs occur, and several specimens have figures of mam-
mals and birds.

As a rule, the external decoration is continuous on the outside of

the food bowl, and is not, as is generally the case at Sikyatki, con-

fined to one portion. Some of the typical forms of external decora-

tion are shown in plate LXiii.

In the account of the pottery from Sikyatki attention is called to

the predominance of straight lines and rectangular figures on the

Fig. 100. Bear design on exterior of food bowl from Four-mile min (number 176999).

exteriors of the food bowls. Curved lines, and espeeiallj' spirals,

were practically absent in this decoration. This is also true of the

collection of food vessels from Shumopovi, where a considerable

number were obtained in 1896. Another peculiarity of the external

ornamentation of Sikyatki pottery is a design in which we have a dot

from which extend short parallel or slightly divergent lines; these

have been interpreted as repesenting a nakwakwoci or feathered

praj'er string.

The external designs on food bowls from the Little Colorado ruins

have a large proportion of spirals, and thus far there have not been
found the dot and appended parallel lines mentioned above. It

seems, therefore, not improliable that this particular form of the

feather is peculiar to ruins in the immediate vicinitj' of the present

Ilopi pueblos.
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On one of the food bowls from Four-mile ruin there was a represen-
tation of a large mammal which calls to mind a bear (see figure 100).

This is the only instance known to the author of a representation of
this animal (jn the outside of food vessels.

Pictures of birds are found on the outside of several bowls. One
of the most exceptional of these is the "twin-bird" design (figure 101),

Fig. 101. Twin bird design on exterior of tood bowl from Pinedale (number ITtSSSti).

which represents two birds attached by their tails. These peculiar
forms are likewise found at Pinedale and other ruins high up in the
White Mountain reservation.

The figure of the bird shown in figure 102 is found on the exterior

of a food bowl from Four-mile i-uin, and is one of the few bird draw-

FlG. 102. Bird design on exterior of food bowl from Four-mile ruin (numl)er 177378).

ings from the outside of a bowl. The manner of representing the
claws is one often adopted in avian figures. Parallel lines, for tail

feathers, ai-e repeatedly found in Soutliwestern pictography.
On one of the food bowls we find the accompanying symbol

(figure lO'.i), which reminds one of the modern rain cloud, so promi-
nent in Hopi symbolism. It has, however, resemblances to the paw
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of the bear or badf^er, and from the fact that a mammal identified

as a bear is fonnd on the exterior of the bowl illustrated above
(figure 100), it is probable that this symbol likewise should be refeiTed

to that animal.

The very chaste form of sjeometrical decoration shown 171 fitrin-c lO-t

Fig. 103. Bear's paw design on exterior of food bowl from Pour-mile ruin (number 177277).

was found on the outside of a food bowl from Four-mile ruin. It is

a composition of triangles, T-shaped figures, and terraced designs,

arranged on a shaded rectangle.

EAIN-CLOrD DESIGNS

Three types of rain-cloud symbols are used in the modern Hopi
ritual. These are the rectangle, the semicircle, and the triangle.

The two former are ordinarily triune. We have either three semicir-

tHi. 1"4. Ueometi'ical design ou exterior of food buwl from Four-mile ruin (number 177UOO).

eles or. three rectangles combined, the latter appearing as a stepi^ed

figure. The'number of components may be multiplied, in which case

we find many semicircles approximated, their shapes somewhat modi-
fied by the juxtaposition, or mauj' rectangles combined, forming
ten-aces.
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It is easy to mention instances of rectangular rain-cloiid symbols
represented in the modern ceremonial paraphernalia. We find them
carved into tablets on the heads of many dolls and idols. The Humis
katcina dancers wear them on their helmets. They are painted on
the uprights of altars, woven into baskets, and embroidered on sacred
dance kilts.

This terrace form occurs as a rain-cloud symbol on several bowls
from the ancient ruin of Sikyatki. It is also found on mortuary stone
slabs at the same ruin. The four sides of the ancient shrine in the
Awatobi kiva had rectangular rain-cloud symbols of different color,

showing that this form was recognized in this pueblo. The author
has elsewhere pointed out its existence in the Iloniolobi ruin, and now
the same type is reported from Four-mile ruin. While, as a general
thing, this form is the predominating type of rain-cloud symbol used
in the katcina celebrations, it is not confined to them, but is also found
in the Flute ceremonies and elsewhere.

The semicircular type of rain-cloud symbol is no less common than
the rectangular in the modern decorations, and, while most abundant
in ceremonials which occur between the departure of the katcinas and
their advent, it is not wholly absent in the masked dances. This
form has not yet been found on ancient Hopi pottery—which fact

leads to a belief that it is of late introduction. It is, however, very
conspicuous in the ceremonials introduced into Tusayan by the Patki
or Rain-cloud people, and it is a significant fact that the totemic sig-

natures of members of this family have the same form. A ready
explanation of the existence of this motive in Walpi would be that

the southern clans introduced it, and its occurrence in the Snake
ceremony would be interpreted as an example of intrusion.

The semicircular type of rain-cloud sj'mbols is not considered a
development of the rectangular, or vice versa; but it is thought to be
a new symlwl of foreign origin, the rectangular being the older in

this particular locality.

The triangular raiu-cloud symbol is less common in modern designs,

and is rare or unknown in ruins near the modern towns. The majority

of examples of it come from the Little Colorado ruins, but it occurs

on some of the idols used in Walpi at the present day.

A food bowl decorated with triangles arranged in such waj' and with
such an association that they may be interpreted as rain-cloud sym-
bols was found at Sikyatki, but this interpretation is doubtful.

Another bowl from Shumopovi admits of the same interpretation.

A symbol of the rain cloud among the people of the pueblo—now
a ruin—at the mouth of Chevlon fork, was a triangle inclosing a rec-

tangle. These symbols were found on a stone slab excavated from
that ruin in 1896, and were figured in reports of the work accom-
plished in that year (see plate XLVi). A beautiful large food vessel
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dug out of the north cemetery at Four-mile ruhi, shown in figure 105,

is decorated with triangles which are also supposed to be rain-cloud

symbols. Above them is a semicircular band which is identified as a
representation of the rainbow.

An example of the triangular form of symbol representing the rain

cloud is found on one of the efi&gies of the Flute altar, and is figured

in an account of the Walpi Flute observance." Many of the rattles

used in katcina dances have on each of their flattened sides four tri-

Fio. 1()5. Cloud emblem on food l)owl from Four-mile ruin (number 15735J).

angles united at one angle, and with iiarallel lines representing fall-

ing i-ain on the sides opposite their union. These figures have a
distant resemblance to feather sj'mbols, as may be seen by comparison
with some of the bird designs from Chevlon ruin.

It will be seen from the foregoing account that there are three types

of rain-cloud symbols in use in the modern Hopi ritual, the semicircle,

rectangle, and triangle.

In the same waj' it can be shown that there are at least two types

"Journal of American Folk-Lore, v. 8, n. 27, pi. ii, fig. 1.
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of sun symbols, and there are other instances whieli might be men-
tioned of two or more symbols representing the same thing. This
duplication is explained by the composite nature of the tribe, one
family adding one type, another a second, and so on. In the amalga-
mation of the clans each of these symbols becomes no longer limited

to the family which brought it to the pueblo. While the semicircular
rain-cloud symbol predominates, the survivals of the triangular and
rectangular are numerous and suggestive.

The oldest form in Tiisayan, so far as archeology teaches, is the
rectangular, but the triangular is possibly equally ancient in the

ruins along the Little Colorado.

Character xsv Treatment of Mortuary Pottery

It must be confessed that the pottery now jjlaced over the dead is

of poor quality and scanty in quantity, as compared with that used
by the ancients for that purpose. The fine ware rarely serves this

purpose, but is retained in the household. It may be interesting to

note that among the modern Ilopis special pottery objects are not

manufactured for mortuary purposes, and the same is true of ancient
burials. In the latter many of these objects show manifest signs of

former use in the householil.

To what extent the survivors of the deceased purposely broke
mortuary vessels, nicked fragments from them when they were depos-
ited in the graves, or in other ways symbolically "killed" them, it is

very difficult to say. Many mortuary vessels have been found which
were as perfect as when made; others were undoubtedly purposely
broken before they were deposited with the dead. The great pres-

sure of the earth above them doubtless fractured the largest number,
and many were broken while being extracted from the soil. There is

no direct evidence that mortuary jjottery was ever to any great extent
purj^osely broken before it was deposited in the cemeteries of Four-
mile ruin.

potter's outfit

One of the bodies exhumed from the northern ceanetery was accom-
panied by a potter's "outfit," consisting of the different ingredients

used in making pottery and of smooth stones and other implements
with which it was made. In other ruins the author has found masses
of potter's clay such as are used by the potter, but nowhere as complete
a collection of clays, pigments, and the like as in this grave.

The objects were:

1. Knife made of a rib. for cutting clay

2. Knife made of a rib. for cutting clay

•3. Stone for nibbing, stained green
4. White clay

.5. Yellow clay

0. Greenish clay

7. Micaceous hematite
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STONE I>IPLEMENTS

ComiJaratively few stone iinpleineuts were collected at Four-mile
ruin, and they were, for the most part, so similar to those from other

Little Colorado ruins that much space need not l)e here devoted to

them.
There were found several serrated stone implements which seem

worthy of special mention. They are made of hard stone, chipped to a
sharp, toothed edge. The use of an implement of this kind is obvious;

for with it, as with a file, a number of mechanical operations, such as

sawing, filing, and .scraping, are possible. Specimens of this form
occur at almost ever.y large ruin at which the author has worked in

the last two years, and many of them were picked up from the surface

of the ground.
The number of small stones showing pecking or artificial working

which can be found at a Southwestern ruin is much larger than the

proportion in collections would seem to indicate. From their great

weight, as well as their numbers, the majority have to be left behind,

and as a rule those which are destitute of a special form are rejected.

It was apparently the Indian custom to pick up any stone near at

hand, to use it for jjounding or other purposes as long as needed, and
then to cast it away. It thus happens that innumerable stones

slightl}' pecked on one or all sides, but without the form of any imple-

ment, are very numerous upon the mounds of almost every ruin.

The burials in the north cemetery wei"e deep, and there was evi-

dence that a considerable quantity of soil had been deposited over
them, having been washed down from neighboring mounds. A few
feet below the present surface of the ground in this superimposed
soil the stone object shown in figure 100 was found, the probable use

of which was a subject of some speculation. Having occasion later to

open a room in the mounds above the point where this stone was
discovered, the author found on the floor, several feet below the

surface of the soil which filled the room, other specimens ha\dng the

same general shape and character. In a guilty between the room and
the cemetery there was still another of these objects—making in all

seven specimens.
The localities in which these stones wei-e found indicated that they

all belonged together, and that the two found outside the room had
been separated from the others and had been rolled down the sides of

the mounds, perhaps bj' the water, the course of which is marked by
deep gullies in their sides. The forms of all these stones are much the

same, irregular, ovate, with one flat side, and truncated at one pole.

They were evidently fashioned with care, and, as the rock is hard, they
must have been made with considerable difficulty. All had a small pit

or depression on the flat side near the rounded pole.

Several suggestions were made by members of the party regarding

the possible u.se of these stones, of which the following .seemed to be
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the best: That these stones are simply supports for rods used in

weaving girdles, especially the great white sashes worn by katcinas.
Identical supports for rods of this kind are used at the present daj'

for the siinie purpose.

The frequencj' with which stones u.sed for grinding corn are found
in gi-aves may be explained bj' their prominence in the life of the
women, in whose graves they generally occur. Tliese utensils are
ordinarily found in a reversed position near the middle of the bodj'.

The custom of burjang metates in graves is known from the ceme-

Ftu. ir>6. stone used in belt frame, from Four-mile ruin.

teries at Sikyatki, IIumolol)i, Chcvlon, Chaves pass, and Four-mile.
A doubtful instance occurred in the Kintiel burial ground, where a
metate was found in Ihe graveyard, but not near any skeleton.

.STONE SLABS

The presence of stone slabs, some of wliicli are of consideral)le size,

has been recorded in several ruins of New Mexico and Arizona, and
these objects were also found at Sikyatki, Homolobi, and Kintiel.

Several of these specimens were collected at Four-mile ruin. Manj'
of the perforated stones were extracted from the floors of the kivas,
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others, generallj^ with an orifice of largei* size, from the soil covering

the rooms.

It has been suggested that some of these perforated stones were

formerly Irailt into walls of rooms to partially close the passageway,

:^V^^''

Flu. 1U7. Stuuu blalj fruui Foui'-inilo i-uiu.

but their presence in graves is not readil.y explained by this theory.

Their fashioning demanded considerable labor, and the author recalls

one of these perforated stones where the edge had been worked smooth

with great care.

22 ETH—Oi 11
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In his report, ou the operations in 18fl(5 at Homolobi and the Chev-
lon ruin, tlic autlior e;illed attention to the presence in graves of

stone slabs on which figures of rain clouds were depicted, and in the

excavations at Sikyatki he found similarly decorated stone objects.

The practice of buryijig stone slabs ornamented with rain-cloud sym-
bols was not unknown at Four-mile ruin, as one of the objects from
graves at that place attests. This specimen has a rectangular form
and is decorated with a terraced rain cloud painted in black out-

line on one side. It is possible that the grave from which this slab

was taken was that of a priest, and that this object was formerly used
in ceremonies, as is the case with certain altar pai'aphernalia of the
same character in the modern ritual of the Ilop\ Indians. The repre-

sentation of the rain cloud on a mortuary stone slab is the expression
of the idea that the dead become rain makers or rain gods. This form
of ancestor worship is a highly modified one, which can be directly

traced to the arid environment in wliich the

ancient people lived, and their status as agricul-

turists, which made rain a prime necessity to

them.
This slab was likewise decorated with a row of

triangular markings, and had perforations at the

corners. A second slab, of less regular form,

was likewise found at Four-mile ruin, but upon
it the terraced rain-cloud figures were not as

Pig. 108. Copper bell from distinctly drawn as on the preceding. There
Four-mile ruin (number

. i
' ,- -i ^ i i .^1

'
^ i

ii7mi). "^^'i^s also found a stone slab with rectangular

figure of unknown meaning drawn upon it with

black pigment. A stone slab somewhat like this was found at Sikyatki

in 1895.

While strolling over the mounds the author found a slab of stone of

unknown use (figure 107). It was set upright and photographed.

The object was about 4 feet long and about 8 inches wide, tai^ering

slightly, and smooth ou all sides. This slab had without doubt
been worked into a regular form, and was a lintel of a doorway or

some other part of a house.

COPPER BELL,

The occurrence of bells made of copper has been recorded from
several ruins in Arizona. The specimen obtained at Four-mile ruin

(figure 108) is in no respect different from those previously mentioned,

and belongs to the type constantly found in the Gila valley and in old

Mexico. From the limited number of these bells in Arizonian ruins

very meager conclusious can be drawn, but the author supposes that

they were introduced from the south, rather than that they were manu-
factured by the former inhabitants of the ruined pueblo. There are

indications of great antiquity in some i-uins where they have been
found.
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The bell was taken t'ri)iii tlu» liatul of a skeleton exhumed from (he

cemetery north of the pneblo. It was much corroded, and broken on
one side, and the small stone which served as a clapper h.id become
firmly fixed to the inner wall by the corrosion of the copijer.

PRAYER-STICKS

Xo fragments of mortuary prayer sticks were found in the cemeteries

at Four-mile ruin, l)ut this negative evidence does not prove that they
were not in use among the inhabitants. The soil is so moist that there

is doubt if these wooden ol).iects would last long in it, though their

preservation in the Chevlon ruin, where somewhat similar conditions

prevail, shows that their absence at Four-mile ruin may furnish posi-

tive prtjof that they were not used in burial.

GOURD RATTLES

One of the instructive objects taken from the north cemetery at

Four-mile ruin was a rattle made of a small gourd. This rattle had
an oval shape, and was decorated M'ith red and green paint, on
which M"as the impression of feathers. The handle, which was broken
from the rattle, was not found. The occurrence of this gourd rattle,

identical with those still used in Pueblo ceremonials, gives archeo-

logical evidence of its use in ancient times, i^robably as an accom-
paniment to songs in religious rites.

ORNAMENTS

Although fully as many skeletons were exhumed from Four-mile

ruin as from some others, the small number of marine shells, as

compared with those found at Ilomolobi and Chaves j)ass, was notice-

able. Though the ruin is situated in a latitude south of Chaves,.

only a few fragments of shell were found there, while there were
several hundred specimens from the latter ruin. This can be explained

only by the theorj' that the Chaves pass and Homolobi people had
more marine shells than those of Four-mile ruin, that they were in

more direct contact with the ocean, or with people who obtained them
from the sea by barter or otherwise, thus indicating a direct relation-

ship between them and peoples of the south. The ancient trade in sea

shells was along the Gila river, up its northern tributaries, and across

the Mogollones to the Little Colorado river. Chaves pass was in

the direct line of this trade; Four-mile ruin was not, and the scarcity

of sea shells in the latter localitj' is explained by its distance from the

sea and the difficulty in reaching tribes nearer the Gulf of California.

The scarcity of beads and turquoise ornaments in the collections of

1897 was in marked contrast with the wealth of these objects at

Homolobi and Chevlon. While this rarity may be in part due to the

limited amount of soil removed in the work, it must also be remem-
bered that the pueblos which were excavated in 1897 were smaller.
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BONE IMPLEMENTS

The bone imijleraents found at Four-niik' ruin were similar to those

collected in 1896 at Chaves pass. They consisted of awls, needles,

and bodkins, many of which were made from the wing and leg bones
of the wild turkey or the tibife of antelopes. There were also larger

implements made of the bones of antelope and deer.

ANIMAL REMAINS

A large collection of animal bones was obtained fi-om the rooms at

Four-mile ruin, but thej^ have not yet been identified.

RUINS NEAR FOUR-MILE RUIN

Within a radius of a few miles of Snowflake there are several

ruins, some of which are of considerable size. The ruin near Shum-
way is one of the largest of these, and would well repay extensive

excavations. There are ruins on the opposite side of the creek from
Four-mile ruin, but these are smaller, and the elevations on which
the}' stand have lieen diminished by deposition of the soil by the

stream about their bases. The cemeteries have been so deeplj- buried

under the accumulated earth that extensive excavation would be
necessary to lay bare the objects which they contain, and, as the

mounds themselves are small, the author did not attempt this work.

The collections made at Four-mile ruin will undoubtedly sei've as

typical of those which could be taken from adjacent mounds, as the

l^eople of this whole neighborhood were probably in about the same
stage of culture.

RUINS AT PINEDALE

The Buildings

The road leading south from Ilolbrook to Fort Apache, in the

White mountains, divides just beyond Taylor, and one division con-

tinues to a small settlement among the pines, which is called Pine-

dale. This is a beautiful place to camp, surrounded b.y high trees,

is well watered, and in places lias fertile stretches of land suitable

for farms. Two extensive ruins reported to me from that locality by
Mr Frank Zuck, of Holbrook, promised interesting results if proper

excavations were made in or near them.
Accordingly, work was begun, with 5 Mexican laborers, near the

middle of July, and extensive excavations were made in the larger

ruin. The results were not as satisfactory as had been hoped, but
several important facts were brouglit out bj^ the attempt. A small

collection rewarded the work at this place.

The two Pinedale ruins lie on either side of the road just beyond
the church of the town, and a few hundred feet from the new stone

.sclioolhouse, one of the best in this part of Arizona.
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Of these two ruins, that on the left of the road is the remains of a
pueblo of compact form, with a central plaza obscurely indicated.

From tlie general appearance of the ruins it is judged that the pueblo
was at least several stories liigh, but no sign of wall was seen above
ground.
The ruin to the riglit of the road covered more ground than the

other. It was of rectangular form and apparently single storied.

This ruin was evidentlj^ an ancient one, and many tall, fine trees were
found growing from the soil in the rooms. The Avails, however, had
so fallen in that there were not more than traces of houses to be seen
marking the former extent of the ruin. There was no evidence at

any point that the rooms ever had more than a single story; and
evidences of the gateways entering the ancient plaza were sought in

vain.

The relationship of these two Pinedale ruins to eacli other appears
to be as follows: The compact ruin on the left side of the road appar-
ently^ contained the greater part of tlie population, wliile tlie rectan-

gular building served as a jjlace of refuge, for which its mode of

construction made it admirably suited. If the theory is a correct

one, it is probable that the rectangular portion was of later date than
the compact one, and this is also indicated by its general appearance.
At various localities in the Southwest are found in close proximity

ruins of buildings which apparently have a somewhat similar rela-

tionship. Thus in the Tsegi canyon one sometimes finds extensive
ruins at the base of a cliff, and in the caverns above inaccessible cliff

houses. Another very good illustration can be seen near Ramah, not
far from Zuni, wliere there is a fine rectangular ruin on the hilltop

and the remains of an extensive pueblo at the base of the same eleva-

tion. The more inaccessible of these buildings was probably a place
of refuge for the inhabitants of tlie more exposed pueblos in the plain

and their contiguity made access from one to another easy. The same
explanation may also be suggested for fortified hilltops near ruins,

so well illustrated in so-called trincheras of the Verde valley.

In localities like that of Pinedale, where there were no adjacent
caverns or hilltops convenient for fortification, a special building
was erected for defense and refuge. This method was adojjted in the
liuena Vista ruin, situated in the Pueblo Viejo, to which reference
will be made later.

It would appear that a specially erected building for refuge and
another for habitation is a far less practical arrangement for defense
than a combination of both in one. This has led to the building of
habitations on inaccessible heights, in caves, or on mesa tops, or to

the construction of the pueblo in such a form as to make it easy of

defense. Thus, the houses are so placed that the highest wall is on
the outside, where it sometimes rises to the altitude of several stories,

sloping toward the middle of the town. Entrance into such a walled
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FlO. UB.
Piucdali

town might be either l)y linUlers, whicli could be ili-awn on

tlie roofs, or tlirough l)reaks in the walls or gateways.

The circular form of l)uikling would be a natural evolu-

tion of this form of a fortified pueblo, a survival of a plan

of encampment adopted by nomadic Indians, as others

have pointed out. No doubt sociological and other rea-

sons also played a part in the circular arrangement of

houses inhabited by different clans, but the princi-

pal cause was the need of defense.

Collections

From one of tlie cemeteries of the larger Pine-

dale ruin several skeletons were exhumed. It was
situated close to the outer wall, as at Homolobi
and Chevlou, and the skeletons were accompanied
with mortuary pottery. There was no good evi-

dence that the ancients in this pueblo burned their

dead, and logs or stones were not found over them
as at Chaves pass. This was surprising in so well

wooded a region. The liodies were not, apparentl}',

wrapxied in matting.

The pottery is essentiallj' the same as that taken

from ruins farther down on the Little Coloi'ado,

and the decorative symbols are much the same
as at Four-mile ruin. With the exception of a pic-

ture of a bird on the interior of a food bowl, and
several more conventionalized bird designs on the

exterior of another, no animal pictures were found.

The majority of the decorations were of the geo-

metrical type. Rough ware and decorated i>ottery

occurred in about eciual proportions. One of the

most Ijeautiful specimens of I'ed ware obtained

in 1897 was exhumed at Pinedale. The
decorations, both interior and exterior, were

well made and the ware itself was of the

finest type. Mr Zuck discovered this ceme-

tery of the ancient Pinedale ruin in the year

isoi'i, and removed from it sevei'al vessels

which will compare well with any yet found

in the Little Colorado basin. There is evi-

dence, therefore, that as we leave the river

the pottery does not deteriorate.

Several forms of bone implements were

obtaiiied from the excavations at Pinedale

ruin. These came chiefly from the former

dwelling rooms, and were rarely found in the

cemeteries. They consist of awls, bodkins,

1^
•ST'-''

Bone implement from
ruin (uumlier 17l>ytJ4 '.
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pins, needles, and pointed implements used in weaving and sewing.

The largest specimens were made from the bones of deer and ante-

lope" ; the smaller, for the most part, from bones of rabbits and birds.

A bone implement was found in Pinedale ruin cemetery for the

use of which there is no satisfactory explanation. It is made from a
human arm bone, cut off a short distance from the trochanter. There
can be no doubt that the cut is artificial, as the marks of a primitive

instrument are visible, while there was evidentlj' an effort to polish or

otherwise work the surface of a similar specimen. The ma.i'ority of

these bone objects wei-e made of the humerus of the wild turkey, one
only being made of a human bone.

One of the most exceptional bone objects found at Pinedale was an
implement with two long prongs, unfortunatel}' broken at the end
(see figure 109).

A .shallow house-burial in one of the rooms of the ruin to the right

of the Pinedale road contained calcined bones, evidently human, a
copper buckle, and a few ;irmy buttons showing the action of fire. This
was evidently an intrusive burial, much later than the others, and
there is reason to believe that it was made long after the room in

which it was found had been deserted, though there was no way of

telling whether the fragments of the skeleton were those of an Indian
or white man.
The tall trees growing from the debris filling the rooms of the rec-

tangular ruin at Pinedale show that the pueblo was of great age.

Fortunately, one of these had been sawn down, revealing the number
of rings indicative of its age. Though it was not possible to count
these with certainty, over 100 concentric layers could be made out
without difficulty. In 1he room where these metallic objects were
found grew one of the largest of the trees.

A considerable collection of crania was made at Pinedale, as at Kin-
tiel and Four-mile ruins.

STOTT RANCH RUIN

During the trotibles in the Tonto basin a few j-ears ago, a party from
the basin visited a ranch owned by a man named Stott, a few miles

west of Pinedale, and hanged him for alleged horse stealing. The
ruin called by his name is a few rods from his cabin, now deserted.

It is a fine ruin situated in a beautiful park of lofty pine trees, and
offers opportunities for archeological sttidy, but is inconvenient for

extensive work on account of its distance from a base of supplies, the

nearest place, Pinedale, affording only a limited supply of provisions.

In general character this ruin resembles those near Pinedale, and the

few fragments of j)ottery which were jjicked up on the surface are

identical with those from Four-mile ruin, near Snowflake. A mile or

"The pueblos near haunts of deer and antelope have a larger proportion of bones of these
animals; those in the plain have more bones of rabbits and birds. The fauna of the region is

accurately reflected in the bones found in its ruins.
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more southwest of this ruin there is still another, much smaller,

crowning a hill top, with evidences of a considerable former popula-
tion. Many fragments of poTlery were strewn over the surface of the
ground, and a few foundation walls were traced, especially on the
highest point of the hill, hut none of these rose above the surface of

the mounds.. The general character of all these ruins is the same as
that of the Little Colorado series.

RUINS IX PUEBLO VIEJO

The Valley axd its History—General Features of the Ruins

It will be seen by an examination of a map of Arizona that the

ruins at Pinedale and Stott's ranch are very near the .sources of some
of tlie southern tributaries of the Little Colorado. They are situated
higli up on the northern foothills of the mountain area, the White
mountains, wliieh high lands constitute the watershed between the
Gila and Little Colorado drainage areas. Although the distance is,

comparatively speaking, short in a direct line from the sources of the
tributaries of these two rivers, the intervening country is very broken
and in places is imi^as.sable. It is especially desirable from an ethno-
logical point of view to examine whatever ruins may exist in that
region, since they maybe i-egarded as frontier settlements of ancient
peoples which, Avith many points in common, have many differences;

but the author did not lind it possible to do this.

It was, however, possible to take up the problem whether there is

a close likeness between the ancient culture of the L'pper Gila and
that of the people who lived near Phoenix and Tempe. The autlior

went around the White mountains, via the Southern Pacific rjiilroad,

and approached the Gila from the south. The section of this valley
chosen for archeological study is almost directly south of Pinedale,
and is locally known as Pueblo Viejo.

The name Pueblo Viejo is given to a poi-tion of the valley of the
Gila from Pima to San Jose, between Mount Graham and the Bouita
mountains, forming the greater part of Graliam county, Arizona.

This vallej' was traversed by the "Army of the West " in 1847, and
the attention of Americans was first called to it by the reports of

Emory and Johnston, in their " Xotes on a Military Reconnoissance,"
published by Congress shortly afterward. These reports mention the
antiquities of the valley, and have remained for fifty yeai-s the only
available accounts of them. These authors refer to and figure some of

the characteristic fragments of pottery, and speak of circular ruins.

Ko remains of circular buildings can now be detected, and the author
has grave doubts that the circular form of buildings ever existed in

this region. The circular structures were more likelj' reservoirs.

This valley was probably known to Spanish explorers as far back
as the seventeenth, and possiblj' the sixteenth, century. The com-
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inouly accepted route of Coronado would have led him to cross the

Gila uot far from the mouth of its tributary, the San Pedro, where

there was a trail to Moqui, and probably also to Zuiii. If, however,

as is urged by Dellenbaugh, he took a still more easterly route, and
Cibola was situated near the Florida mountains and not at Zuiii,

Pueblo Viejo and the Gila river are far to the west of his route.

Documentary history of the Pueblo Viejo in the seventeenth cen-

turj' is practically wanting. None of the great Spanish explorers

passed through the valley in this epoch, when the region was entered

along the Rio Grande bj' way of El Paso del Norte.

In the first decade of the eighteenth century there were apparently

no rancherias in the Pueblo Viejo valley. The accounts of the several

expeditions of Garces, and contemporary maps, give no indication of

inhabited rancherias east of the mouth of the San Pedro, and no

mention is made in the diary of this devoted priest of people other

than Apaches living on the upper Gila. But the existence of ruins

near the mouth of the San Pedro is noted, though it is highly probable

that they became such long before that time.

With the advent of Apaches the population of Pueblo Viejo

retreated to the west, abandoning their farms one after another,

until they came to the Aravapa canyon. Here they may have inter-

married with other stocks, and the Sobaipuris of the early years of the

eighteenth century probably contained some of their descendants.

They or other survivors never returned to their old homes in the rich

plains they had abandoned.
Pueblo Viejo was apparently uninhabited by Mexicans or sedentary

Indians at the time of the passage of the Army of the West, and

the mounds indicating former houses were frequently noticed at that

time. Their age was even then a subject of comment.
The appearance of Pueblo Viejo at this time was probably not unlike

that of those sections which are not now farmed. A dense growth of

mesquite and cactus covered a sandy soil, which in the dry season

turned to dust, covering the traveler or hovering in clouds behind

him. Most of the larger specimens of mesquite and other trees

have long ago been cut down, but the great growth which this tree

may have reached can be judged from a few survivors. In places

along the bank of the Gila there wei'e clumps of Cottonwood trees,

some of which even now present a delightful sight to the weary
traveler. In the rainy season the river overflowed its banks, flood-

ing the neighboring valley for miles. The river, although fordable in

the dry season, was so swollen after rains in the mountains as to be

impassable.

The scenic beauties of the valley have not changed since the

Indians lived on the Gila banks. The loftj' Graham mountain, the

black sides of which glisten with streams of water, is a beautiful

sight from almost any part of the middle region of the valley. It
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is covered in places with tall pines and other trees, and is a grateful
place of resort in the hot summer days. The still more picturesque
Bonita mountains, with their serrated summits, hem the valley on
the opposite side, and north of these is a broken countrj', almost
imj)assable, j-et with ruined cliff houses and other evidences of a
former occupation.

The many ruins in tlie Pueblo Viejo are all of the same type, viz,

clusters of rancherias with a central building which maj" have served
as a citadel for defense. Whether any special building was set aside
for a ceremonial room or temjile is an unanswered question, but
there is some evidence that the central building may have sometimes
served for that purpose.

Although a number of clusters of mounds were found in Pueblo
Viejo, there were two wliich were specially examined—that at Solo-

monville, called Epley's ruin, and that at Buena Vista, a short dis-

tance higher up the river than San Jose. The limited time which
could be spent in this region made the trip scarcely more than a
reconnoissance, which it is hoped at some later day to follow up
with systematic exploi-ation.

Distribution of Ruins in Pueblo Viejo

In ancient times, when the vallej' was populated by a sedentary,
agricultural race, aboriginal dwellings were thickly scattei-ed over
the plain between the left bank of the Gila and the Graham or Pina-
leno mountains. These dwellings were high up on the neighl)oring

foothills as well as in the level plain, adjoining the river. In
places houses were clustered together, forming a village, Imt the
majority were isolated, dotting the whole valley. A compact,
communal town of the pueblo type, such as is met north of the
Apache reservation, was not found, and even when the population
was concentrated the \allages were composed of many clusters of
small liouses, separated from each other. As a rule, however, in

such a cluster one central structure was much larger than the
remainder. This centrally placed building, which is shown in the
plan of the Buena Vista ruin (plate Lxvi), resembles a type common
in the Gila, Salado, and Verde valleys, where we find a central house
surrounded by many mounds, indicating that a suburban population
was settled about it.

The majority of the clusters of mounds which were examined were
situated in the plain not far from the river. This choice was evi-

dently advantageous for an agricultural life, and the want of com-
pactness in the houses would seem to indicate that the farmers had
not yet been liarried and driven to seek shelter from marauding nomad
tiibes in walled pueblos.
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Epley's Ruin

This is the largest ruin iu the vicinitj' of Solomonville, and lies on
the outskirts of the town, on the road to San Jose. From its position

it was the most convenient to study, and considerable work was done
in the mounds which compose it. The majority of the mounds had,
however, been leveled to the surface of the plain bj' Mr Eplej-, and
as the place is a favorite quarry for adobe makers, their excavations
have destroyed most of the ancient walls.

Just back of the Epley farmhouse there still existed (1897) one
of the tallest mounds, which had been partiallj- excavated by Mr
Adams. The author's party continued his work, but discovered
nothing of interest save the walls of rooms, all of which were of

great thickness. From the size and position of the cluster the author
concluded that it was the remains of the central building or citadel

of the groujD.

The smaller mounds which dotted the farm around it were traced

almost to the river bank. The renuxius of house walls could be dis-

covered in most of these, but excavations in the majority of the rooms
developed very little of archeological worth. A few large ollas made
of rough ware were taken from the mounds at the eastern end of

the farm, but thej' were all broken. One or two slipper-shaped jars

and food bowls of decorated ware were dug from the same rooms.
Perhaps the most important objects from Epley's ruin were the

skeletons of two infants, buried in the floor, accompanied bj* mortuary
bowls and small vases.

A considerable number of whole bowls and vases were offered for

sale bj' persons, mainlj' Mexicans, living in the neighborhood. It

was reported that these had been taken from P^plej^'s ruin by the

adolie makers, and there is no doubt that such was the case.

While the author was at the ruin a party of these laborers unearthed
from the level land, a hundred yards east of Eple}''s house, a deco-

rated vase (plate lxviii) filled with burnt human bones, which were
secured and added to the collections.

It was customary, before the burial of these cinerary urns, to cover

the orifice with a circular burnt-clay disk, which was carefully luted

in place with adobe. These urns were deposited not far from the

pj-ral mounds, on which the cremation occurred, and were buried onlj'

a few feet below the surface of the ground. The adobe diggers

reported that they always found a number of these ollas in close

approximation, and that burnt bones were generally found within

them.

BuENA Vista

The best preserved of all the mounds in the Pueblo Yiejo which
were visited is situated at Buena Vista, a few miles east and north of

San Jose, and is probably the ruin which gave the name to the
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whole valley; San Jose being sometimes called San Jose de Pueblo
Viejo. The ruin of Buena Vista is typical of those lower down the
river^—of the mounds less disturbed bj' the farmer. Indeed, it is

probably in about the condition in which all the ruins were when
Emory passed through the valley.

The site of the cluster of mounds of Buena Vista is a high bluff, at
the base of which, on one side, flows the Gila river. A few modern
adobe houses, inhabited by Mexicans, have been built on the bluff,

and some of the ancient walls have appai'ently been utilized in these
modern structures. The largest and most conspicuous ancient build-
ing is an irregular stone structure which is situated somewhat back
from the edge of the bluff, and is now used for a corral. The walls
which composed it have tumbled down, but enough i-emains to indi-

cate its ancient form. Apparently it was formed of many rooms
which were built about a central plaza; stones were extensively used
in its construction.

Surrounding this larger stone inelosure there lie at intervals low
mounds, some of which betray evidences of rooms, while others are
simply ash heaps. Two large circular depressions, a few hundred
feet from the central building, are conspicuous. The limits of the
cluster of mounds which compose Buena Vista could not easil)' be
determined, and probably no two persons would agree upon their

extent. The more prominent, however, are sketched in the accom-
panying plan (plate lxvi).

It would hardly be consistent to call this cluster of mounds the
ruins of a pueblo, as we ordinarilj' understand the word. They lack
compactness and mutual dependence. The houses, save the large

central building, ai'e more like farm houses, or isolated buildings, of

one story, with a few rooms, inhabited by a single family. The^" may
better be known as rancherias, which have been arranged in a cluster

for certain mutual advantages. Among these was probably nearness
to a central house which might serve as a place of refuge, or, pos-

sibly, for ceremonj'. The vicinitj- to the large circular depressions
in the ground, which may be interjjreted as reservoirs, was also a
decided advantage. The presence of small mounds of ashes near the
larger mounds containing remains of house walls would .seem to indi-

cate that each family had an individual burning place for its pottery.

Possibly the dead were cremated on these mounds, which accounts
for the absence of cemeteries, and for the ollas with calcined liumaii

bones sometimes found buried in them.
Architectural!}' there is verj- little likeness between this central

large stone inelosure or house with manj' rooms and Casa Gi-ande, the

best-known building of the Casa Grande group. This difference is

in part due to the character of the building material, but more to the
plan of the building itself." The large central stone structure of

a From Mincleleff's valuable description of the Casa Grande p:i*onpof ruins it appears that Casa
Grande was neither centi'al nor the largest structure in the cluster of buildings.
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Biiena Vista is more like tliose nortli of tlie Wliite mountains and
resembles closely the rectangular ruin at Pinedale. We have in the

Buena Vista ruin resemblances to both the lower Gila ruins and
those of the southern tributaries of the ujiper Little Colorado.

Thus far in his archeological studies the author has failed to find

in the belt of Arizona ruins from Sikyatki south to the Gila any
rooms which he can positivelj' identifj- as kivas or ceremonial cham-
bers. As is well known, however, each of the modern Ilopi pueblos
has one or more of these rooms, though some of the important -secret

ceremonies in the modern Ilopi pueblos are performed not in special

kivas, but in tlie oldest homes of the clans.

There was no room found in the Pueblo Viejo ruins which could be
called a special ceremonial room, and in the large ruins at Chevlon,
Ilomolobi, aud Chaves pass no undoubted kivas were found. The
room described in the preceding account of Four-mile ruin may, how-
ever, be regarded as a ceremonial chamber. The kiva, as we now
find it in Tusayan, is a late innovation, and was probably introduced
from the eastern pueblos. Its existence in Four-mile ruin maj' be
accounted for by the position of this ruin.

Other Ruins

Many objects of potterv have been dug up near the San Jose
settlement, and there are oue or two mounds near by indicative of

ancient dwellings. If there ever was a large cluster of mounds on the

present site of the town, they have been wholly obliterated by its

iuliabitants.

There is a mound of some size on the right bank of the irrigating

ditch, just as one enters the town from Solomonville, but one side of

it has been worn away by freshets from the San Simon. It serves as

a protection for the neighljoring farm, which lies between it and the

river, and on that account the owner refused to allow it to be dug
away. A few days' labor at this ruin would bring to light objects of

archeological value, for a beautiful vase rewarded an hour's superfi-

cial scratching of the exposed bank. One of the finest oUas obtained
from the Pueblo Viejo was purcha.sed from a San Jose man, who dug it

out of this mound while working at Buena Vista. As charred human
bones were found in it, this vase, figured in i^late lxix c, is regarded
as a cinerarj' urn.

Tliere were formerly several mounds indicating ruins near Thacher,
but these have been mostly leveled aud can not now be traced. A
number of mounds are still visible at Mr D. Olney's ranch, and lines

of stones, the foundations of ancient walls, can still be traced in the

road in front of Mr Lem Place's liouse. The large mounds on Mr
Peter Anderson's farm have been destroyed, and tliei-e are many
others near it which have met the same fate. It may be said that in

ancient times the houses of the aborigines dotted the valley through-
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out its entire length, from Biiena Vista to Pima, and the indications

are that the population was larger and had a greater number of acres

of land under cultivation than at the present time.

In a valley which was so densely i">opulated we should expect to

find a large number of antiquities, stone implements, oUas, and other

forms of pottery. From all that can be learned compaiatively few
specimens have been dug out of the ground, although there are sev-

eral private collections of some size. Different farmers have told the

author of plowing off the necks of rows of buried vessels, and work-

men on the irrigating ditches report finding pottery in aliundance in

several places far from mounds; l)ut the large majority of i-elics are

still under ground, and probably will remain there for years to come,

now that the fields above them are cultivated. The only collections

of any size which have found their way to public institutions, and
are therefore available for study, are one of a few specimens in Tucson
and that which was brought back to the National Museum.

Changes in the Valley Since 1847

Great changes have been wrought in the appearance of Pueblo Viejo

since Emory passed through it in 184(3, for if any white man lived

there at that time he says nothing about him. There were evidently

no settlements, for he wrote

:

Everywhere there were marks of flowing water, yet vegetation was so scarce

and crisp that it would be difficult to imagine a drop of water had fallen since last

winter. . . . The dust was knee-deep in the rear of our trail; the soil appeared

good, but for whole acres not a sign of vegetation was to be seen. Grass was at

long intervals, and, when found, burnt to a cinder.

In a prophetic way he added

:

The whole plain, from 3 to 6 miles wide, is within the level of the Gila, and

might easily be irrigated, as it no doubt was by the tenants of these ruined

houses."

Ancient mounds, in much the same condition as those in Pueblo

Viejo formerly were in, still remain in the long stretch of country

between Geronirao and Dudleyville, across the southwestern corner

of the Apache reservation, wherever there are plains along the Gila,

but white settlers have worked marvels in other parts of the valley,

which may now be said, using a familiar simile, to "blossom as the

rose." At present Pueblo Viejo, from Buena Vista to Pima, which

towns mark the limits of the author's acquaintance with it, is one

succession of cultivated farms of corn, alfalfa, and melons, a garden

of Arizona in which any crop can be raised.

It seems incredible that in fifty years such great changes should

have taken place, yet it was to be expected, for in prehistoric times

11 Notes of a Military Reoonnoissance, Washington. 1848, p. 68.
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Pueblo Viejo was a garden spot, and there is every reason to believe

that when it was inhabited by aboriginal farmers more acres of its

land were under cultivation than at present.

Former Population' of the Valley

If we judge from the number of ruins, the capacity of ancient reser-

voirs, and the size of irrigating ditches, the extent of the terraced

gardens, and other evidences of aboriginal agriculture, Pueblo Viejo

was formerly densely populated. To be sure, there is no proof that

all the ancient buildings were simultaneously inhabited, and, on the

other hand, there is no reason to suppose that they were not.

The aboriginal i^oiuilation was not huddled into a few beehive

pueblos for protection, but was spread over the plains in small

rancherias, or farming hamlets, dotting the valley from one end to

the other. The evidences of the large ancient population are, how-

ever, rapidly disappearing, and in a few years will have completely

vanished.

C'REJIATIOX UF THE DEAD

There were apparently two methods of disposing of the dead prac-

ticed by the ancient people of the Pueblo Viejo ruins, ^^z, house-

burial and cremation.

Evidences of the former method were found at Epley's ruin and at

Buena Vista, and the same are reported from the ruins near Thacher

and elsewhere. The skeletons found in house-burials at Epley's ruin

were mostly those of infants, and were accompanied with mortuarj'

food vessels and bowls, generally rude ware. It was also common to

find metates in the neighborhood of such interments in such positions

as to indicate that they were placed there by design.

Evidences of cremation were common, consisting of calcined human
bones in mortuary oUas, with ashes, evidently of bones, buried on

certain low mounds adjoining the houses. It was apparently the

ancient custom to burn the dead on certain pyral mounds and then

to gather up the remains of the burnt bones and deposit them in small

rudely decorated vases. A circular disk made of pottery was luted

to the orifice of these vases and the whole was buried in an upright

position near the edge of the mound upon which the burning took

place. In its neighborhood there were also placed jars or other

mortuary objects, as in the case of intramural interments.

This method of disposing of the dead is similar to that adopted by
the ancient people of the great ruins of the Gila-Salado region, add-

ing one more indication of a close resemblance between the ancient

inhabitants of the Pueblo Viejo and those lower down the Gila river.

There survive among aboriginal people of the Gila-Salt valley two

distinct forms of disposal of the dead, burial and cremation. The
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fact that some of the tribes in this region burned their dead and that
others did not was mentioned by historians in the middle of the fif-

teenth century, and it would seem jjossible that here we have evi-

dences of two distinct stocks in the valley. These two stocks had
partially consolidated, forming a people which built the great liouses.

Certain clans of the compound stock, like their ancestors, cremated
the dead ; others interred their deceased. The custom of burning the
dead does not appear to have been carried into the Little Colorado
valley.

In this connection, statements of Castaiieda that the Cibolans
burned their dead is instructiv^e. The author has not, however, dis-

covered north of the MogoUones any archeological evidences of

cremation, and is unaware of anj' well-authenticated statement that
they have been found in any Zuiii ruin. The suggestion that the
present Zuiiians in mortuary customs perform certain ceremonials
whicli symbolize burning the dead has been given .some weight, but
this might be interpreted as a survival transmitted to modern times
by clans who came from the south. Our knowledge of the nature of
this reported Zuni survival is very vague.

Architecture

The houses of Pueblo Viejo are ari'anged somewhat differently

from those of the Little Colorado and its tributaries. The tendency
in the latter regions is toward consolidation, toward a close approx-
imation into a communal pueblo, while the buildings in the Pueblo
Viejo are more like rancherias or farm dwellings. Each of the

houses was small, apparently inhabited by a single clan, and they
were generallj' grouped in clusters, which maj' for convenience be
styled villages.

There is generally found in the mid.st of, or near, such a cluster of

small houses, a larger building which occuxned the relation of a
citadel, or, possibly, a ceremonial room; it maybe single or composed
of several chambers. This feature can be well seen in the accompa-
nying plan (plate Lxvi) of the Buena Vista ruin, one of the least

changed of those in the Pueblo Viejo. The existence of a central

room with clusters of small housesnearor about it reminds one of the

Casa Grande group near Florence, Arizona.

There is no region of the Southwest from which better examples of

the influence of environment on architecture can be cited than in the
Gila vallej\ The majority of houses in j)ortions of the valley where
stones are absent were built of adobe, while in the upper part of the
river valley, where rock is more abundant, we find that the inhabi-

tants utilized it as a building material. Thus, while adobe forms the

greater' part of the walls of Casa Grande, the great central room of

Buena Vista was constructed of rock.
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In the majoi-ity of houses in Pueblo Viejo there were three build-

ing materials emploj'ed in the walls, namely, stones, adobe, and logs.

River-worn stones arranged in rows are in many ijlaces all that

remain of the ancient walls of rooms. It would seem that they for-

merly served as foundations, and were sometimes inserted in the

sides of the house, but in neither case were they closely fitted

together. They imparted a certain solidity to the walls, and, when
used in foundations, prevented erosion at a weak point in its struc-

ture. No attempt to dress these stones, or, indeed, to break them,

was noticed, but they were laid together with clay—the main building

material employed.
There were manj' and conclusive evidences that logs were employed

in the construction of the house walls. These logs were driven

upright along the lines of the foundations at short intervals, and
gave strength to the walls and support to a roof which covered

the chamber. The spaces between them were filled in with stone

and adobe.

In the early accounts of the ancient habitations of Pueblo Viejo

by Emory and Johnston mention is made of these logs, and manj- of

them were still standing in place when the Army of the West
passed through the vallej' in 184:7. Old residents of San Jose say

that when they first took up their abode in the place the tipright

logs in some of the Buena Vista house-clusters were still \isible.

Only a few now remain above ground, yet the bases of several were

discovered by the author's excavations.

The rapid disappearance of these logs can doubtless be partly

explained bj^ their use as fuel. For years the mines in the neighbor-

hood employed laborers cutting firewood, and the large mesquite

bushes were used for that purpose. No doubt the logs of the early

buildings were among the first gathered by them.

Terraced Gardens

Students of Southwestern archeology are familiar with rows of

stones marking off the surface of the land in rectangles of great reg-

ularity. Some of these lines of stones extend for several hundred
feet. They occur on level mesa tops or on side hills, but there is

rarely any broken pottery or other evidences of human habitation

about them. Various interpretations have been advanced, to account
for these regular rows of stones. By some authorities they are siip-

jjosed to be the remains of house walls, or foundations of the same,

and as such they are commonly pointed out to the visitor. Minde-
leff speaks of them as "bowlder sites," and describes many from the

Verde valley. Similar bowlder sites are very abundant, especially

on the sides of the mesa bounding Pueblo Viejo, in the San Simon
valley; probably a correct interpretation of them in these localities

22 ETH—01 12
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would equally well apply to other bowlder sites, as, for instance, those

of the Verde valley.

The arrangement and size, and absence of remains of human life near
these lines of bowlders have led the author to abandon the commonly
accepted theory that they have relatioushi]5 to house walls, or, indeed,

to habitations of anj' kind. The small size of the bowlders employed
shows that they are not fortifications, and they should not be con-

founded with trincheras or fortified hilltops so common in southern
Arizona and northern Mexico. They may be regarded rather as the

walls of terraced gardens, so placed as to divide diffei-ent patches of

cultivated soil, or to prevent this soil from being washed down to the

plain below.

Very extensive terraced gardens may be seen not far from San Jose,

and all along the mesa near the Solomonville slaughterhouse. It

would seem from their distribution that not only ii-rigation ditches

watered the valley of Pueblo Viejo, but also that water was in some
way carried up the hillsides, so that land now barren was in ancient

times cultivated by the peoj^le of this region.

As no remains of rancherias were found near some of the.se ter-

raced gardens, it is evident that the farmers who tilled them had to go

a considerable distance from their homes to plant and harvest their

crops.

The use of terraced gardens still survives among the modern Ilopi

Indians, and these structures amy still be seen on their reservation,

at Wipo and Kanelba on the East mesa, as well as on the Middle mesa
and at Oraibi. The size of the gardens on the East mesa is much
less at the present day than in fornuM- times; those which have been
abandoned closely resemble the rectangles inclosed by lines of stones

in the Verde and Gila valleys.

Prehistoric Irrigation in Pueblo Viejo

There are evidences that the ancient farmers of the Pueblo Viejo

irrigated their farms, for remains of extensive aboriginal ditches can
be seen at several points. These old canals are clearly visible in

that part of the valley which is not at present cultivated, but traces

of them have naturally disappeared before the plow of the white

settler. The remains of large circular reservoirs can be readily traced

near some of the house clu.sters of Buena Vista, and not far from
E]3ley's ruin, where there is a reservoir from which was undoubtedly
drawn the water supply of that neighborhood. At the time of the

author's visit this reservoir was full of water, wliich was used on the

farm.

The modern acequias, the San Jose and Montezuma ditches, follow

in jiart of their courses the ancient canals, as the author has been
informed by an old settler in Solomonville; and a section of a side

canal at right angles to the Gila may still (1897) be traced near San
Jose.
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There can hardly be a doubt that water was carried in large earthen
vessels to some of the terraced gardens, the altitude of which above
the water in the river would make irrigation otherwise impossible. The
surface of the land near the banks of the stream is continually shift-

ing, on account of erosion due to heavy freshets and overflow of the
river banks. On this account many of the ancient canals have been
filled with soil, or their banks washed down to the level of the sur-

rounding plain.

Pottery from Pueblo Viejo

The pottery from the Pueblo Viejo ruins is identical with that from
lower down the Gila river, at Phoenix and Temi^e. It differs very
markedh- from that of the White mountains.

color and surface finish

As a rule the Gila potterj^ is coarse, and the decoration is simple,

consisting mostly of rectangular geometrical designs. It may be con-

sidered under the following types : 1, undecorated rough ware ; 2, deco-

rated rough ware; 3, undecorated red ware; i, decorated black and
white ware; 5, decorated gray ware.

Undecorated Rough Ware

The larger ollas found in excavated rooms are almost always made
of a rough coiled or indented ware of coarsest manufacture. These
were capacious enough to contain several gallons of water, and were
apparently used for that purpose. The exteriors of many were black-

ened with soot, as though they had been used for cooking, as is at

present the custom among the Pueblo Indians.

Most of the large si^ecimens of this rough ware were broken, appar-
ently by the falling of walls or other debris upon them. It may also

be mentioned that they were almost universally found in houses,

and that one contained the skeleton of an infant.

Small rough-ware vessels also occur, broken or entire (see plate

LXVii). The author has limited this group to those specimens of

pottery of rough ware in which there is no shining black slip on the

inner surface. Xo food vessels of I'ough ware were found, but all

specimens of this form, of which there were many, had a ijolished

black interior, and belong to the second group.

Decorated Rough Ware

In tliis group are placed those food vessels in which the interior is

covered with a black slip, which reminds one of the modern ware of

Santa Clara pueblo. As will be seen by consulting a jjlate showing
this type (plate lxvii), there is some variation in the arrangement of

the indentations and coiling in this ware, but no color decoration

was attempted. Bowls of this kind are often rubbed smooth on the

outer surface, but decoration by indentation or coiling is common.
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Undecorated Red Ware

A number of pieces of pottery of bright red color, made of coarse
paste, were found in the Pueblo Yiejo ruins. These were smoothly
IJolished on the exterior, but as a rule were not decorated. In gen-
eral appearance thej' resemble the ware still made by the Papago
Indians, and they were commonly large, narrow-mouthed vases. This
kind of ware was found to be abundant in caves where sacrificial

vessels were found. Disks made of it often cover cinerary vases.

Decorated Black and White Ware

The white ware with black decorations, generally in geometrical
designs, was sparingly repi-esented in the Pueblo Viejo ruins, which
is in mai-ked contrast to its prominence in cliff houses near the sources
of the Gila in New Mexico. This ware is so rare in the vicinity of San
Jose that the author is inclined to regard it as intrusive in that region.

None of the specimens found are at all comparable in the wealth
of their ornamental designs with similar ware from ruins in the
western part of Socorro cotinty. New Mexico," or in the cliff houses
near the sources of the Gila and Salado rivers.

Decorated Gray Ware

The characteristic decorated ware of the Gila valley and its tribu-

taries is grayish and is decorated with red; a specimen is shown in

plate Lxviii. With the exception of a few sporadic specimens whicli

have been transported to pueblos, now ruins, north of the White
mountains, this ware has not been found in any valley except those
of the Gila and its tril)utaries.

This pottery bears a smooth polish, is never glazed, and is generally

decorated with geometrical figures: scrolls, terraces, stars, and key
patterns. It assumes a great variety of shapes, and was apparently
used in much the same way as is the j-ellow or red ware of northern
Arizona.

DECORATION

The decoration of the potterj' from this region is maiulj' in geometri-

cal patterns, resembling that of the potterj^ from the Little Colorado
basin. No specimen with picture writing was found, so that this source

of information regarding the mythologj* of the owners is practically

wanting. Even pictures of birds, so common north of the Mogol-
lones, are absent. The ancient people of the Pueblo Vie.jo had not

carried pottery decoration beyond the geometrical stage, as far as can
be judged from the sijecimens examined. Food bowls, almost identical

« The beautiful collections made in this region by Mr H. Hales ai*e now preserved in the
National Museum, and are well worth study and description. For an account of the ruins

near Tulerosa see N. Francis Duff, The Prehistoric Ruins of the Rio Tulerosa, in Bulletin of the
American Geographical Society, v. 29. u. 3, 1897.
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Fig. 110. Decorated slipper jar from Pueblo Viejo
(number 177.533).

ill form with tliose of Tiisayaii, have their interiors deeorated with
rectauguhir patterns, sometimes with terrace ligiires, Ijut rarely with
spirals. Encircling bands are often broken at one point, forming
"life lines," and zigzag lines are not uncommon. Few specimens with
external decorations were found. Vases were generallj' decorated with
the same simple geometrical patterns as were the food bowls, with no
attempt to depict human or animal forms. It is unfortunate for

the student of Gila valley

ceramics tliat pictographic

material is so scanty, as it

shuts him out from most
instructive data regarding
ancient life in this part of

Arizona.

A finely made human head,

forming the handle of a
ladle, was dug out of an
ash heap in the Buena Vista

ruin. This was the only

handle modeled in human form which was found, though objects of

of this kind are said to be common lower down the Gila river. A
like ornamentation is not a rare feature of ladle handles from the Little

Colorado ruins.

The broken encircling band, called the "line of life," occurs on
manj' of the decorated pieces of pottery, and the H figure, so com-

moil on the exterior of bowls' north
of the mountains, was found on a
single fragment of pottery from
Pueblo Viejo.

There were a few specimens of

clay slippers which were orna-
mented on their iipjier side. One
of tliese is shown in the accom-
panying cut (figure 110), in which
the design of the decoration can
be partially seen. It is not im-
probable that the " foot of an idol,"

mentioned by Emory and his offi-

cers, was one of these slipper jars.

Another specimen from the Pueblo Viejo, in which the likeness to an
Indian moccasin is close, is shown in figure 111. The specimen is,

however, much smaller than a human foot.

The accompanying illustration, jilate LXVIII, shows two 'vdews of

one of the most richly decorated vases from the Pueblo Viejo, and
exhibits several of the commoner geometrical designs from the Gila

ruins. This vase was dug up near San Jose, and was probably a cin-

Fui. 111. Moccasin-shaped .iar froni Puebl
Viejo.
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erary olla, as it contained, when found, cinerated human bones. The
ware is characteristic of tlie Gila, tliougli a few straggling specimens
of similar pottery have been found at Fonr-raile ruin near Snow-
flake. It will be observed that the decoration of this vase is wholly in

geometrical patterns, a common feature of all ornamented ware from
the Pueblo Viejo. Almost all geometrical forms are represented

—

spirals, bars, terraces, stars, and squares with dots.

In plate lxix other forms of decorated ware from Pueblo Viejo
are represented. Figure a shows a small saucer, with exterior and

Fig. 113. Arrow polisher from Pueblo Viejo rmimber 1775)

interior decoration of rectangular bands uf black; tlie margin is white.

Figure b shows a small vase of typical Gila pottery, ornamented with
zigzag red bands, which was excavated from the Buena Vista ruin.

The vase c was dug out of tlie flat near the western mounds of Eple.y's

ruin. It was found by Mexican laborers making adobes, and con-
tained a calcined human skeleton. The external surface of this vase
was smooth, and the decoration consisted of series of terraced figui-es,

recalling those geometrical designs so prominent in all ancient pottery
from Arizona.
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Stone Objects from Pueblo Viejo

implements

The ancient people of Pueblo Viejo were still in the stone age, and
their implements were similar to those found elsewhere in the South-

west. The stone hatchets are, as a rule, flnelj' made, as is generally

the case in the Gila and Salt river ruins. A considerable number
were collected, some of which were among the finest known to the

author. They were, however, identical with stone implements that

have ah-eady been collected in other parts of Arizona. There was
nothing strikingly peculiar in the arrow and spear points collected in

this region. The stone axes were flnelj' polished and very numer-
ous. There were many hammer stones,

pounders, rubbing stones, stone knives,

and drills.

Although nothing distinctive was noticed

in the arrowheads, a fine collection of these

implements made of volcanic glass, from
the cave in the Nantacks hereafter dis-

cussed, should be mentioned. A number
of spherical stones, varying fi*om the size

of the fist to that of a large marble, were
picked up on the surface of the mounds.
Some of these may belong to a type of stone

objects referred to in early accounts as

being used by the people in warfare.

They are thus mentioned by Castaiieda:

"Farther off was another large village,

where we found in the court-yards a great

number of stone balls of the size of a

leather bag containing one arrolia. They seem to have been east

with the aid of machines, and to have been employed in the destruc-

tion of the village." What the nature of this machine was we are not

told, but it was possibly a kind of sling. Problematic stone disks

with depressed faces an<l circular forms are not rare. Simple stone

disks of the same shape, but perforated, may once have been attached
to drills. There were pottery disks which were supposed to have
had a like use.

Ai-row polishers (figures 112, 113) or grooved stones for rubbing
down wooden sticks occur in numbers. The depressions in some of

these were so smooth that their efiSeiency in grinding must have been
small, while in general shape and size they correspond so closely with
those stones which are still used for that purpose that there can be
little question as to their use.

A large number of metates, or stones for grinding corn, were col-

lected in the excavations at Epley's ruin. These were made of several

kinds of rock, the favorite being lava or malpais. Evidences of long

]i:i Ai-row polishei- from
Pueblo Viejo.
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use can be seen in the deep depression which has been ground into

them, even when the rock was very hard.

The form of nietate with three legs (figure 114) is more Mexican than

anj- which was found north of tlie White mountains or in the Little

Colorado valley, and is not unlike rude specimens from Central

America.
Small stones with a i-egular depression iji one face were used for

Fig. lU. Metate from Pueblo Viejo (number 177471').

grinding pigments, and the remnants of colt)r were still found on
them. Green, red, yellow, and white pigments such as are still used

by the Pueblo Indians wei-e found in many of the i-ooms. Oblong

or oval stones, with a flat face, worn on one ijole, served as rul)l)ing

stones by which these

substances were ground
to powder. There was
sometimes considerable

skill shown in the way
these stones were fash-

ioned. They ^^•ere some-

times mnshrooiu-shaped,
with a circulai- disk and
a slim handle.

One of the finest

wrought of all the mor-

tars was purchased from
a Mexican in Solouion-

ville. It was elongated,

ti-encher-shaped, with
knobs at tlie extremities.

The rock of which it was made, though very hard, was worked with

considerable skill. The Mexican who sold it had used it for bruising

vegetable substances. Xo doubt this is but a continuation of its use

in ijrehistoric time, long before white men came into the country.

The author saw a beautiful mortar" made of a green stone, which

Fig. 11.5. Unknown stone object from Pueblo Viejo
(numbei- 177677).

" Attempts to purchase this fine specimen failed.
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was said to have been taken out of tlie ruins near Solomonville. Tliis

was one of the finest paint mortars whicli he ever saw from tlie

Southwest.
One of the most exceptional of stone objects from the Pueblo Viejo

ruins is sliown in the annexed out (figure 115). It has a regular
disk form, and is carefully worked from a lava stone. The form
is that of a paint mortar.

STONE SLABS

Early in the author's stiulies in the Pueblo Viejo, his attention was
called to a stone slab sliaped like the sole of a shoe (fiLjure IIG), to

which it was compared by the Mexican who owned it. This object

Fig. 116. Ceremonial stone slab from Pueblo Viejo i number 1T7.575).

was flat or slightly convex on one face, flat on the opposite, and liad a
shallow groove on the margin. The border on the flat side was orn.^-

mented with a number of parallel scratches arranged in clusters.

Later the author obtained other stones of the same .shape and of

about the same size; one of the most instructive was a specimen of

irregularly rectangular form, with a bird's head carved on one edge,

and the tail on the other (figure 117).

There is an interesting modificalion of the same class of objects

in the collections of the National Museum—a circular stone slab of

which the body of a snake, with head and tail skillfully carved, forms
the margin. These objects, which are not rare in the ruins of the

Gila and Salt river valleys, are called ceremonial slal)S, and were
probably used in much the same way as are the stone slabs orna-
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merited with designs which have been repeatedly described from
Ilopi altars. In fact, some of those now in use distinctly resemble
those from the Pueblo Viejo.

OTHER STONE OB.JECTS

It was interesting to find in the ruins of the Pueblo Vie.jo a number
of obsidian nodules, and flakes of the .same material. Fragments of

Fig. 117. C'oi-eindiiial stMH./ slal) ri'oin Pueblo Viejo (uumber 17T.5T8).

volcanic glass constantly occur in ruins north of the mountains, along
the Little Colorado, and at Sikyatki.

The fact that over a dozen specimens of quartz crystals were found
shows that these ob.jects were prized, and wer(> jirobablj' used in cere-

monials, as is the custom
in modern pueblos.

Perforated c i r c ii 1 a r

stones, varying in size

from that of a silver dol-

lar to several inches in

d iameter, were found,
while similar disks made
of ixjttery were common.
Many of the latter were
not perforated. Their
form suggested that they
were iised in gaming.

These disks occur along the whole length of the (lila river, and are

also found more sparingly in ruins north of the Mogollou mountains.
The ancient inhabitants of the Pueblo Viejo villages prized for

ceremonial purposes stones of curious or strange shape, especially

those which were l)otryoidal. One of the most striking oi these is

shown in the accompanying cut (figure 118). It is typical of several

which were found in the San Jose ruin, at Buena Vista, and near
Solomonville.

Fig. U^ .Stone fetish from Pueblo Viejo.
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Shell Ornaments from Pueblo Viejo

Several specimens, generally ornaments, carved out of Haliotis,

Conns, or Pectunculus shells, were collected iu the Pueblo Viejo
ruins. The largest of these were armlets and wristlets. Shells cut in

the form of animals are among the characteristic objects of the Gila-

Salado ruins, and occur in all great collections from this region. We
find various animals represented, as lizards, birds, rabbits, and
snakes, as well as circles, crosses, rectangles, and the like. They are

ordinarily perforated—generally at the eye, sometimes at the heart,

of the animal represented. The universality of this perforation

implies suspension, and the author believes that it will later be found
that they were worn on the neck or body. It is not improbable that

they were personal fetislies, jjossibly representing totems.

CLIFF HOUSES ON BONITA CREEK

There are many cliff houses and other ruins of aboriginal dwell-

ings in a fair state of preservation along Bonita creek, 18 miles north
of Solomonville. A very good account of these, written by Professor

William Stone Devol, of Tucson, has been published, with a half-tone

illustration, in the Graham County Bulletin. These remains would
repay more extensive study and no doubt yield collections of consid-

erable archeological value. These cliff houses resemble in general

character those near Silver City, New Mexico.

RUINS IN THE FOOT HILLS OF MOUNT GRAHAM

There are many ruins, mostly small, on the mesas and foot hills

of Mount Graham, having the same general character as those

lower down the valley, near the river. The fragments of potterj^

strewn about upon tliem are identical with those from the mounds
of the plain, and there is reason to believe they were made by the

same people. While these luins occur at several places on the mesa
and hills at the base of Mount Graham, that at the place called Cie-

nega is one of the largest, but it does not differ radically from those

of the banks of the Gila.

SACRIFICIAL CAVES

The use of caves for ceremonial purposes was a feature in the life

of the ancient people of Pueblo Viejo. The mountains near the

Pueblo Viejo have manj^ caves suitable for this purpose. They occur

in limited number near the modern Hopi pueblos and elsewhere north

of the Mogollones.

The author visited one of these sacrificial caves in the Graham
mountains, and found many evidences of its former ceremonial use.

There were bushels of prayer sticks on tlie floor, and a few fragments
of basketry, but no pottery or earthenware rewarded the search.
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The fragments of basketry were made with a technique similar to

that of the basinet plaques of the Middle mesa. The prayer sticks

were painted red at their extremities, and were, as a rule, about the
size of a penholder. This cave, called Adams' cave, has been rarely

visited since its discovery bj' 3Ir D. B. Adams, of Solomonville, but
will well repay a visit by an areheologist. There is little doubt that
there are other similar caves on the northern side of the Graham
mountains which have not been entered bj' white men.

COLLECTIONS FROM A CAVE IN THE NANTACKS

In the broken, almost inaccessible, countrj^ north of Pueblo Viejo,

there are many caves, some of whicli are quite extensive. The larger

and more open were utilized by ancient builders in the construction
of clitf houses. Many caves in this region have narrow entrances into

passages whicli extend with many ramifications far into the bowels of

the earth. The nature of the objects found in most of them shows
that the caves were not inhabited, but were resoi-ted to for purposes

of prayer and sacrifice by a sedentary people
akin to that which has left so manj- ruined
houses in the Southwest.
A few years ago some young men from

Pima, a settlement in the Pueblo Viejo, ex-

plored one of the caves in this region, and
obtained fiom it a collection of some size and

FIQ.H9. Indented bowl from considerable archeological Interest.

(number ot'
^"° **'''' The attention of the author was called to

this collection early in the summer of 1897,

and in September he visited Pima, and secured many of the objects

for the National Museum.
The collection has been divided bj' those who obtained it into four

parts, one of which had been sent to Utah : another was owned by a
man who did not care to sell. The other two parts, Jiumbering almost
100 specimens, wei'e pui-chased. They contain all the typical forms
of the other two, and a few sijecimens which were unique.

All the specimens were small votive offerings, but those who had
entered the cave declared that they left Ijehind all fragments, of which
there were many, so that we may suppose that there were larger

vessels thus abandoned. The specimens were, as a rule, rough ware
pottery (see figure 110), smooth, undecorated red ware, turquoises,

arrowheads, fragments of marine shells, and white pigments.

A large number of clay disks occur in the collections. These were
not unlike similar formed objects which were found at Eplej-'s ruin,

and probably were originally luted to the orifice of the small vases

in much the same way.
There were globular vases (see figure 120), one of which had two

perforated tubercles, one on each side of a small orifice. Tlifse
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remind one of those vessels in wliich sacred water is carried in cere-

monies among tlic Pueblos.

Another small globular vase had the whole exterior covered with

indented tubercles, not perforated but evideutlj- ornamental. This

type has been found in some of the Little

Colorado ruins. A long tube with similar

tubercles over its surface, made of rough pot-

tery, may have been an ancient pipe or cloud-

blower. Neither of these objects had designs

painted upon them.
From the great quantity of tur(iuoise beads

and obsidian arrow-points it would appear
that large numbers of the.se objects were scat-

tered over the floor of the cave. As the col-

lectors exercised no special care to gather everything which they saw,

no doubt the quantitj' of these objects could be much increased bj'

a reexamination of the cave.

Fig. 120. Small amphora from
a cave in the Nantacks ( num-
ber 1774631.

EFFIGY VASES FROM SOUTHERN ARIZONA

Pottery objects in the form of human beings are manufactured in

some of the modei-n pueblos, and
the.se grotesque figures may be pur-

chased in traders' shops where mod-
ern Pueblo pottery is sold. An ex-

amination of large collections of an-
cient pueblo pottery from nortliern

and central Arizona has failed to re-

veal a single specimen of a vase made
in the human form. This, however,
is not true of pottery from all parts

of the pueblo area. The ancient peo-

ple of southern Arizona manufac-
tured human efligies in clay, the

typical forms of which have not, so

far as is known, been described. The
particular interest attached to the

vases here described, which justifies calling them into prominence by
special mention, is due to the rarity of this type in ancient pueblo
collections, its reappearance in certain vases from Arkansas, and its

common (occurrence in the northern States of old Mexico.
The accompanying illustration (figure 121) shows one of these vases

from the cave in the Nantacks mentioned above. It is made of

coarse material and has a rough exterior, with patches of a calcareous
deposit on the surface. This deposit of lime is found in greater or

less amount on most of the specimens from this cave, and was depos-
ited on them by water charged with lime percolating from the rocks

Fig. 121. Human effigy vase from a cave
in the Nantacks i number 177519 1.
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ill which the cave was formed. Attempts to rub oti this film are evi-

ilent in some places; but elsewhere, as under the right eye, consider-

able patches remain, probably concealing sj'mbols on the right cheek.

The head is marked off bj- a constriction representing the neck,

and tlie eyes, nose, mouth, chin, and ears are well represented. As is

generally the case with idols of stone, wood, or claj' from the pueblo
region, the details of the head are better represented than those of

the body or limbs.

No attempt was made in this vase to represent the legs, and the

arms are simplj' irregular ridges, one on each side of the body. The
shajie of the body is irregularly globular; the base is flat. The vase
is of about imiform tliickness, the outlines of its cavity conforming
in a verj' general way with the elevations and depressions of the

outer surface.

The author supposes that this vase was filled with votive offerings

when it was placed in the cave, and tliat in course of time its contents

were washed out. The nature of the offerings may be conjectured
from the fragments of shells, turquoises, and other objects reported

as strewn about the floor of the cavern.

The short parallel lines painted with white pigment under the eyes
are worthy of a jjassing notice. These are the only symbols on the

face, and consist of a few short lines extending downward from the

lower eyelids. If the reader will examine the collection of Zuiii dolls

which are exhibited in the "Pottery Court" of the National Museum,
now installed, he will find one labeled Zuiii Hehea katcina," which
has the same markings on the cheeks as has the effigy vase from
the Nantacks.

It Is instructive to note the similarities of this efflgy vase with those

from Casas Grandes, Mexico, and from Central America, which are so

close that the vase might readily be mistaken for an illustration of a
type fi'om northern Mexico or even Central America.

It appears that while this vase has a form unknown in collections

of ancient potter}^ from ruins along the Little Colorado and its tribu-

taries, it is not unique in those from the Gila-Salado watershed.

The lesson taught by the presence of this effigy vase in the Nantacks
and the Gila-Salado basin and the absence of similar forms north of

the MogoUones may be summed up in two words, "Mexican influence."

The distribution of this form of Mexican ceramics did not cease at

what is now the southern frontier of Arizona, but extended to ruins

along the Gila valley and its tributaries high up into the liighlands

to the north, where these streams rise. As far as is known, this was
the most northern extension of this particular f(>rm of ceramic tech-

nic in Arizona. Southward from this locality the relative number of

"Hehea katcina ia a Hopi name, and the doll representing this person at Walpi has not the
same markings on the face as the above. The Hopi variant has parallel zigzag lines above both
eyes and on the cheeks. The name given above is that by which the Zuiii doll is known to the
Hopis.
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human effig3^ vases increases, unil they become very common in Chiaiias

and Oaxaca. But, it may be urged, wkj' is it necessary to interpret

this form as due to Mexican influence? The advocate of the inde-

pendent evolution of technology will doubtless say that the manufac-
ture of a human effigy vase is no great trick and had been evolved
independently again and again in different regions of aboriginal

United States. Some clever potter of the Nantacks, it may be said,

invented this form. Why, it might be asked in reply, did not the

potters north of the Mogollones also invent the same form? for they

were equally skilled, and their ceramic ware was more variegated

and elaborate. What explanation is offered on the theory of inde-

pendent invention of the increase in the relative number of effigy

vases as we go south?

It seems probable that the presence of human effigy vases in south-

ern Arizona and their absence in

the northern part of the Territorj^

is in harmony with a theory of

the influence of Mexican art in

the former region. While rec-

ognizing the potency of this in-

fluence in southern Arizona, we
are not necessarily called upon
to accept a connection among all

potters who have nuide human
effigy vases, or even between
those of ancient Arkansas ;ind

Chihuahua, whose effigy i)rod-

ucts have some similarity.

There are many like ceramic
forms and decorations among
different people, invented inde-

pendently, and there is no reason

to doubt that human effigies in

the form of vases were so in-

vented in several well-known
instances. There are also cases where identity in form and symbol
can better be explained bj' barter. Possibly the effigy vase described

above belongs to the latter categorj'. It would l)e premature to

build conclusions on a single specimen, and more information regard-

ing the distribution of ancient human effigy vases in the Southwest is

desired. These vases have not yet been found in Arizona north of

the White mountains, but they are represented from several local-

ities in the south. The question awaiting answer is, "What is their

northernmost extension?

An effigy vase found near San Jose (figure 122) is instructive as

recalling a kind of pottery common in the northern Mexican states.

Fig. 122. Effigy vase from Pueblo Viejo
(number 177332).
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This piece was broughl for sale by a workman, who declared that he
liad dug it up at San Jose. The autlior was at first inclined to believe
that It was not found in Pueblo A^iejo vallej', but critical examination
of the wire convinced him that the testimonj" of the man wlio brought
it could be trusted. It is made of coarse red ware, lilie other vessels
from this locality, and is undecoraled. It is shaped lilvc a duml)l>ell,

and the two parts ai-e of unequal diameter. Tlie remarkable tiling

about this vase is the luuuan nose aiid ears, in relief, reproduced sev-
eral times on- its sides. This would hardly be worthj- of special men-
tion were we considering the pottery of old Mexico or of some other
parts of the United States, but like the effigy vase above mentioned,
from the caves of theNantacks, it is exceptional in the pueblo region.

One of the best specimens of clay effigies was found in an ash heap
at the Buena Vista ruin. It was evidently a handle of a dipper or
saucer, and was well made and well proportioned.
The frequency with whicli these effigj' ceramic objects occur as we

go south is, as has been stated, highly suggestive. Unknown in the
ancient ruins of northern Arizona, tliey are not rare in the Gila valley
and its tributaries, and their number greatly increases when we pa.ss

the boundary line into the Mexican states of Sonora and Chiliuahua.
This is undoubtedly au advance in pottery manufacture, and, with
this advance a corresponding decline in the decoration of vases with
paintings is to be expected.

DISTRIBUTION OF DECORATED POTTERY IN ARIZONA
In plate lxx the author luxs tried to plot the distribution and rela-

tive abundance of differcjit colored pottery in the ruins studied bj-

him in the years 1895, 1896, and 1897. A normal line is represented
on one side and the relative amount of each kind of colored pottery is

indicated by abscissas from that norm, arising from a point repre-

senting the latitude of each ruin. In order to determine tlie proper
percent of the kind of pottery in each ruin, the number of pieces
obtained was counted, and the pi-oportions of those referred to

different coloi's were reduced to decinml fractions. In the case of red
ware this was only an approximation, foi- the limit of this type was
hard to determine.

Certain general laws may be deduced from a study of tliis map.
Black and wliite ware, wliich is so prominent a feature of cliff-house

pottery, has a limited distribution in all the ancient pueblos south
of Tusayan proper. Its proportion increases in the Kintiel zone.

Yellow ware is the cliaracfiMistic pottery of Tusayan and is limited

to the ruins near the inliahited Ilopi villages. It is not represented
at Kintiel.

Red ware is characteristic of the Little Colorado. Red, white, and
black ware is not found in the north or south, but only near the

Little Colorado and its tril)utaries.
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A brown pottery, with black decoration and red bands, is charac-

teristic of the Gila valley ruins.

Study of the material collected in 1897 suggests the conclusion that

the higher we ascend the Little Colorado river the greater are the

differences between the archeological objects found on its banks and
those of the ancient Ilopis who lived at lloniolobi. These differences

seem not to diminish as we ascend the Zuni river and other tributaries

of the Little Colorado in the Zuiii reservation. At Four-mile ruin we
find both Zufii and Hopi characteristics in ancient pottery, and no
donbt some of the people of this pueblo were akin to the ancient Zuiii

stock.

There was probably not so close a likeness between the ancient
people of Pueblo Vie.jo and those of modern Tusayan as between those

of the Verde and Tonto villages and the Ilopis, although there is a

resemblance among all the ruins of the Gila valley and its tributaries.

As a general rule, the culture of prehistoric peoples dwelling along

the banks of a river has a marked uniformity, while that of those

separated by mountain ranges is more varied. There is therefore a
general likeness between the art products of the Gila valley and all

its tributaries, and those of the Little Colorado are similar, but the

archeology of the two drainage areas differs considerably.

EVOLUTION OF THE PUEBLO TYPE OF ARCHITECTURE

The Spanish word "pueblo" has come to be used in ethnology
with a special meaning, and is now applied to a certain kind of

Indian dwelling. While the Spanish explorers applied the term to anj'

large cluster of houses it is well to limit it, as is now generallj- cus-

tomarj', to a communal village in compact form, with the different

rooms adjoining. In this restricted meaning the clusters of houses
in the Pueblo Viejo are not pueblos, but are better called composite
ranchei'ias.

A pueblo, then, maj* be regarded as a collection of rancherias the
component houses of which have become so approximated that they
adjoin, forming a compact village. Each clan has its own rooms and
has no rights in others, though the walls may adjoin.

We have a very good illustration of a communal form of archi-

tecture in earlj- Mormon settlements, as Brigham and Sunset, 7iow

in ruins near Ilomolobi. When these towns were built they were
palisaded, and all the different families were pi-otected by an inclosing

wall. The houses joined, inclosing a central open space, much as in a
small pueblo. Had there been no danger from Apaches or other
predatory Indians, these Mormon families would probably have set-

tled on separate farms, but it must also be borne in mind that there
was community of life among the inhabitants which does not exist in

Pueblo settlements. Each clan in the latter is independent; all fam-
ilies in the Mormon towns mentioned had common property. This

22 ETH—04 13
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community of life no doubt explains in part the pueblo-like character
of the Mormon settlements, but mutual defense was au important
factor in the determination of the form of their villages.

The pueblo, therefore, as we find it today, is a survival of con-
solidated cliff houses, cavate villages, or rectangular and circular

towns of the plain, which have assumed their form for the sake of
defense. But these forms are secondary; in localities and at times
when defense was not necessary the aboriginal farmers erected more
or less isolated dwellings or ranches, each with few rooms and with
accommodations for one clan.

In very ancient times the inhabitants of the Gila were scattered
over the land, or their homes were clustered together, but were not
united in a compact form with adjoining walls. Even then, however,
they had certain common houses for defense or religious purposes, of
which Casa Grande is a good example.
As the clans moved into exposed regions in which they were raided

by hostiles they naturally built their houses in pueblos or forms best
calculated for defense.

It is interesting to note that when this pi-essure of necessity for

defense was removed the former distribution of small farmhouses
over the land returned. When the clan was no longer forced to

huddle under the same I'oof with its neighbor, it returned to the
isolated rancheria. In this way large pueblos have disintegrated,
first into summer farming villages, later into individual farmhouses.
Thus, a law of the struggle for existence and survival of the fittest

can be educed to account for pueblo architecture in the Southwest.
There is nothing in an arid environment to lead agriculturists to hud-
dle into pueblos, and it was not until nomadic robbers forced them to

do so that they adopted this form of life.

The semi-deserts of the Southwest are not valuable lands for agri-

culture, and yet the aboriginal jjeople of this region were preemi-
nently farmers. This is explained by the fact that it was impossible
for hunters to remain in that culture stage, for there was no game;
it was alike impossible to be fishermen, because there were no fishes.

The people were forced by pressure of climatic conditions either to

become farmers or to perish. In more fertile lands, where game was
eibundant, there roamed nomadic hunters with whom they were unable
to successfuUj' contend. Thus in an arid desert land the individual
farmer became secure in his poverty from his warlike fellow-man.
When, by his industry, he gathered property beyond his immediate
needs, the nomads sought him out to despoil him of his possessions.
To meet these attacks he joined his neighbors, building his houses in

(;lusters, which, for additional protection, were finally consolidated
into a pueblo form. As the enemies grew stronger the size of pueblos
increased by consolidation. The form which the builders adopted
was that best fitted fo'- mutual protection. It has always been so
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with agriciilturfil man when pressed by his foes, and on this account

a cliff-linikling stage of culture is limited to no race or country. Its

existence is purely a geological question.

The Southwest is thus full of ruins of former abodes of farmers,

some of which were inhabited by a single clan, others by several

clans. Each has had its own history or its own episode in the

general histoiy of the struggle of nomadic robber and sedentary agri-

culturist. Aimlessly to himself, perhaps, but in obedience to a law
of development, man has drifted from place to place to escape his

enemies, xintil he has been molded into the peculiar culture which we
call Pueblo. This culture is a highly specialized form, and is the

direct outgrowth of the peculiar climatic conditions of the Southwest.
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BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT PL. XIV

"ff^^

RUIN A, GROUP B. BLACK FALLS, LITTLE COLORADO RIVER, ARIZONA
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CHIMNEY IN RUIN A, GROUP B, BLACK FALLS. LITTLE COLORADO RIVER, ARIZONA
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VASE FROM CHEVLON RUIN.ARIZONA

(NUMBER 157 005, DIAMETER 8 INCHES!





BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT PL. XXI

VASE FROM HOMOLOBI, ARIZONA
'NUMBER 1 57 01 6, DIAMETER II INCHES /
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oINUMBER 157 558. HEIGHT G>j INCHES )

b (NUMBER 157 142, HEIGHT 7>b INCHES )

VASES FROM HOMOLOBI ARIZONA
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a (NUMBER 157 361, DIAMETER 9-/a INCHES )

6 I NUMBER 157002, DIAMETER lOli INCHES 1

FOOD BOWLS FROM HOMOLOBI, ARIZONA
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FOOD BOWL FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA

I NUMBER 177864, DIAMETER 10^4 INCHES)
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a (NUMBER 177293, DIAM ETER 7^4 I NCHES )

*( NUMBER I77II0, DIAMETER 12 INCHES)

FOOD BOWLS FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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FOOD BOWL FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
(NUMBER 177203, DIAMETER lOlNCHESI
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" ( NUMBER 156966, DIAMETER S% INCHES)

i'NUMBER IS6964,DIAMETER 8 INCHES)

FOOD BOWLS FROM HOMOLOBI, ARIZONA
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A( NUMBER IS73S3, DIAMETER 8% INCHES 1

( NUMBER 157 579, DIAMETER 9Ji INCHES )

FOOD BOWLS FROM CHAVES PASS AND CHEVLON, ARIZONA
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/.(NUMBER 156615, DIAMETER 10 INCHES)

<7- (NUMBER 157 5Z3, DIAM ETER 8 I NCHES I

FOOD BOWLS FROM CHAVES PASS AND HOMOLOBI, ARIZONA
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VASES FROM HOMOLOBI, ARIZONA
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VASES FROM HOMOLOBI, ARIZONA
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VASES FROM HOMOLOBI ARIZONA
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a (NUMBER 157374, HEIGHT 5 INCHES)
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6 (NUMBER 156489. HE1GHT4!4 INCHES)

VASES FROM HOMOLOBl, ARIZONA
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(NUMBER 157123, DIAMETER 3 INCHES)

/< I NUMBER 157 510, DIAMETER S% INCHES 1

r:l NUMBER 156806, DIAMETER 5*4 INCHES)

DIPPERS FROM CHEVLON, HOMOLOBI, AND CHAVES PASS,ARIZONA
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o. (NUMBER 157406, DIAMETER S>-» INCHES)

'/(NUMBER 177170: DIAMETER 5>i INCHES) rl NUMBER 157143, D lAMETER 4>4 INCHES')
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rf I NUMBER 156690, DIAMETERS INCHES) e(NUMBER 177276, DIAMETER 4 1 NCH ES I

FOOD BOWLS FROM CHEVLON, HOMOLOBI AND FOUR-M 1LE,ARIZ0NA
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It (NUMBER IE7SI4, DIAMETER 5 INCHES 1

A| NUMBER I56SI7, DIAMETER 5fe INCHES I

c (NUMBER 156538. DIAMETER 59i INCHES I

POTTERY OBJECTS FROM CHAVES PASS AND HOMOLOBl, ARIZONA
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FOOD BOWLS FROM CHEVLON, ARIZONA
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n (NUMBER I57II9, DIAMETER 5?i INCH ES 1

A( NUMBER 157184, DIAMETER 5>i INCHES*

VASES FROM CH EVLON, ARIZONA
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«(NUMBER 157240, DIAMETER 7% INCHES )

/,( NUMBER 157372, DIAMETER 8 INCHES)

FOOD BOWLS FROM CHEVLON, ARIZONA
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ti (NUMBER 177219, DIAMETER 9^2 INCHES )

Al NUMBER 177086, DIAMETER 10)4 INCHES i

FOOD BOWLS FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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a ( NUMBER 177 223, DIAMETER 914 INCHES )

b (NUMBER 177 147, DIAMETER 9 INCHES*

FOOD BOWLS FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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a (NUMBER 176 963, DIAMETER 9 INCHES)

* (NUMBER 177 356, DIAMETER 10'/, INCHES)

FOOD BOWLS FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN. ARIZONA
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n (NUMBER 157120, DIAMETER 9 INCHES!

A (NUMBER 156494, DIAMETER 9 INCHES)

FOOD BOWLS FROM CHEVLON AND HOMOLOBI, ARIZONA
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MOSAIC FROG FROM CHAVES PASS. ARIZONA

(NUMBER 158071, ACTUAL SIZE I
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BONE IMPLEMENTS FROM CHAVES PASS, ARIZONA
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a (NUMBER 157 142, DIAMETER 7^4 INCHES)

* I NUMBER 157 276, DIAMETER I3>i INCHES I

VASE AND FOOD BOWL FROM CH EVLON, ARIZONA

JULIUS BIEN&CO UTH,N.Y.
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VASES FROM SHUMOPOVI, ARIZONA
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VASE FROM SHUMOPOVI, ARIZONA
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VASES FROM SHUMOPOVI, ARIZONA
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FOOD BOWLS FROM SH U MOPAVI, AR IZONA
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PLAN OF KINTIEL RUIN, ARIZONA
A, altar; B, barn; C, cemetary; G, gateway; H, modern houses; M, mounds; S, spring; T, trees.
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ai NUMBER 177 S35. DIAMETER 9 INCHES )

6 I NUMBER 177 534, DIAMETER 9 INCHES*

FOOD BOWLS FROM EPLEYS RU I N, GILA VALLEY, ARIZONA
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a ( NUMBER 177082, DIAMETER 8% INCHES )

5(NUMBER 177 231, DIAMETER 9>:tlNCH£S)

FOOD BOWLS FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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PLAN OF A ROOM IN FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
F, fireplace, H, holes, P, posts, S, snrine.
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VASE AND PITCHER FROM FOUR-MILE RU I N, ARIZONA
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VASE AND FOOD BOWL FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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FOOD BOWLS FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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VASES FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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FOOD BOWLS FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN. ARIZONA
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SPIRAL DESIGN ON FOOD BOWL FROM FOUR-MILE RUIN, ARIZONA
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PLAN OF BUENA VISTA RUIN, UPPER GILA VALLEY, ARIZONA

A, modern adobe buildings
;

C. H., central house ; D, depression ; E, excavations ;
M, mounds; R, reservoir;

T, trees.
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a (NUMBER 177 544. DIAMETER 6V4 INCHES)

6 (NUMBER 177 S66, DIAMETER 914 INCHES)

c (NUMBER 157 154, DIAMETER6>2 INCHES)

FOOD BOWLS AND VASE FROM PUEBLO VI EJQ Gl LA VALLEY ARIZONA
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VASE FROM PUEBLO VIEJO, UPPER GILA VALLEY, ARIZONA

^NUMBER 177521, DIAMETER 7 I NCHES )
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( NUMBER 177536, DIAMETER 4J4 INCHES)

J(NUMBER 177520, DIAMETER 3'/2 INCHES)

(NUMBER 177558, DIAMETER 9>'2 INCHES I

FOOD BOWLS AND VASES FROM PUEBLO VIEJO UPPER GILA VALLEY, ARIZONA
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MAP SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF ANCIENT POTTERY IN ARIZONA


